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Abstract
In many new applications, such as in automatic driving, high performance require-
ments have reached safety critical real-time systems. Consequently, Networks-on-
Chip (NoCs) must eﬃciently host new sets of highly dynamic workloads e.g. high
resolution sensor fusion and data processing, autonomous decision’s making com-
bined with machine- learning.
The static platform management, as used in current safety critical systems, is no
more suﬃcient to provide the needed level of service. A dynamic platform manage-
ment could meet the challenge, but it usually suﬀers from a lack of predictability
and the simplicity necessary for certification of safety and real-time properties.
In this work, we propose a novel, global and dynamic arbitration for NoCs with
real-time QoS requirements. The scheme follows design principles of Software
Defined Networks (SDN) and adjusts them for the purposes of NoCs in real-time,
embedded systems. The mechanism decouples the admission control from arbi-
tration in routers thereby simplifying a dynamic adaptation and real-time anal-
ysis. Consequently, the proposed solution allows the deployment of a sophisti-
cated contract-based QoS provisioning without introducing complicated and hard
to maintain schemes, known from the frequently applied static arbiters.
The presented work introduces an overlay network to synchronize transmis-
sions using arbitration units called Resource Managers (RMs), which allows global
and work-conserving scheduling. The description of resource allocation strategies
is supplemented by protocol design and verification methodology bringing adap-
tive control to NoC communication in setups with diﬀerent QoS requirements
and traﬃc classes. For doing that, a formal worst-case timing analysis for the
mechanism has been proposed which demonstrates that this solution not only ex-
poses higher performance in simulation but, even more importantly, consistently
reaches smaller formally guaranteed worst-case latencies than other strategies for
realistic levels of system’s utilization.
The approach is not limited to a specific network architecture or topology as the
mechanism does not require modifications of routers and therefore can be used
8together with the majority of existing manycore systems. Indeed, the evaluation
followed using the generic performance optimized router designs, as well as two
systems-on-chip focused on real-time deployments. The results confirmed that
the proposed approach proves to exhibit significantly higher average performance
in simulation and execution.
Zusammenfassung
In vielen neuen sicherheitskritische Anwendungen, wie z.B. dem automatisierten
Fahren, werden große Anforderungen an die Leistung von Echtzeitsysteme ge-
stellt. Daher müssen Networks-on-Chip (NoCs) neue, hochdynamische Workloads
wie z.B. hochauflösende Sensorfusion und Datenverarbeitung oder autonome Ent-
scheidungsfindung kombiniert mit maschineller Lernen, eﬃzient auf einem Sys-
tem unterbringen. Die Steuerung der zugrunde liegenden NoC-Architektur, muss
die Systemsicherheit vor Fehlern, resultierend aus dem dynamischen Verhalten
des Systems schützen und gleichzeitig die geforderte Performance bereitstellen.
In dieser Arbeit schlagen wir eine neuartige, globale und dynamische Steuerung
für NoCs mit Echtzeit QoS Anforderungen vor. Das Schema folgt den Konstrukti-
onsprinzipien von Software Defined Networks (SDN) und entkoppelt die Zutritts-
kontrolle von der Arbitrierung in Routern. Hierdurch wird eine dynamische An-
passung ermöglicht und die Echtzeitanalyse vereinfacht. Der Einsatz einer aus-
gefeilten vertragsbasierten Ressourcen-Zuweisung wird so ermöglicht, ohne kom-
plexe und schwer wartbare Mechanismen, welche bereits aus dem statischen Platt-
formmanagement bekannt sind einzuführen.
Diese Arbeit stellt ein übergelagertes Netzwerk vor, welches Übertragungen mit
Hilfe von Arbitrierungseinheiten, den so genannten Resource Managern (RMs),
synchronisiert. Dieses überlagerte Netzwerk ermöglicht eine globale und laster-
haltende Steuerung. Die Beschreibung verschiedener Ressourcenzuweisungstra-
tegien wird ergänzt durch ein Protokolldesign und Methoden zur Verifikation der
adaptiven NoC Steuerung mit unterschiedlichen QoS Anforderungen und Ver-
kehrsklassen. Hierfür wird eine formale Worst Case Timing Analyse präsentiert,
welche das vorgestellte Verfahren abbildet. Die Resultate bestätitgen, dass die prä-
sentierte Lösung nicht nur eine höhere Performance in der Simulation bietet, son-
dern auch formal kleinere Worst-Case Latenzen für realistische Systemauslastun-
gen als andere Strategien garantiert.
Der vorgestellte Ansatz ist nicht auf eine bestimmte Netzwerkarchitektur oder
Topologie beschränkt, da der Mechanismus keine Änderungen an den unterlie-
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genden Routern erfordert und kann daher zusammen mit bestehenden Manycore-
Systemen eingesetzt werden. Die Evaluierung erfolgte auf Basis eines leistungsop-
timierten Router-Designs sowie zwei auf Echtzeit-Anwendungen fokusierten Plat-
formen. Die Ergebnisse bestätigten, dass der vorgeschlagene Ansatz im Durch-
schnitt eine deutlich höhere Leistung in der Simulation und Ausführung liefert.
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Chapter 1: Introduction
Multi-Processor Systems-on-Chip (MPSoCs) enable high performance through in-
tegration and concurrent execution of previously separated applications and func-
tions. In this manner, MPSoCs oﬀer extensive sharing of intellectual property (IP)
components and other system resources at low power and competitive cost [69].
Driven by their commercial success and continually increasing requirements of
contemporary workloads, designers are constantly increasing the size and com-
plexity of such architectures. Indeed, currently available MPSoCs embrace hun-
dreds of IP cores e.g. 50 cores in Intels Knights Core [1], 256 cores in MPPA [71],
100 processing cores in Tilera’s TILE-Gx line of processors [2], 1024 cores in Kilo-
NoC architecture [57] include DSPs, CPUs and memory blocks. Further complexity
growth of on-chip systems is expected to happen in the near future [25].
Such highly complex designs define a new set of requirements for the on-chip
communication. The interconnect should be flexible, modular and its capacity
must scale along with the number of integrated IPs. Consequently, several trends
have emerged showing clear limitations of the bus-based and crossbar network ar-
chitectures. Such simple interconnects although straightforward in implementa-
tion, do not scale up well along with the increasing number of connected senders [17].
For instance, in on-chip buses, the same transmission medium (i.e. link formed
by a set of wires) is shared by all senders and only one node at a time may con-
duct its transfer which is protected by an arbiter module. Consequently, buses can
serve only a limited number of IPs as their performance degrades due to serializa-
tion of all inter-IP communication which is becoming a bottleneck in System-on-
Chip (SoC) architectures. As a result, the applicability of buses in complex SoCs is
severely limited by the parasitic capacitance of the wires and the complexity of the
arbitration [17]. Cross-bar interconnects oﬀer an alternative solution where each
sender-receiver pair has an own independent communication line. These addi-
tional lines increase aggregate bandwidth (as diﬀerent transactions may proceed
simultaneously) which is not possible in case of a bus. However, the higher num-
ber of long wires, which is increasing quadratically with the amount of connected
2senders [62], leads inevitably to diﬃcult timing closures of very-large-scale inte-
gration (VLSI) designs, and increases the complexity of manufacturing processes
e.g. multiple synchronous regions and globally asynchronous locally synchronous
(GALS) circuits. Consequently, the integration of components in a SoC is diﬃcult,
increasing the costs and complexity or even leading to unfulfilled design require-
ments due to the aforementioned problems at physical and logical design levels.
These challenges have raised the need for a cheaper and more flexible solution
for the on-chip communication whenever the number of IP cores (communicating
nodes) scales beyond the point supportable by the implementation technology for
a given SoC. Consequently, at the beginning of 2000s, Networks-on-Chip (NoCs)
were proposed as a viable alternative to fulfill these goals [16].
NoCs are bringing the principles of switch-based networks known from oﬀ-chip
communication into the MPSoCs [62], [37]. In NoC-based architectures, the chip
can be divided into on-chip computational units called nodes as presented in Fig-
ure 1.1. Each node is built with tiles, a router (sometimes also referred to as switch)
and network interfaces. Each tile may encompass multiple hardware IPs, e.g. pro-
cessors, memories or controllers or even be equipped with its own interconnect
e.g. bus or crossbar. Network Interfaces (NIs) or Network Interface Units (NIUs) are
pieces of equipment used for enabling communication between tiles and routers.
They usually provide a common transmission protocol for tiles that use diﬀerent
protocols (e.g. AXI, AHB, APB, OCP, PIF or BVCI) and data formatting standards.
This transmission protocol can be used instead of the tiles’ own protocols or may
be applied to convert the specific tile protocol to a common one. Consequently, a
NI often encompass the bridge functionality. Each router is connected through a
set of links with a subset of tiles as well as a subset of other nodes. Routers do not
perform information processing but instead forward the data to other nodes and
other processing elements called tiles, which are connected to these nodes. Links
are simply sets of wires used to forward the data signals. They can be bi-directional
or uni-directional depending on the implementation. The devices responsible for
connecting the wires to the routers are called ports. Ports are often equipped with
buﬀers which hold packets during times of congestion. Frequently, designers dis-
tinguish between input ports for incoming packets and output ports for outgo-
ing packets. Buﬀers may be used, appropriately for input- or output-buﬀering or
both. The node degree defines the number of links (communication channels)
with other neighbouring nodes.
The communication in a network will be explained in the scope of a layer ap-
proach known from general purpose networking. Consequently, a NoC can be de-
composed into a set of mechanisms (layers), see Figure 1.2. The construction of
each layer denotes an independent set of mechanisms responsible for diﬀerent
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technical problems which can be handled independently. The transaction layer
defines the communication primitives for the IP blocks belonging to tiles. It de-
cides about the communication participants (i.e. sender and receiver or master and
slave) and its purpose, e.g. memory load or store between master NI and slave NI,
but not about the method use for the data transport. Consequently, the transaction
layer is frequently implemented through a set of mechanisms in NI which function
like bridges between diﬀerent external protocols of tiles connected to the NoC (e.g.
AHB, AXI), making the NoC communication transparent to its participants. The
transport layer is responsible for how data are forwarded and switched throughout
the interconnect. It deals with problems of packetization and addressing, but may
also provide additional reliability functions as parity bits. The important part of
this problem is the arbitration between concurrent packets progressing through
the network performed in each router. The selected scheduling method has a great
impact on average and worst-case performance metrics of the interconnect. Fi-
nally, the physical layer is responsible for how packets are converted into signals
which are physically transmitted throughout the interconnect. The presented ap-
proach follows the “route packets, not wires” principle from [38]. Communication
between network nodes is carried out through streams of packets on a specific
route making them similar to large-scale computer interconnects e.g Ethernet.
Such designed, NoCs have numerous advantages when applied to complex MP-
SoCs and when compared to other simpler solutions for on-chip communication.
First of all, NoCs scale significantly better. By adding a new node into the system,
the raw aggregated communication bandwidth also increases. Additionally, nodes
operate independently and therefore conduct a high number of transmissions in
parallel. Decoupling the transaction layer from the transportation layer introduces
high flexibility in a design of a network architecture for supreme performance. For
example, tiles must not be homogeneous anymore. They can connect a plethora
of diﬀerent IP blocks using various transaction standards e.g. AXI, AHB through
adjustments in NIs. This makes NoC communication ”transparent” to the legacy
software and components allowing backward compatibility and easy incorpora-
tion within existing MPSoCs. Also NoCs support diﬀerent topologies and setups.
For example, connections between nodes can be homogeneous and regular as pre-
sented in Figure 1.1, which means that each router has the same architecture, equal
number of nodes and degree. However, NoCs may also be heterogeneous and irreg-
ular. In such setups, routers can operate with various frequencies, support diﬀer-
ent number of ports and even diﬀerent width of links between nodes (i.e. diﬀerent
bandwidth) as well as diﬀerent packet scheduling techniques. This allows NoCs
to span across MPSoCs with various IP blocks, independent clock domains and
available chip space. Finally, application of switches improves control on the wires
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Figure 1.1: Example of a NoC-based MPSoCs platform composed of Network Nodes and Tiles.
which are becoming shorter. Therefore, switches simplify timing closure and re-
duce overall cost of the system including power consumption and production ef-
forts. By applying NoCs in a complex system, the designer has a fine-grained con-
trol on the communication properties allowing performant, flexible and resource
eﬃcient systems on a chip.
The aforementioned features of contemporary NoC architectures have contributed
to their wide commercial success in the domain of the multi-functional consumer
and mobile devices. Therefore, as the complexity of setups in the safety-critical
embedded domains (e.g. automotive, avionic, industrial robotics) increased signif-
icantly in recent years, NoCs have gained researchers’ and designers’ attention as
a new key-enabling technology.
1.1 New Challenges in Design of Safety-Critical Systems
In many embedded applications high performance requirements have reached
safety critical real-time systems. For instance, an average, modern vehicle has ap-
proximately 25 - 30 Electronic Control Unit (ECU) whereas some high-end models
are have over 100 ECUs, see Figure1.3. The combined contemporary in-vehicle net-
work with the wiring is the second heaviest component in the vehicle (behind the
engine), having over 6 km of copper wire and weighing over 70 kg [109]. These
numbers are foreseen to rise in the nearest future with an advent of advanced fea-
tures, e.g. autonomous driving.
ECUs are also becoming more complex and highly interconnected for new levels
of comfort, safety and eﬃciency. Fig 1.4 presents examples of such features in a car
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Figure 1.3: Number of ECUs in diﬀerent segments of automotive production, source [109].
e.g.: camera-based control (lane departure warning, automatic cruise control, etc.)
sensors and actuators used for measurements in mechanic control applications
(motor, brakes) e.g. gase (COx, NOx, etc.), temperature , vibration, wheel speed,
torque, yaw etc.
Besides these features, upcoming highly automated and autonomous driving
introduce a new set of requirements, see Figure 1.4 (red boxes). These include
e.g. robust and eﬃcient surround sensing and decision making including ma-
chine learning and control. The system must oﬀer high performance and parallel
processing (e.g. big data crunching, decision making with convolutional neural
networks) as well as synchronization of diﬀerent ECUs over heterogeneous inter-
connects e.g. Ethernet switches and buses. The sensor fusion is done in real-time
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while gathering and processing data from plethora of sensor inputs (i.e. high res-
olution sensor fusion). Actions must be taken in the context of a dynamic, con-
stantly changing environment (e.g. situation on the road, quality of sensor data)
as well as platform pitfalls (e.g. transient overloads, memory overflows, data loss
and missed deadlines). Finally, these systems have strict design constraints with
respect to limiting power consumption and cost budget.
Consequently, to keep up with these high demands, multi- and MPSoCs have
become architectures of choice also in the safety critical domains. In case of au-
tomotive designs this has three significant benefits: aggregation, extension and
redundancy. Aggregation property refers to design schemes which decrease the
number of ECUs by moving the software from multiple smaller ECUs (e.g. low
utilization) into one many-core ECU (e.g. higher utilization and thus lower cost).
Extension property permits integration of higher number of features in the same
ECU e.g. new advanced functionalities such as ADAS or parallelization of the code
execution. Finally, the redundancy property ensures the combination of high per-
formance with high reliability on the same chip. Therefore, some ECUs or func-
tions may be duplicated (e.g. executed on diﬀerent cores) to compare their results
and look for erroneous behavior.
As an inevitable consequence of integration, handling these new workloads re-
quires flexible on-chip networks which capacities would scale along with the size
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and multiplicity of features in the design.
The advantages of NoCs described in the previous section, which greatly con-
tributed to the commercial success of SoCs, MPSoCs and MSoC in the domain of
general purpose computing, raised designers’ attention for their application also
in the embedded domains. However, soon it has become clear that their imple-
mentation will not be as straightforward as it might have seemed due to the new
requirements resulting from the deployed workloads and physical environments
in which they are applied.
Firstly, many of the workloads in the embedded domain have real-time con-
straints which require not only the correct calculation/operation results but also
timely responses. Secondly, some of the electronic equipment can be critical to
the mission or user safety i.e. its malfunction could cause serious harm to the
user or system within which it is integrated. Consequently, these devices must be
designed according to the safety standards and must frequently undergo the rig-
orous certification process before their market deployment. This requires from
that producers assure methods for the integration, testing and verification of their
products.
These requirements fully apply to the automotive domain and are especially
important to the new advanced subsystems such as ADAS. It is easy to predict that
a delayed signal from a sensor (camera or radar) can have disastrous eﬀects on the
vehicle and its surroundings. Moreover, integration in the same SoC of multiple
diﬀerent features could delay processing of the sensor data and result in similar
fatal consequences due to the accesses to shared resources [107].
In Sections 1.2 and 1.3 these new aspects of the SoC design are discussed in
greater detail with focus on real-time and safety. The dissemination goal is to
provide a brief overview before detailed discussion on how these challenges trans-
late into the NoC requirements, which follows in Section 1.4. Although the pre-
sented discussion focuses on the automotive domain many of its aspects can be
directly extrapolated on other embedded domains such as industrial automatics,
avionic or robotics. Therefore, whenever possible these common challenges and
solutions will be highlighted (e.g. standardization processes) for the sake of better
understanding.
1.2 Real-Time Applications
It is a common intuition that many automotive functions, especially when con-
trolled with ECUs, have temporal constraints , e.g., breaking systems, steering or
engine control. The upcoming ADAS functionality extends this spectrum even fur-
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ther by gathering sensor data (e.g. timely video frames and / or radar signals), its
processing (e.g. denoising, filtering, compression), and decision making (e.g. big
data processing and machine learning with convolutional neural networks). How-
ever, real time requirements appear also in other electronic domains, e.g., traf-
fic control, multimedia, mobile communication, medical applications, industrial
robotics or avionic. In this section, we provide a brief overview and summary of
the most important properties of such setups with a special focus on their require-
ments towards the communication architecture.
1.2.1 Real-Time Traﬃc Requirements
In systems with real-time (temporal) requirements, the correctness of the system
design and working depends equally on temporal and functional aspects. Real-
time applications/systems must guarantee not only that their results are logically
correct, but also that they are delivered on time. The physical time by which a spe-
cific result must be produced is called deadline. Deadlines are frequently dictated
by the environment and physical nature of the controlled process.
Fundamentally, real-time applications can be classified by a metric, which uses
the consequences that a deadline miss can cause. The theory of real-time systems
design [92] distinguishes three application categories while considering the afore-
mentioned criterion: hard real-time (HRT), soft real-time (SRT) and best-eﬀort
(BE). These categories will be briefly discussed, as properties of the applications
directly influence the properties of the initiated NoC traﬃc, i.e., a hard real-time
application has hard real-time communication requirements with respect to band-
width or latency. However, the presented classification is orthogonal to the diﬀer-
ent traﬃc metrics described in the next sections. For instance, it is possible to
have a hard-real time application requiring guaranteed worst-case latencies or a
soft-real time application requiring guaranteed throughput.
HRT applications have firm deadlines, i.e., the utility of the produced result is
zero when the deadline is crossed. Consequently, any delay in their execution,
including high latencies of initiated transmissions, may have severe consequences
for the whole system, i.e., fatal faults and prohibitive degradation of service. Note,
that this frequently includes situations when the user’s safety may be in danger,
e.g., activation of anti-lock breaking system (ABS), high latency of video frames
from cameras in an ADAS system leading to malfunction.
Indeed, as presented in Figure 1.5, in practice many safety critical systems have
hard deadlines - hence systems are both safety and time critical. Therefore, trans-
missions conducted by HRT senders, i.e. hard real-time transmissions (HRTTs)
are usually not allowed to miss any deadline, i.e., its worst-case latency must stay
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Figure 1.5: Dependency between safety and time-critical systems, based on [50].
within assumed upper/lower limit. Similarly, even if the functionality does not di-
rectly aﬀect user safety it may have hard real-time requirements from the produc-
ers point of view, as a failure of the service could cause client loss or a substantial
financial penalty. Accommodation of the traﬃc from HRT applications requires
worst-case dimensioning during the design process and, in case of safety-critical
systems, also a verification proving adherence to the standards. Due to these re-
quirements the characteristics of traﬃc originated from hard real-time senders is
usually well specified and tested, e.g., periodic DMA transfers.
Similarly to HRTTs, transmissions initiated by SRT senders, i.e. soft real-time
transimssions (SRTTs), must also comply with the overall real-time performance
objectives, e.g., guaranteed latency or throughput. The main diﬀerence, when com-
pared to hard real-time senders, is that these applications are rarely required to rig-
orously meet all their deadlines, i.e., the produced results have some utility after
the deadline, see Figure 1.6. For instance, video streaming done as a part of info-
tainment functions in a car or a plane does not influence vehicle safety, but video
frames must still arrive with a certain latency to prevent quality drops and glitches.
Another example are control algorithms based on a feedback loop. Frequently, the
algorithm may tolerate a limited number of cases when instead of sampling new
data old values are used e.g. [156, 143, 125]. However, also in case of SRT senders
timing can be a critical factor depending on other non-functional requirements.
For a producer of an infotainment system the quality of its users’ experience may
play a critical role in the market success of a product. Consequently, it may accept
a sporadic drop of the video quality but may lose clients whenever it happens too
10 1.2 Real-Time Applications
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Figure 1.6: Communication requirements of a NoC traﬃc concerning the temporal isolation,
based on [132].
often.
The last category of best-eﬀort (BE) senders is populated by the majority of exist-
ing applications. In contrast to both aforementioned real-time classes, BE trans-
missions have no strict temporal requirements, i.e, a deadline missed by them does
not endanger the system. Consequently, the behavior of best-eﬀort applications is
rarely tested with respect to temporal properties, e.g., the number, duration and
frequency of memory accesses. BE senders are usually designed targeting average
performance metrics, such as average latency, average throughput and compiled
with standard toolchains without considering the temporal properties nor certifi-
cation requirements, e.g., GNU compilers and applications running on processors
with caches. Consequently, in case of initiated accesses to the on-chip interconnect
BE senders may exhibit high burstiness, i.e., an unpredictable and highly variable
resource usage (number of and length of transmissions). BE senders suﬀer from
a lack of temporal models and their integration with other applications having
real-time requirements is diﬃcult.
Figure 1.6 presents a summary of temporal properties of NoC traﬃc. The X-axis
depicts worst-case communication latency and the Y-axis the utility of data, i.e.,
the usefulness of data for the receiver. The utility value equal to zero denotes a
missed deadline. The timely arrival of data (before or on deadline) is denoted by
the utility value equal to one. All other values of the utility function (between these
bounds) denote a performance degradation. For instance, HRTTs have utility only
if they arrive before the deadline. For SRTTs utility function (usefulness of the
data) decreases after the missed deadline.
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1.2.2 Integration of Traﬃc
As discussed in Section 1, NoCs are foreseen as a communication backbone for
large SoCs integrating diﬀerent ECUs. As a result of such integration, it can hap-
pen that diverse traﬃc classes, i.e., HRTTs, SRTTs and BE, must share the SoC re-
sources. This integration causes co-dependencies between applications running
on diﬀerent cores, which may endanger safety. Unpredictable and bursty accesses
from BE senders may lead to contention in network buﬀers.
In on-chip interconnects without appropriate quality-of-service (QoS) mecha-
nisms, resources are not reserved in advance, i.e., transmissions are scheduled as
soon as they arrive, and all traﬃc receive equal treatment. Because of that, some
interference from BE traﬃc may lead to missed deadlines by SRTTs or HRTTs.
On the other hand, there is often no advantage in completing an HRTT ear-
lier than required. The design process (e.g., safety standards) usually insist on the
satisfaction of all timing constraints even if unnecessarily stringent. Therefore,
as long as an application completes by its deadline, its response time is not im-
portant [132, 144]. This property could be used to slow-down SRTTs and HRTTs
for accommodating BE traﬃc. Finally, the majority of best-eﬀort applications, al-
though not timing critical, is still latency-sensitive. Their performance degrades
with higher latency as presented in Figure 1.6. For instance, applications running
on processors with caches must frequently fulfill temporal requirements to profit
from low average-case latencies for improved processor utilization. Consequently,
they profit from higher interconnect performance and higher SoC resource share.
These properties lead to contradictory requirements whenever diﬀerent classes of
real-time traﬃc share the interconnect.
The integration of HRTTs, with SRTTs and BEs in the same chip, requires en-
forcing suﬃcient independence between components, i.e., assuring that the behavior
of HRT is independent of the behavior of SRT and BE senders. However, this
often compromises the performance of SRTTs or BEs. Quality-of-Service mech-
anisms for on-chip interconnects usually prioritize hard real-time senders over
best-eﬀort traﬃc and soft real-time traﬃc. Hence, BE traﬃc suﬀers from high
latency although time-critical traﬃc has no to little benefit from reduced latency.
Moreover, worst-case dimensioning required for the deployment of HRT senders
leads frequently to resource overprovisioning. However, during regular work of the
system, such extreme conditions may rarely occur and such arbitration results in a
significant drop in average utilization, i.e., underutilized resources. Consequently,
an eﬃcient co-execution of such diverse application types is still an open research
question with possibly high engineering and economic impact, i.e., is critical to
the success of NoCs on the market.
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1.3 Safety Standards and Certification
As already discussed, although not all real-time systems are safety critical, the
majority of safety-critical systems have real-time constraints . Safety critical sys-
tems are system where a malfunction can cause an “unacceptable risk of physical
injury or of damage to the health of people, either directly, or indirectly as a result
of damage to property or to the environment” following the definition from [5].
Therefore, since several years, one may observe accumulation of industrial and
research eﬀorts towards standardization of the safety life cycle for electronic prod-
ucts.
This process is already at an advanced stage in the case of the avionics industry
and the domain of industrial automatics. In the avionic domain, the development
and validation of software is regulated by the standard DO-178b [4] and of underly-
ing hardware components by DO-254 [3]. During a rigorous validation process the
producers must prove compliance of their products to the requirements and pro-
duction methods enforced by these standards, which plays a decisive role for air-
craft approval by a certification authority such as the Federal Aviation Administra-
tion (FAA). A similar process is also enforced for the development of heavy machin-
ery (IEC 62061) and system for process industries (IEC 61511), railway (IEC 62279)
and power plants (IEC 61513).
In case of automotive industry, safety standards have been introduced relatively
late.1. The major industrial eﬀorts have led to the establishment of the ISO26262 [67]
standard derived directly form the IEC 61508 [5] standard document in 2011. The
IEC 61508 introduced by the International Electrotechnical Commision (IEC) pro-
posed a generic approach for the safety life cycle of all systems comprised of elec-
trical and/or electronic elements including programmable elements. Its main goal
was to establish a foundation, which can be adjusted for diﬀerent branches of the
industry, e.g., rail, machinery, power plants. Therefore, the ISO26262 constitutes
in many aspects a straightforward extension of this approach adjusted for the pur-
pose of the automotive domain. However, there are also diﬀerences. For instance,
the original IEC 61508 considered low volume fabrication of components, whereas
ISO26262 is focused on large quantities, i.e., serial production.
According to ISO26262 safety is defined as "the absence of unreasonable risk".
Solving this problem in case of electrical and electronic devices requires incorpo-
ration of the appropriate measures throughout the design process. Consequently,
ISO26262 focuses and refines the V-Model [67] presented in Figure 1.7. It oﬀers
1The reasons for these are: 1) consequences of a car crash are considered to be minor in comparison with
an avionic accident; 2) the liability constraints enforcing certain quality from automotive manufactur-
ers
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Figure 1.7: V-Model according from ISO26262, source [67]
a top-down approach towards the engineering problem, Firstly, the requirements
must be delivered while considering: a) the specification of the intended func-
tions and their interactions necessary to achieve the desired behavior of the sys-
tem (functional concept) as well as b) quantification of the tolerable risk. Although
the former task is straightforward the latter can be demanding. It usually requires
formalized methods and processes for achieving the assurance level required by
standards and certification authorities. This is done through a model driven de-
sign, where the producer must provide not only the product but also suﬃcient
data to verify and test the design (i.e. artifact) independently.
Therefore, NoCs, whenever used for communication between safety critical IPs
such as automotive functions, are or will be, depending on the safety-critical do-
main, the subject of regulation through standards and certification procedures to
assure their correct functioning. In this context, not only the possibly high average
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performance and low costs play a critical role but also, even more importantly, the
ability to prove adherence to the safety requirements. This adds another complex-
ity layer to the design process and requires traceability with respect to real-time
properties, e.g., application of formal analysis methods such as Real-Time Calcu-
lus [138], Network Calculus [89] or Compositional Performance Analysis [61]. Next,
details on which of the ISO26262 requirements for the data communication are
applicable to Networks-on-Chip will be presented.
1.3.1 Suﬃcient Independence
There are multiple sources of possible hazards in a MPSoC which diﬀer in the
severity and exposure. The process of integrating several ECUs in the same system-
on-chip leads to a setup in which not all integrated IPs might have the same impact
on the system safety (i.e. criticality) and thus a mixed-criticality system is created.
For instance, some of them might not be designed considering user safety, e.g.,
worst-case behavior. Consequently, their behavior cannot be trusted. From now
on, these IPs (hardware or software) will be called non-critical and they constitute
the majority of BE traﬃc. Moreover, even safety critical IPs may have diﬀerent
impact on users safety and therefore require diﬀerent certification eﬀorts. In the
automotive context, ISO26262 distinguishes between four diﬀerent Automotive
Safety Integrity Levels (ASIL A-D) defining the relative level of risk-reduction pro-
vided by a safety function. Each of them defines more restrictive risk analysis and
safety goals.
For such mixed-criticality systems, safety standards require certification of the
whole system to the highest relevant safety level (e.g. highest ASIL) or temporal and
spatial separation. For instance, the IEC 61508 states ”If the safety integrity require-
ments for these safety functions diﬀer, unless there is suﬃcient independence of
implementation between them, the requirements applicable to the highest rele-
vant safety integrity level shall apply to the entire E/E/PE safety-related system.”.
Similarly, ISO26262 states that ”If the embedded software has to implement soft-
ware components of diﬀerent ASILs, or safety-related and non-safety-related soft-
ware components, then all of the embedded software shall be treated in accordance
with the highest ASIL, unless the software components meet the criteria for coex-
istence in accordance with ISO 26262-9:2011, Clause 6.”, where Clause 6 proposes
"In the case of the coexistence of sub-elements that have diﬀerent ASILs assigned
or the coexistence of sub-elements that have no ASIL assigned with safety-related
ones, it can be beneficial to avoid raising the ASIL for some of them to the ASIL of
the element. When determining the ASIL of sub-elements of an element, the ratio-
nale for freedom from interference is supported by analyses of dependent failures
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Figure 1.8: An example of a NoC in with a mixed-critical workload. The interconnect must be
certified according to the traﬃc with the highest criticality or must provide QoS
mechanisms for suﬃcient isolation.
focused on cascading failures”. The freedom of interference is later defined as ”ab-
sence of cascading failures between components that could lead to the violation of
[some] safety requirements”. By applying these rules to the system-on-chip, the
parts of the HW and RTE, which are always used, must be certified to the highest
relevant safety level. For all other components ”suﬃcient independence” must be
implemented, see Figure 1.8. As non-critical tasks cannot be trusted (e.g. unknown
execution time, activation frequency, communication volume) network interfaces
must separate the critical network from non-critical tiles. Additionally, routers
must provide a predictable upper bound on the worst-case interference between
concurrent transmissions.
1.3.2 Communication Faults and Real-Time Properties
According to ISO26262 the communication of safety-related data must be pro-
tected at run-time against eﬀects of faults which may lead to failures of the system.
These faults include transient faults, e.g. single event upsents such as bit-flips from
electro-magnetic radiation leading to corrupted data, physical damage as well as
lack of suﬃcient independence between tasks. Consequently, ISO26262 provides
a list of faults, presented in Table 1.1 regarding the exchange of information which
must be considered in case of an interconnect for certification purposes. In this
context, the end-to-end protection defines a set of mechanisms which allow a re-
liable detection of these faults and appropriate countermeasures. In the NoC con-
text, some of these faults directly refer to the real-time metric for the on-chip in-
terconnect, e.g., a delay of information or blocking access to the communication
channel. Others relate to the protection of packets done directly in routers, e.g.,
without a backpressure signal/ flow control (informing about full buﬀers in ports)
packets can be overwritten leading to corruption of information.
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Fault Type Description
Repetition of information
A type of communication fault,
were information is received
more than once.
Loss of information
A type of communication fault,
were information or parts of information are
removed from a stream of transmitted
information.
Delay of information
A type of communication fault,
were information is received later than
expected.
Insertion of information
A type of communication fault,
were additional information is inserted into
a stream of transmitted information.
Masquerade or incorrect addressing
A type of communication fault,
were non-authentic information is accepted
as authentic information by a receiver.
Incorrect sequence of information
A type of communication fault,
were information is accepted from an
incorrect sender or by an incorrect receiver.
Corruption of information A type of communication fault, whichchanges information.
Asymmetric information from
sender to multiple receivers
A type of communication fault, were
receivers do receive diﬀerent information
from the same sender.
Information from a sender received
by only a subset of the receivers
A type of communication fault, were some
receivers do not receive the information.
Blocking access to
a communication channel
A type of communication fault,
were the access to a communication
channel is blocked.
Table 1.1: Summary of communication faults which must be considered in the design of the
automotive systems, from ISO26262 [67]
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Note, that other faults, although not directly related to the temporal metrics,
frequently influence temporal predictability indirectly. Transient errors, malfunc-
tioning or malicious senders may introduce uncertainty and dynamics to the sys-
tem, e.g., sporadic overloads due to re-transmissions or ”Babbling idiots”. There-
fore, their contribution may significantly decrease the worst-case estimation of the
system performance.
1.4 Requirements for Real-Time and/or Safety-Critical
Workloads
NoC architectures are judged by four measures [37]: production cost, transmis-
sion latency, throughput and energy/power consumption. The two latter factors
are performance metrics. Latency denotes the time necessary for a packet to tra-
verse the interconnect whereas the throughput defines the amount of data per
time unit which can be moved through the network (e.g. in bits per second). Con-
sequently, the majority of NoC architectures target a possibly high average perfor-
mance [37]. In the following, such NoCs will be addressed as common or perfor-
mance optimized NoCs/architectures.
However, even if the NoC design achieves high utilization at low cost it is still
diﬃcult to guarantee system predictability in real-time domains like avionic or
automotive. Whenever concurrent transmissions compete for the interconnect
resources (wires, buﬀers) the resulting interference couples the execution of ap-
plications running on diﬀerent cores. The network architecture must assure that
this interference is predictable and stays within the assumed limits. Otherwise, a
sender may not comply with its temporal requirements.
Therefore, providing predictable arbitration between concurrent transmissions
is a critical factor for the design of NoCs in SoCs with temporal requirements.
Moreover, the support for temporal properties should not cancel out benefits re-
sulting from the application of NoCs, e.g., high eﬃciency, scalability, flexibility
and low production costs. This requires that the designer adjusts the arbitration
of interconnect resources for incorporation of dynamics resulting from system
integration, e.g., simultaneously hosting diﬀerent real-time and/or safety traﬃc
classes, incorporation of system dynamics. Mechanisms designed for this pur-
pose should be not only eﬃcient and aﬀordable but also provide a possibility of
straightforward verification and testing as required by safety standards. The sum-
mary of these requirements is presented in Table 1.2. Next a detailed discussion
and justification will be presented.
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Code Reuqirement Metrics Full Description
R1 Traﬃc Types
Real-Time
Performance
Safety
Costs
NoC should provide support for multiple traﬃc classes e.g. GL, GT, BE
R2 Workload Integration
Real-Time
Performance
Costs
NoC should provide eﬃcient support for real-time
requirements without need to modify legacy code and other IPs
R3 Flexibility PerformanceCosts
NoC architecture should be able to support diﬀerent resource allocation
strategies depending on particular setup
R4 Dynamics
Performance
Safety
Costs
NoC architecture should allow eﬃcient and safe incorporation of
dynamics in system behavior
R5 Fairness Real-Time NoC architecture should provide fair allocation of interconnect resourceswhenever RT senders have diﬀerent requirements
Table 1.2: Requirements for contemporary and future NoC architectures for deployment in real-time and safety-critical domains e.g.
automotive (part 1).
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Code Reuqirement Metrics Full Description
R6 Mixed-Criticality SafetyPerformance
NoC architecture should provide as high average performance to the BE
senders as possible in mixed-critical setups
R7 Switch-oﬀ QoS CostsEnergy
NoC architecture should provide a possibility to switch-oﬀ real-time
and/or safety mechanisms whenever there are no senders with such
requirements deployed
R8 Scalability CostsEnergy
NoC architecture should provide performance (average and worst-case)
proportionally to the load at runtime (i.e. work conserving arbitration)
and not other static factors e.g. number of senders
R9 Locality
Performance
Real-Time
Safety
NoC architecture should preserve the order of arriving packets whenever
it is necessary
R10 Verification SafetyCosts
NoC architecture should allow eﬃcient formal verification for
standartization/certification purposes
R11
Detect NoC HW
faults for
higher ASIL levels
Real-Time
Safety
Errors must be detected in order to
initiate countermeasures (for fail-safe and fail-operational behavior).
Table 1.3: Requirements for contemporary and future NoC architectures for deployment in real-time and safety-critical domains e.g.
automotive (part 2).
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Support Diﬀerent Traﬃc Types (R1,R5,R6)
The main purpose of a real-time NoC is to assure that temporal properties of
transmissions comply with the timing requirements of the integrated applica-
tions. These requirements for real-time traﬃc are usually defined with the no-
tions of worst-case latency and minimum throughput. The former defines the
upper bound on the duration of the communication, e.g., maximum latency of a
single packet transmission. The latter refers to the lower bound on the amount of
data transferred per unit of time.
Consequently, the distinction between these two classes of safety-critical work-
loads is visible in many NoC designs. The transmissions are then classified as:
Guaranteed Latency (GL) traﬃc, requiring strict guarantees for each initiated
transmission, e.g., control traﬃc, synchronizations or interrupts. Note, that
GL senders usually require low latencies but at the same time transmit short
messages, i.e., low communication volume.
Guaranteed Throughput (GT) traﬃc, requiring strict temporal guarantees per
certain data/transmission volume. Consequently, the sender requires ser-
vice guarantee per whole logical transmission which can be composed of
several packets rather per each packet independently. For example, in case
of streaming applications using DMA engines for cyclic transfers it is impor-
tant that the whole chunk of data is available at a certain moment in time.
Consequently, the latency of single packets may vary as long as the deadline
for the burst is held.
Best Eﬀort (BE) traﬃc, having no strict requirements with respect to timing,
i.e., no strict latency and throughput requirements are known which could
endanger the system safety. However, this does not mean that BE senders
have no timing requirements. BE traﬃc profits often benefits from lower
latencies as it originates from “general-purpose” applications such as typi-
cal desktop or infotainment functionalities. These senders (by design) profit
from low average temporal metrics, e.g., low average latency or high through-
put, since low latencies increase the utilization of cores and therefore of the
whole system. Low average latencies of BE traﬃc can be used, for example,
to improve user experience in case of infotainment systems.
These traﬃc classes constitute the basis for the designs. Combinations of re-
quirements are possible, e.g., high latency, low throughput traﬃc. Moreover, the
knowledge and understanding of the workloads may be exploited to optimize the
designs for instance by safely postponing some the packets from GT transmissions
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to improve performance of BEs. Consequently, the NoC architecture for real-time
workloads should provide support for multiple traﬃc classes to ease their incor-
poration. This is reflected in requirement R1 "Traﬃc Classes" in Table 1.2.
Moreover, whenever a NoC is used to host multiple applications with diﬀerent
requirements this should be reflected by the interconnect arbitration. First of all,
even if diﬀerent transmissions have hard real-time or soft-real time requirements
they must not necessarily be the same. As described in Section 1.2.2, some trans-
missions may finish later than others and still be on time. Therefore, the arbitra-
tion in the NoC should be fair - oﬀer suﬃcient resources for the sender to comply
with its requirements but avoid overprovisioning. This is reflected in requirement
R5 "Fairness" in Table 1.2.
As discussed in Section 1.3.1, this is especially important in mixed-critical setups
where there is usually no advantage in completing an HRTT earlier than required
since safety standards insist on the satisfaction of all timing constraints even if
unnecessarily stringent, i.e., as long as an application completes by its deadline,
its response time is not important. In contrast, transmissions from soft-real time
and best eﬀort applications (SRTTs) are rarely required to rigorously meet their
deadlines but at the same time they must still comply to the overall real-time per-
formance objectives, e.g., low average latencies. However, many of safety mecha-
nisms compromise performance of BEs and SRTTs which should be avoided. This
problem is reflected in requirement R6 "Mixed-criticality" in Table 1.2.
Integration Eﬀorts (R2,R8,R9)
The previous section explained why the application of NoCs for workloads in
real-time and safety-critical domains is much more challenging than in the case
of general-purpose computing. Note that the aforementioned temporal require-
ments do not exclude using other design goals in conjunction. Consequently, in
the ideal case, supporting real-time properties should be transparent to other inte-
grated application and do not decrease their performance nor require exceptional
integration eﬀorts.
Firstly, integration of real-time senders in a NoC should not need extensive
modification of IPs, e.g., legacy code or design of hardware components. This re-
quirement is not only essential due to the increased production costs, which such
modifications could cause, but also because producers frequently apply propri-
etary components and have no rights and/or possibility to adjust them. Moreover,
even slight adjustments in safety-critical domains could cause the costly process
of verification and re-certification. The requirement R2 "Workload Integration" in
Table 1.2 reflects these challenges.
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Moreover, mechanisms for QoS should not limit the scalability of NoC archi-
tectures. Although the strict separation of transmissions through static resource
allocation assures QoS guarantees, it usually results in high overhead. For example,
in performance-optimized NoCs, to guarantee the safety of critical senders, map-
ping algorithms try to avoid overlapping of paths used by safety-critical and non-
critical, best-eﬀort (BE) traﬃc, i.e., spatial separation of transmissions. Otherwise,
the critical streams may not be able to meet their deadlines. Such mapping typi-
cally leads to prolonged paths for BE traﬃc, which degrades the BE performance
as these are often latency-sensitive [104]. Hence, although BE sender are rarely
required to meet all the deadlines rigorously, they must still comply with overall
real-time performance objectives as low average latencies. At the same time, the
static mapping based on the worst-case behavior frequently leads to a significant
decrease of hardware utilization. In setups with sporadic safety-critical transmis-
sions resources (paths) reserved for them are rarely used e.g. [7]. Consequently,
the performance of the NoC architectures should be influenced (in the optimal
scenario) only by the workload initiated at runtime and not by static factors such
as the number and type of integrated senders. The requirement R8 "Scalability"
addresses this challenge.
Finally, the NoC design can additionally assure the following traﬃc proper-
ties [37]:
traﬃc locality requires that: i) packets belonging to the same logical connec-
tion arrive in the same specific order in which they were injected to the NoC
(in-order delivery) and / or ii) that streams from two diﬀerent senders tar-
geting the same node do not mix in the NoC. This is especially important
in case of state-dependent peripherals, such as DDR-SDRAM memories, for
which performance, response time and power consumption depend on the
history of previous accesses [81].
certain jitter/varying arrival rate (i.e. arrival rate) as some applications require
certain granularity of data to proceed with execution, e.g., the rate of arrival
of video frames for a video decoder. The goal is to limit the arrival jitter
which could appear in case when non-bursty traﬃc mixes with a strongly
varying in time.
In many deployment scenarios, protecting locality of connections increases the
utilization of the peripherals and IP components. This happens, for example, with
latencies of the DDR SDRAM memories. Indeed, SDRAMs have an internal level
of caching, which is equal to 8kB in the standard DDR3 modules. Consequently,
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contiguous and aligned 8kB long transfers fully benefit from the caching. The
requirement R9 "Locality" in Table 1.2 addresses these requirements.
Incorporation of Dynamics (R4)
Traditionally, Quality-of-Service (QoS) mechanisms solve the problem of inter-
ference between concurrent transmissions in real-time NoCs by minimizing non-
functional dependencies at the cost of less eﬃcient communication protocols. In-
deed, the frequently applied, static resource allocation makes communication tim-
ing straightforward but results in a significant performance decrease.
However, this is contradictory to the requirements of highly dynamic, contem-
porary applications in real-time domains that demand allocation flexibility and ex-
tensive on-chip reactivity, e.g., advanced driver/pilot assistance systems, industrial
robotics, autonomous flight/drive systems. For instance, automated driving intro-
duces a transition of decision making from the driver to the vehicle. Decisions and
actions must be taken in the context of a dynamic, continually changing environ-
ment, e.g., a situation on the road or weather conditions. Frequently, concurrent
execution of complex applications (including high-resolution sensor fusion and
data processing combined with machine-learning) is used to address this chal-
lenge. At least a part of these functions will be implemented on a many-core sys-
tem to reduce the number of components and cost. Consequently, NoCs must eﬃ-
ciently host new sets of highly dynamic workloads and the behavior of the system
may be influenced by many external factors. Tasks may modify their transmission
profiles at run-time depending on the arriving sensor data. Moreover, sets of ap-
plications may be initiated dynamically, introducing system modes with changing
traﬃc patterns and mapping or workload profiles, e.g., a convolution of a neural
network used for decision making. Similarly, sensor fusion and data crunching
bring up a data-dependent execution, resulting in a highly dynamic task behav-
ior and high jitters. Finally, the dynamics can happen due to the transient-errors
and mechanisms preventing them such as data re-transmissions or acknowledges.
Therefore, the control used for the underlying NoC architecture must protect the
system safety against pitfalls resulting from dynamic behavior (e.g., transient over-
loads, data loss, high transmission latencies and missed deadlines) while delivering
the requested performance. The requirement R4 "Dynamics" in Table 1.2 addresses
this challenge.
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Eﬃcient Verification (R10)
As discussed in Section 1.3,, safety standards enforce separation of the design
and specification from implementation. Therefore, designers of the system should
provide methods for verification and testing of the NoCs apart from the function-
ing implementations. In this context, some design decisions may significantly
increase the diﬃculty of the formal verification. For instance, complex mecha-
nisms for assuring high average performance in mixed-critical setups frequently
lead to a fine-granular traﬃc classification which in turn is dominated by the real-
time requirements. Consequently, routers and NIs are becoming complex (e.g.,
extra header information, translation tables, additional logic) making them more
diﬃcult to analyze and formally verify. As a consequence, the production costs
and necessary eﬀorts increase. On the other hand, it is still essential to share the
NoC resources (i.e., allow as many communications as possible) and to assure that
transmission latencies are low (i.e., eﬃcient synchronization with minimum im-
pact on senders performance). This additional validation eﬀort should be as little
as possible which is addressed in R10 "Verification" in Table 1.2. Note that formal
verification must also account for the eﬀects of dynamics described in the previ-
ous paragraphs. This incorporation of dynamics may often be complicated and
contradictory to other mechanisms in the NoC, for instance, fail-safety. In fact,
the load of 50% is already considered to be significant in case of automotive sys-
tems exposed to dynamics in system’s behavior [118]. Indeed, results from Daimler
[118] state: ”... it is accepted that the cyclic busload should not exceed 50% (the
exact upper bound depends on the OEM)” and later ”... In networks dominated
by event-driven communication, the theoretical worst case load then overshoots
100% and may reach 500%.”. Bosch in [156] supports these claims. Otherwise, an
OEM would not be able to provide formal guarantees required by standards.
Safety and Real-Time as Features of the Architecture (R3, R7)
In many architectures proposed by academia, support for real-time and safety
features plays a central role, and therefore other practical properties are neglected.
It is important to mention that although the automotive electronics market is the
fastest growing among embedded systems [98], it is still covering less than 20% of
the overall production. Moreover, real-time workloads are usually in the minor-
ity of developed and deployed applications. Consequently, from a manufacturer’s
point of view, the best solution would be to provide a generic platform which can
handle simultaneously general purpose, BE applications and, whenever it is nec-
essary, real-time and safety-critical features at low cost. The integration of BE and
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real-time (safety-critical) features would allow increasing the production series of
SoCs and leave it to the integrator if and to what extent a particular design should
incorporate these specific requirements. Consequently, a future NoC architecture
should allow safety and/or predictable timing as a feature of the system and not its
sole purpose. This challenge is reflected in the requirement R7 "Switch-oﬀ QoS" in
Table 1.2. Of course, such approach is only feasible if the overhead resulting from
the domain-specific mechanisms is low in comparison with the overall production
costs of the IP component. Similar considerations apply to methods/mechanisms
used for supporting temporal and safety requirements. The workloads in embed-
ded domains may diﬀer significantly depending on applications. For instance,
in some setups, the system integrator may only have safety-critical tasks. These
safety-critical tasks are usually highly optimized and transmit their data using a
regular pattern with a pre-defined transmission size, e.g., feedback loops used in
control engineering. However, in other applications such as ADAS, there may be
a lot of sporadic and dynamic sensor data which, as discussed before, require dif-
ferent arbitration and policies for eﬃcient work. Therefore, the same generic NoC
(in the optimal scenario) should oﬀer designers possibility to select an optimal
Quality-of-Service mechanism and strategy for resource reservations depending
on the particular deployment. The requirement R3 "Flexibility" in Table 1.2 ad-
dresses this challenge.
1.5 Thesis Contribution and Outline
As highlighted in the preceding sections, in many embedded applications high-
performance requirements have reached systems with real-time and/or safety-critical
elements, e.g., Advanced Driver Assistance Systems or Flight Management Systems.
These setups form the major challenge for the real-time NoC architectures as they
need to handle the dynamics of system’s behavior, to increase utilization/perfor-
mance, while preserving predictability. The presented work addresses these chal-
lenges and introduces a novel, global and dynamic arbitration for NoCs with real-
time QoS requirements. The scheme uses key elements of a Software Defined Net-
work (SDN) [86] and adopts them to the needs of real-time NoCs. Consequently, it
decouples admission control from arbitration in routers and separates the NoC in
a (virtual) QoS control plane and a data plane, see Figure 1.9. The global QoS arbi-
tration is achieved through the adoption of admission control in nodes based on
contract-based negotiation between senders. The resource manager must validate
if currently available NoC resources are suﬃcient for the change in QoS before
the application receives physical access to the NoC. The first advantage of such an
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Figure 1.9: NoC extension for decoupling of traﬃc arbitration in routers and end-to-end,
dynamic channel reservations.
approach is that it is aware of the QoS functions of routers. It can adjust to the
QoS-functions of routers and no custom QoS-oriented NoC extensions are nec-
essary. Furthermore, the solution allows deployment of arbitration based on the
global state of the NoC and defined by currently running senders and the occupied
resources. Such scheme proposes a contract-based QoS provisioning at diﬀerent
granularity-levels, e.g. (dynamic) traﬃc shaping oﬀering a predictable allocation of
resources for whole transmissions (constructed of several packets). As a result, QoS
arbitration can be optimized in a network-wide fashion depending on the current
state of the system. The introduced dynamic adaption to changing system’s behav-
ior/mode/environment based on the global system state oﬀers high performance
of the NoC arbitration while preserving eﬃcient real-time and/or safety guaran-
tees.
To address the previously described research objectives, this thesis has the fol-
lowing structure:
Chapter 2 provides an overview of existing mechanisms and solutions for
handling safety critical workloads with real-time requirements in NoCs. This
chapter also highlights why the existing solutions cannot simultaneously
provide high performance and an eﬀective upper-bound on the worst-case
latencies
Chapter 3 introduces the design of the QoS control layer. The description
includes the establishment of design requirements, presentation of diﬀerent
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allocation schemes and implementation steps. This chapter also highlights
how and why the QoS control layer can solve the problems (i.e., trade-oﬀs
between utilization and performance) in most of existing NoCs.
Chapter 4 focuses on tools and methods required for the implementation of
the mechanism. The tools section describes both the timing analysis provid-
ing guaranteed worst-case behavior and the simulation environment for the
evaluation of performance in a regular operation. Finally, possible imple-
mentations are detailed including solutions entirely in software, hardware
or as software/hardware co-design.
Chapter 5 introduces the experimental evaluation including case-studies with
commercial and research NoCs. These case studies provide the results from
diﬀerent implementations of the control layer along with the assessment
based on benchmarks from automotive and avionic domains.
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Chapter 2: A Survey of Mechanisms for
Supporting Real-Time in
NoCs
The integration of traﬃc from multiple senders in the same Network-on-Chip re-
sults in setups where concurrent transmissions compete for the interconnect re-
sources such as link bandwidth and buﬀer space. In the real-time systems the
most important challenge is adherence to the temporal requirements of applica-
tions which dominate other requirements, e.g., high-average performance. Conse-
quently, real-time NoCs must provide mechanisms for supporting predictable ar-
bitration. This means that such networks should oﬀer a predictable upper bound
on the worst-case end-to-end latencies. Moreover, whenever the NoC is running as
a part of a safety-critical system there is a need to verify that property during the de-
sign process and integration, as requested by safety standards. In order to achieve
predictable timing, NoC architectures oﬀer two main control features, cf. [37]:
flow control deciding about scheduling and allocation of network’s resources,
such as channel bandwidth, buﬀer space, and control state. Flow control is
usually realized through control path components, i.e., arbiters, in routers.
The duration of the single grant depends on multiple factors. For instance,
some requesters may require uninterrupted access to the resource for a num-
ber of cycles.
admission control deciding about who and when can initiate the transmis-
sion, i.e., when an application can access the NoC. It is usually adjusted in
network interfaces of processing nodes, e.g., rate limiters enforcing mini-
mum temporal distance between two consecutive transmissions from the
same processing node.
This chapter presents an overview of available methods and mechanisms for as-
suring temporal properties in a NoC. The presented survey encompasses tempo-
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ral and spatial isolation methods. As will be shown, this challenge of providing
real-time predictability (and safety whenever relevant) is not trivial as these mech-
anisms must fulfill multiple design goals at once, as described in the previous
chapter. For instance, they must assure predictable behavior and performance si-
multaneously. Moreover, it is necessary to cope eﬃciently with the systems’ dy-
namics resulting from application behavior (e.g. activation jitter, transmissions
duration) as well as physical environment (e.g. sensor data, oﬀ-chip communica-
tion). Finally, safety standards for higher safety-levels require verification by formal
methods.
2.1 Spatial Isolation of Traﬃc in Networks-On-Chip
The most straightforward method for achieving temporal predictability in real-
time NoCs is spatial isolation, i.e., assigning each of the senders (or sender/traﬃc
classes) its own set of NoC resources, i.e., links and buﬀers. This is commonly
achieved through static load distribution with oblivious routing [37]. When ap-
plied, the paths followed by packets during runtime are independent from the
current state of the NoC and determined only by the source and destination of
the data stream. Consequently, in mixed-critical NoCs, spatial isolation limits the
interference between senders of diﬀerent criticality.
Note however, that in such a NoC all transmissions inherently suﬀer from the
main drawback of oblivious routing - the lack of a load balancing during run-
time leading to an under-utilization of resources and performance bottlenecks.
In fact, for every oblivious routing algorithm there is a traﬃc pattern that causes a
large load imbalance [37]. Consequently, as it will be discussed in this section, this
method although relatively straightforward is contradictory to multiple require-
ments established in Section 1.2.1. This is especially problematic in mixed-critical
and safety-critical setups as discussed in Chapter 1. The spatial separation forbids
sharing of NoC’s resources (buﬀers and link bandwidth) between BE and HRTTs.
This is enforced by appropriate mapping and path allocation, e.g., [6, 52]. Although
the implementation of this method is relatively simple and provides the requested
predictability, it simultaneously decreases both hardware utilization and senders’
performance in all traﬃc classes. BE applications are frequently forced to take non-
optimal (i.e. longer) routes to avoid interference with HRTTs. NoCs suﬀer from
misbalance in link occupation. For instance, if a HRTT sender does not have any
pending transfer its path remains unused even if BE links are heavily loaded, e.g.,
timing sensitive transmissions from Ethernet port occur rarely when compared to
cache traﬃc of BE tasks [6].
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Additionally, strict separation may lead to a segmentation of the NoC and un-
used/underutilized cores [52]. Moreover, in commercially available NoCs, e.g., Tilera [151]
or MPPA [40], nodes are heterogeneous and constructed of processing cores as well
as peripherals, e.g., I/O interfaces, memory controllers. As these diﬀerent hardware
units have a fixed position in the system, certain critical communication paths are
also fixed and interference between senders with diﬀerent criticality levels is in-
evitable (i.e. it cannot be solved by mapping). This endangers temporal predictabil-
ity of the system and thus its real-time and safety properties. Consequently, the
temporal isolation is the only feasible solution in many setups.
Although spatial isolation has significant performance drawbacks it is frequently
used in practice due to easy verification. As discussed in [73] or [59], NoC architec-
tures with support for quality-of-service have high production costs.
In [73] an approach based on simplifying the router structure was proposed. As
shown experimentaly, by removing the complexity of a baseline router the low-
cost router microarchitecture can also approach the ideal latency in on-chip net-
works. However, as discussed in Section 1.2.1 router simplification may endanger
the safety. In [73] the quality of service was implemented through delaying the rate
credits that are returned upstream. The evaluation has reported that the proposed
architecture can decrease the area by almost 40% and the power consumption by
45% when compared to standard performance oriented solutions.
Such results encouraged research and design eﬀorts for proposing multi-layer
networks. These architectures are based on the assumption that under-utilization
of the NoC resources can be compensated by simplicity and low costs of router
constructions. Consequently, such MPSoCs are supporting several physical NoC
layers for spatial isolation.These architectures are popular especially in commer-
cial applications as they simplify the verification and control of the MPSoC.
The Tile64 NoC [151] from Tilera supports five independent networks which
are designed to serve diﬀerent traﬃc classes: 1) user dynamic network (UDN),
2) I/O dynamic network (IDN), 3) static network (STN), 4) memory dynamic net-
work (MDN), and 5) tile dynamic network (TDN). Four of them (1,2,4,5) are carried
out with the same dynamic router architecture supporting dimension-ordered
wormhole-routing. The main goals are to preserve the order of messages, oﬀer flow
control and reliable delivery for short transmissions from BE and safety critical ap-
plications (control-oriented). The STN network is designed as a circuit-switched
network for streaming applications. Each streaming sender may set up a route
through the network and stream directly without interference.
The MPPA NoC from Kalray [40] oﬀers two layers C-NOC and D-NOC. The first
one is designed for worst-case latency sensitive short control messages while the
second for bandwidth critical data transmissions. The routers in both layers are
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identical with respect to applied 2D torus topology and the wormhole switching.
The diﬀerences appear at the device interfaces, and the size of router buﬀers. A
similar approach is proposed by [55] where BE and safety critical traﬃc are sepa-
rated in two diﬀerent planes. The layer for HRTTs uses routers supporting the
TDM slot allocation done in routers, whereas BE messages are transmitted using
a performance optimized router architecture.
Another possible application of spatial isolation is dividing the whole NoC into
regions, i.e., assuring through predictable routing and appropriate application
mapping that traﬃc from a specific class does not interfere with other traﬃc, e.g.,
BE and HRTTs never share links. For instance, KiloNoC [57] architecture isolates
shared interconnect resources into one or more dedicated regions called shared
regions (SRs). If QoS is necessary within selected SRs, these SRs may provide an
additional hardware support allowing accommodation of senders with real-time
and/or safety requirements. The rest of the network is freed from diﬀerent tempo-
ral requirements. These mechanisms are based on prioritizing accesses to virtual
channels (buﬀer queues) in routers. Moreover, there is still the option to switch
oﬀ QoS in remaining / all regions and by doing so oﬀer maximum performance.
A similar approach for the Kalray MPPA architecture was followed by [6]. Authors
proposed a methodology for deriving mapping allowing containing traﬃc from
certain applications within selected regions i.e. initiated transmissions can reach
only a selected subset of available nodes and therefore traﬃc of diﬀerent criticali-
ties never interfere.
2.2 Temporal Isolation of Traﬃc in Networks-on-Chip
Temporal isolation oﬀers the frequently applied solution to the problem of tem-
poral predictability and safety in the majority of NoCs. According to this approach,
senders with diﬀerent requirements with respect to the interconnect resources are
allowed to share links and buﬀers. Therefore, providing formal timing guarantees
for safety-critical traﬃc in NoCs is usually done through [55]:
identification of interfering senders,
temporal synchronization of transmissions competing for shared resources.
In the majority of NoCs, these two actions are considered to be largely orthogo-
nal [37] and therefore separated and designed independently in order to enforce
a predictable behavior [100]. The set of interfering senders can be bounded with
deterministic or oblivious routing [37] where paths that transmissions may use are
selected during the design phase and are static during runtime. Synchronization
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of concurrent accesses in time can be done in routers as well as network interfaces
with a selected temporal arbitration method. There exist two dominant groups of
mechanisms for temporal isolation: Time-Division Multiplexing (TDM) or pre-
dictable arbitration in routers. The former oﬀers static guarantees which are in-
dependent of the behavior of other synchronized senders. The latter oﬀers guar-
antees which depend on the behavior of other senders but this interference can be
safely bounded, e.g., prioritization of traﬃc in routers.
However, the market success of a NoC architecture depends mainly on two fac-
tors: on an eﬃcient scheduling methodology that does not sacrifice the perfor-
mance and on a router/switch design that is competitive in terms of area and power
in comparison with a conventional NoC architecture. As we will argue in the fol-
lowing of this section, these goals are largely contradictory and each of the methods
results in hard trade-oﬀs between performance and temporal predictability.
2.2.1 TDM-Based Networks-on-Chip Architectures
The first group of mechanisms allowing temporal isolation in a NoC is based on
the paradigm of Time Division Multiplexing (TDM). In the TDM approach, each
sender receives, in a cyclic order, a dedicated time slot for an exclusive access to
the NoC [92]. Consequently, TDM-based systems are relatively easy to implement
and analyze.
Implementation of TDM in a NoC can be done diﬀerently w.r.t link sharing,
routing, connection setup, end-to-end flow control and diﬀerent connection types.
An extensive survey of TDM-based NoC architectures is available in [134]. This
section concentrates on the significant representatives. The simplest and most
straightforward approaches for time-division-multiplexing (TDM) in a NoC utilize
circuit switching. In [129] the whole system is considered to be a globally shared re-
source. Consequently, the NoC architecture provides directed virtual circuits with
the same bandwidth for connections between nodes. The establishment of a ded-
icated communications channel (circuits) through the network is conducted for a
predefined amount of time (time slot) and repeated cyclically. A similar approach
was proposed by [93]. This NoC architecture oﬀers TDM-based arbitration applied
for the usage of virtual channels. Consequently, time slots are assigned based on
path and VC pairs. Both works have shown that circuit switched TDM saves re-
sources (e.g. buﬀers) because once access to the NoC is granted for packets, they
can proceed with full speed due to the absence of interference.
However, although TDM-based NoC architectures allow easy implementation
and providing timing guarantees, they suﬀer from severe drawbacks. Firstly, the
introduced scheduling is static and non work-conserving i.e. the worst-case laten-
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cies depend on the number of synchronized senders and duration of their time
slots and not their actual activity during runtime. This causes scalability issues
i.e. a high number of synchronized senders (even if they use the NoC sporadically)
results in long TDM-cycle and pessimistic guarantees. Moreover, if transmissions
are not perfectly synchronized with cyclic resource allocation schemes average la-
tencies are very close to the worst case scenario even when the system is not highly
loaded [59]. Therefore, to achieve high average performance, dedicated solutions
are necessary, such as an oﬄine generated schedule statically applied to the whole
NoC [129]. This is especially visible at the presence of dynamics in the behavior of
senders such as activation jitter or variable resource usage (e.g. length of the trans-
mission). Consider the example depicted in Figure 2.1 composed of two applica-
tions running in a NoC-based MPSoC, arbitrated using TDM. App1 is composed
of three tasks (A, B and C) with precedence constraints and App2 is composed of
one task (D). If the behavior of the system would be static and predictable, running
tasks could be synchronized using TDM cycles, see Figure 2.1.a), exploiting their
periodic activation scheme where the start of an application transmission occurs
in a cyclic way whenever it is granted a time slot.
This assumption is non-realistic in most setups. The cyclical repetition of the
senders behavior must match the cyclical repetition of the TDM cycles. In the
case of sporadic (e.g. coprime) repetition rates of activations and/or bursty mem-
ory access patterns of the applications, optimization of the TDM-cycle can only
be possible with extremely long TDM-cycles or with extremely short cycles (the
divider of 1), as described in the next section. Therefore, even with strict cyclical
activation in a fully predictable environment, full resource utilization cannot be
guaranteed in practice due to the nature of underlying workloads.
Moreover, whenever tasks expose dynamics in their behavior, even with a small
jitter, transmissions are blocked and their execution is delayed for the duration
of a whole TDM cycle, see Figure 2.1.b). The activation of task A arrives with a
small jitter and misses its slot, therefore tasks B and C cannot start their execution
before the next cycle. Consequently, task B is granted access in the second cycle
but due to the an activation jitter of Task C, a third TDM cycle is required for App1
to complete its execution.
Resulting architectures are not flexible and the worst-case guarantees can be eas-
ily endangered by modifications of running applications. Changes in the toolchain,
in the distribution of the load on the cores or by modifications in the software
(adding/removing tasks) as well as the hardware may cause additional jitter mak-
ing the TDM-schedule and / or safety guarantees eﬀectively infeasible. Finally,
if an application does not have any pending transfer then its time slot is wasted.
This prevents the slack bandwidth from being redistributed to improve the sys-
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Figure 2.1: Eﬀect of jitter on service guarantees of the applications synchronized with the
TDM.
tem’s performance. Consequently, TDM-based NoC architectures are moving the
main design eﬀort from the NoC arbitration to the software/on-core layer which
must optimize the behavior of the whole system with respect to NoC arbitration,
thus not visible on the NoC-layer. Using a legacy code without large modifications
leads to substantial performance decrease [59] resulting in unfulfilled design re-
quirements.
TDM-based Mechanisms with reduced adverse performance impacts
Such a drastic decrease in the system performance forces designers to optimize
setups e.g. by reducing the number of tasks running on the processing nodes,
modify the functionality and the number of tasks i.e. the move from requirements
resulting from the nature of controlled processes to requirements enforced by the
platform. As the overhead of TDM depends on the duration of the cycle, i.e. the
number of applications and the size of their time-slots, and not on the frequency
of their accesses to the interconnect, the popular solution is to decrease the slot
granularity. Using large slots, for instance adjusted for whole DMA transfers from
streaming applications, increases the latency of all senders e.g. [129], [129], [56]. Con-
sequently, architectures with shorts slots (e.g. single packet / flit) have been pro-
posed. TDM with short slots shortens the TDM-cycle and decreases the overhead
resulting from dynamics. The prominent examples are Aethereal [56], dAElite [134]
or Argo [72].
Aethereal [56] architecture supports two physical layers (spatial separation) for
accommodation of BE and safety critical traﬃc. BE traﬃc can be either transmitted
using distributed or source routing with conventional packet-switched router ar-
chitecture or may use otherwise unused time slots from real-time senders [59]. BE
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traﬃc is also used to set up safety-critical connections, i.e. configure the slot table.
The separated physical layer mitigates the overhead for the non TDM-optimized
traﬃc. However, it is done at a substantial hardware cost, i.e., in fact such systems
require two separate NoCs with diﬀerent router architectures. The real-time traﬃc
is routed statically and contention-free using router slot tables. Slots are short and
adjusted to single flits. Consequently, it is possible to avoid buﬀering for time criti-
cal traﬃc class. However, a NoC requires complex calculation of a slot assignment
allowing transmissions without interference and dynamics cannot be eﬃciently
captured in time-critical applications. Consequently, recent studies suggest that
aethereal architecture is not very cost-eﬀective [55]. dAElite [55] was proposed as
a a lightweight version of aethereal. The main goal was to decrease the hardware
overhead of the solution by moving the routing from routers to to the network
interfaces. Additionally, support for mesochronous networks has been added i.e.
NoCs that have a single clock frequency but asynchronous (not in the same phase)
clocks. dAElite [133] is another TDM-based NoC with support for short slots which
are two words long, and can be further decreased to a single word if necessary. Fi-
nally, Argo [72] combines TDM and GALS/Mesochronous arbitration - the network
clock of interfaces may have diﬀerent phases and routers are asynchronous. Simi-
larly to aethereal and dAElite, Argo avoids all buﬀering and (run time) flow control
due to a lack of direct interference in the NoC.
The common drawback of architectures utilizing short TDM-cycles is that short
TDM-slots lead to a distribution of longer transmissions over several TDM-cycles,
even when the remaining TDM-cycles are not used, which drastically decreases
performance. Consequently, transmissions are unnecessarily slowed down even
if the NoC is empty. Moreover, too short TDM-slots are undesirable when ac-
cessing state-dependent shared resources that benefit from spatial locality, such as
DDR memories. In case of short TDM-slots, longer transmissions are distributed
between multiple TDM cycles and packets from diﬀerent senders may freely in-
terleave in the memory controller, potentially leading to undesirable timing ef-
fects [54]. Therefore, in order to employ short TDM-based setups in safety-critical
systems, the suﬃcient independence between interfering senders must be enforced
using specialized predictable memory controllers which, to deal with lack of local-
ity, employ a combination of close-page policy and static bank interleaving. This
introduces custom hardware increasing costs and power consumption.
Finally, the scalability problems remain i.e. utilization is low as unused slots
cannot be handed over and the length of TDM cycles depends directly on the num-
ber of synchronized applications. To mitigate these scalability issues, multiplex-
ing of time slots between several channels with independent TDM-schedules was
proposed in [59]. The eﬀectiveness of such approaches depends directly on the
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number of independent channels as well as their utilization and it requires addi-
tional arbitration eﬀort thereby increasing costs of the design and verification. If
there are few heavily utilized channels the performance improvement will be low.
Moreover, they rely on static budgets which leads to the same problems as in case
of TDM-slot’s granularity.
Other approaches, such as SurfNoc [150], PhaseNoc [116], employ optimized TDM
scheduling to minimize the latency overhead. This is performed by replacing
the cycle-by-cycle TDM-schedule with more flexible solutions e.g. domain ori-
ented waves. Although these mechanisms decrease negative side eﬀects of TDM-
arbitration, they do not fully eliminate them, providing only an improved solution.
Moreover, such TDM-based architectures require complex routers thereby drasti-
cally increasing costs of the hardware and power consumption.
2.2.2 Traﬃc Isolation in the Router
Due to the aforementioned limitations, the static non work-conserving arbitra-
tion is not a feasible solution in many setups with dynamic workload. The al-
ternative solution to TDM is based on two main components: local arbitration
in routers and rate control for transmissions initiated by processing nodes. This
well known solution from oﬀ-chip networks [155] has been extended and adjusted
for the purpose of the on-chip interconnects e.g. [31, 66, 24]. In such NoCs, trans-
missions must acquire output ports in routers locally and independently as they
progress through the interconnect. The router ports are the only point where
queuing occurs and can be modeled as a queuing server. The arbitration between
transmissions is performed locally and independently within each of the routers.
Contrary to TDM, these QoS mechanisms do no to prevent interference between
senders but rather tend to safely control its eﬀects. Consequently, the oﬀered ser-
vice for a particular safety-critical transmission depends on the behavior of other
streams. For instance, this may not avoid interference due to the other traﬃc in a
router but by selective prioritization it could ensure that a blocked packet on an
output port cannot block a link for other arriving packets, i.e., prevent head-of-line
blocking.
In the following sections, existing solutions are briefly discussed considering
their used priority assignment schemes. The description distinguishes between
NoCs in which priorities are assigned oﬄine to the transmissions and therefore
static at runtime, see Section 2.2.3, and the real-time NoC in which priorities for a
sender may dynamically change during the runtime, see Section 2.2.3. This follows
the commonly used classification from related research [30], [92].
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2.2.3 Performance Optimized NoCs in the Real-Time Context
The majority of the generic performance optimized NoC architectures apply
traﬃc arbitration done locally and independently in routers. However, their main
goal is to deliver possibly low average latencies and high average throughput in the
NoC combined with some packaging and cost constraints. These criteria are pre-
dominant and drive other design choices e.g. topology, routing, and flow-control.
In such performance optimized NoCs there is no distinction between diﬀerent
traﬃc classes. All ongoing transmissions compete for output ports (link band-
width) and virtual channels (buﬀer space) and receive equal treatment. Therefore,
without appropriate quality-of-service (QoS) mechanisms, resources are not re-
served in advance, i.e. packets are switched as soon as they arrive. Moreover, some
interference cannot be resolved locally by the router’s arbiter and requires input
from adjacent neighbours. Therefore, verification is diﬃcult as a single operation
may involve multiple routers (independent IPs) as well as multiple arbiters within
a router e.g. transmission over several routers on a single path with multistage
schedulers. This results in a complex spectrum of direct and indirect interfer-
ences between data streams which may endanger the system safety [44], [31].
Although recent works, such as [44], [142], from the real-time analysis domain
proved that standard NoCs, even with complex two-staged arbitration (e.g. iSLIP)
and virtual channels (VCs), are analyzable allowing to compute the worst-case net-
work latency, this analysis is based on several demanding assumptions. Firstly, rea-
sonably tight guarantees can (typically) be provided only assuming the predictable
and known beforehand behavior of all potentially conflicting senders. Unfortu-
nately, this is not the case for most of the general-purpose applications.
Secondly, all traﬃc should belong to the same class (e.g. RT and / or safety-
critical ) or must be spatially separated from other senders. In order to design such
mechanism, one must take into account that, in SoCs with performance optimized
NoCs, nodes are usually heterogeneous and constructed out of processing cores as
well as peripherals e.g. I/O interfaces, Ethernet or DRAM controllers. For instance,
Tilera Tile64 provides 3 Ethernet interfaces and 4 memory controllers while MPPA
provides 8 Ethernet interfaces and 2 memory controllers. These diﬀerent hard-
ware units have a fixed position in the system. Therefore, when applied in real-
time setups, certain critical communication paths are also fixed (i.e. defined by the
static routing algorithm), e.g., communication from Ethernet controller to DRAM
memory. This frequently makes spatial separation unfeasible (i.e. it is impossible
to avoid overlap in communication) as already discussed in Section 2.1. Conse-
quently, when applied in real-time systems, performance optimized NoCs suﬀer
from drastic resource overprovisionining or unfulfilled design requirements.
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Static Priority Assignments
The work conserving QoS mechanisms in the domain of real-time NoCs fre-
quently utilize static priority preemptive (SPP) scheduling, see Figure 2.2. Accord-
ing to this scheme transmissions from senders with diﬀerent requirements with
respect to interconnect, i.e. diﬀerent criticalities, are mapped statically to diﬀer-
ent virtual channels in routers (VCs) to assure functional independence on the data
layer. Later, the arbitration is conducted locally and independently in each router.
Transmissions mapped to diﬀerent VCs are preempted. The granularity of the
preemption depends on the selected router architecture and switching method.
For instance, in commonly deployed NoCs with wormhole switching and virtual
channel flow control [37] the preemption can be done on the packet or flit level.
The scheduling may optimize diﬀerent NoC’s properties such as latency, buﬀer
sizes and utilization [155].
Exemplary NoC architectures following this principle are QNoC [24], Mango [22]
or KiloNoC [57]. The QNoC architecture uses four traﬃc classes: signaling (for
inter-module control signals), real-time (representing delay-constrained bit streams),
RD/WR (modeling short data access) and block-transfer (handling large data bursts).
Isolation of diﬀerent traﬃc classes in routers is done using a static priority assign-
ment scheme. Routers use wormhole flow control, i.e. buﬀer management and
arbitration are performed on flits. Packets are built of a head flit, multiple body
flits and a tail flit. Packet routing is resolved upon arrival of the head flit. Re-
sources are released after receiving the tail flit. Packets of diﬀerent priority are
stored in separate buﬀer queues. Each output port schedules transmission of the
flits according to the availability of buﬀers in the next router, the priority (namely
service level) of the pending flits, and the packet based round-robin ordering of
input ports awaiting transmission of packets within the same service level. Pre-
emptions, interruptions of currently ongoing transmission of packets with lower
priority, are done on the flit level .
An important functional limitation of the QNoC architecture is that it does not
distinguish between the diﬀerent requirements of RT applications within the same
traﬃc class. Consequently, if diﬀerent senders belong to the same traﬃc class they
must compete with each other and the conflicts are resolved using round-robin
scheduling locally in routers.
Another implementation of this general principle is oﬀered by MANGO [22], im-
plementing virtual-circuits. MANGO’s ("Message-passing Asynchronous Network-
on-chip providing Guaranteed services over Open core protocol (OCP) interfaces")
NoC presents an asynchronous architecture where BE and safety critical traﬃc are
separated in each router. Consequently, each router supports two diﬀerent ar-
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biters, i.e. one for BE and one for GS, and RT and BE are mapped to the sub-
sets of available VCs. The arbitration for BE traﬃc is done through simple packet
switched transmissions using source routing. The RT traﬃc uses virtual circuits -
reserving sets of buﬀers in diﬀerent routers for end-to-end connections. Real-time
traﬃc (e.g. SRTT or HRTT) is prioritized over BE. Within the same traﬃc class (BE
or RT) a fair (round-robin) or a non-symmetric arbiter can be applied. The latter
uses strict priorities to provide non-symmetric latency guarantees.
Similarly to MANGO, KiloNoC [57] applies separation of RT and BE in diﬀerent
virtual channels. Consequently, a baseline router features 25 VCs (therefore 25 pri-
ority levels) for accommodating incoming traﬃc. Each of the VCs in a router has a
buﬀer capable of storing one packet built of four flits. Therefore, each router has
750 buﬀers belonging to diﬀerent VCs and 3000 flit slots as it supports 30-ports. To
limit this substantial hardware overhead it is possible to switch on and oﬀ support
for the safety critical applications for selected NoC regions, cf. Section 2.1. If QOS
support is oﬀ, each router’s port serves just one VC per packet class and there are
two priority levels (request at low priority and reply at high priority). The required
per-port buﬀering is reduced to 70 flits compared to 100 flits in a QOS enabled
router (25 VCs with 4 flits per VC).
As confirmed using formal worst-case analysis methods and simulations, e.g.
[31], [66], [24] the prioritization of traﬃc performed locally in routers (switches) pro-
vides HRT guarantees for synchronized applications. However, this method has
several drawbacks which limit its applicability. First, the improved work-conserving
guarantees oﬀered by this arbitration are possible only under the assumption that
packets can be forwarded as they arrive [44], [56] i.e. there is no back pressure and
no correlation between routers.To guarantee that, larger buﬀers must be applied
compared to TDM. Otherwise, the propagation of blocking leads to cyclic depen-
dencies and either systems are hardly analyzable or no guarantees can be given.
Second, the scalability of these solutions in a mixed-critical context directly de-
pends on the amount of available hardware resources. If the number of VCs is
not equal to the number of criticality levels in the system the formal analysis be-
comes complex and guarantees can be pessimistic or cannot be given at all as it is
necessary to aggregate multiple streams within the same class. Therefore, there is
a predominant trade-oﬀ between real-time predictability and the amount of HW
resources used for implementation.
However, the major challenge emerges from the constant increase in the num-
ber of applications integrated into a single chip such as the Flight Management
System [46] application encompassing multiple tasks with diﬀerent criticality lev-
els. Note, that the number of VCs is independent of the activities of the senders
i.e. number and frequency of transmissions initiated by them. This increases the
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Figure 2.2: A NoC router architecture supporting static priorities which are assigned to in-
dependent buﬀer queues (virtual channels).
cost of design and power consumption because hardware must be optimized with
respect to the worst-case behavior of running applications and not their average
performance. The worst-case dimensioning is usually overly pessimistic thus dras-
tically decreasing utilization of the system, as in case of TDM. This eﬀect can be
observed in case of KiloNoC. Although theoretically it is capable of handling 25
priority levels, it can apply the priority based arbitration only to selected parts of
the NoC i.e., other parts of the NoC use simpler routers . This is due to the high
hardware overhead resulting from storing streams of diﬀerent priority in sepa-
rated queues what increases the resource overhead. Consequently, the overhead is
increasing exponentially with the number of supported priority levels.
Finally, priority based arbitration is adjusted to the flow-control units (e.g. pack-
ets or flits), not to logical transmissions which are frequently composed of multiple
packets. This leads to design challenges known from the TDM-based arbitration
e.g. locality, in-order delivery, assumed error rate or burstiness which in many
setups may drastically decrease utilization of peripherals and memories. For in-
stance, as discussed in [81], longer DMA transfers could benefit from a locality
principle to exploit the stateful nature of the memory e.g. open bank policy in case
of DRAM. Indeed, DRAMs have an internal level of caching, which in standard
DDR3 modules amounts to 8kB. Consequently, contiguous and aligned 8kB long
transfers fully benefit from the caching. In case of SPP-based routers this prop-
erty can only be assured for the streams with the highest priority. For all others,
preemption may happen at any arbitrary moment in time and locality cannot be
assured.
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Figure 2.3: Eﬀects of the static priority arbitration performed locally in routers on the laten-
cies of the BE senders in the NoC.
Dynamic Priority Assignments
The priority based solutions are frequently foreseen as solution capable of mit-
igating the problems of static TDM approaches. However, the SPP-solutions de-
scribed in the previous section, have a common drawback of treating best eﬀort
traﬃc as a “second-class” citizen. The BE transmissions are preempted as soon
as HRRT traﬃc arrives and therefore suﬀer from high latency and jitter which is
contradictory to their requirements. On the other hand, high criticality traﬃc is
forwarded as soon as it arrives although it has no to little benefit from reduced
latency (deadline driven).
For instance, Figure 2.3 presents a mixed critical system where three applications
share the NoC. Two of them are safety critical (HRTT1 and HRTT2) and the last one
is streaming data (SRTT). Consequently, each sender has a unique static priority
(assigned for instance according to a rate-monotonic scheme) and remaining BEs
and SRTTs have the same lowest priority. Figure 2.3 illustrates the evolution over
time of transmissions in a real- time NoC using a static priority preemptive (SPP)
policy, similarly to [24] or [31]. In such systems, SRTTs can progress through the
NoC only when HRTTs are not sending data, therefore they are often unnecessarily
delayed. HRTTs are scheduled as soon as they arrive, although they usually do not
profit from faster execution as long as they are guaranteed to finish before their
deadline.
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Slack-based resource allocation connected with dynamic priorities is a well known
solution from the scheduling theory [92] to this integration challenge, providing
high performance for soft-real time applications and BE without violating the tim-
ing constraints of hard real-time applications. According to this approach, SRTTs
are scheduled whenever the execution of HRTTs can be safely postponed without
causing missed deadlines. This is possible whenever a slack is available, which
is the time budget between the worst-case response time of a hard-real time ap-
plication and its deadline. Only a small part of existing research have considered
using slack-based resource allocation in the context of NoCs by applying, locally
in routers, dynamic prioritization for diﬀerent virtual channels.
For instance, the “Back Suction” mechanism [43] prioritizes SRTT and BE traﬃc
over HRTT. Consequently, the HRTT is progressing only during idle time when
there is no other ongoing transmission as long as the guarantees are not endan-
gered. This is assured by monitoring the buﬀer space occupied in routers by
HRTTs. If buﬀers are not suﬃciently filled, a signal is sent to the upstream router
resulting in reverse prioritization of the traﬃc, so HRTT is prioritized over SRTT
and BE. This signal is propagated upstream towards the source. If the buﬀers for
HRRT traﬃc are filled again than prioritization is once again reverted.
Another example, is WPMC (Wormhole Protocol for Mixed Criticality) [29] which
introduces two modes of work for the NoC. Consequently, diﬀerent traﬃc classes
are separated in diﬀerent buﬀer queues and their behavior is controlled before the
packets are injected to the NoC. Monitors in NIs observe traﬃc behavior i.e. mes-
sage sizes and inter-arrival time. If the system adheres to the predefined behavioral-
model, it works in the low-criticality mode in which transmissions of all criticality
levels are scheduled based on their typical-case behavior i.e. no diﬀerences be-
tween diﬀerent criticalities. When a monitor detects a violation of this behavior,
the NoC switches to a high-criticality mode where only streams allocated to VCs
of a high criticality are scheduled and all best-eﬀort traﬃc is dropped by a router
to favor the critical packets. This WPMC scheme is extended in [65] for further
improving the performance of BEs. The main goal is to allow best-eﬀort traﬃc to
use idling ports of a router even in the critical state instead of dropping it as in
[29].
Finally, the mechanism proposed in [141] similarly to [65] and [29] prioritizes
best-eﬀort traﬃc over safety-critical traﬃc in NoCs as long as its guarantees are
not endangered. However, monitoring is done in routers and priority switch is
done on demand based on allowed blocking time (slack). Consequently, it is possi-
ble to exploit the latency slack of critical senders, while providing suﬃcient inde-
pendence among diﬀerent criticality levels with respect to timing properties. The
information about possible slack is contained within the packet header of safety-
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critical traﬃc. Later, the slack value is decremented in each router whenever the
interference happens. Packets with low slack values are scheduled before the ones
with high slack levels.
The main drawbacks of all aforementioned mechanisms are the high hardware
overhead resulting from a custom router design and the high number of virtual
channels (i.e. required buﬀers) corresponding to the number of priority levels in
the system. Moreover, these solutions can significantly increase NoC’s complex-
ity as they require to propagate the global state of the NoC to the local arbiters in
routers. This is incompatible with the principle of local independent arbitration
done in separately routers which requires no correlation between local arbiters
and thereby increases the complexity of the worst-case timing analysis. Addition-
ally, the configuration complexity increases. Mechanisms such as [65], [29] or [43]
require assignments of particular application to one of the existing (supported by
NoC architecture) traﬃc classes. This assignment, when done improperly due lack
of well specified traﬃc behavior or appropriate configuration, can still lead to un-
der utilization of the interconnect as well as a decreased performance of BE and
SRTTs sender.
2.3 Comparison of Diﬀerent Mechanisms
In order to discuss the implications of RT requirements on the NoC design, this
section presents an evaluation of the selected NoC architectures frequently used
for the deployment of real-time workloads. The examination is done in the context
of requirements defined in Section 1.4. Its main goal is to provide an insight into
design tradeoﬀs and open research points in this field. The results are presented
in Tables 2.1 and 2.2.
Classification
The discussed designs are divided into two groups: general purpose and real-
time architectures. NoCs belonging to the former group are performance opti-
mized (all traﬃc receives equal treatment) whereas the real-time architectures use
mechanisms described earlier in this chapter. Moreover, real-time architectures
assume that the load from senders is predictable or can be enforced using rate
limiters (RL). RLs define the maximum number of transmissions that a particular
sender/processing node can initiate per a given time period i.e. if transmissions
arrive too fast they are postponed, cf. Section 1.2.1 for a detailed description. The fi-
nal granular classification is based on flow-control mechanisms applied in routers
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and an applied method for assuring temporal predictability. Consequently, the fol-
lowing NoC architectures are considered:
CB-CS - Conventional-Baseline Circuit-Switched is a circuit switched archi-
tecture which applies round-robin based scheduling between transmissions
CB-PS - Conventional-Baseline Packet-Switched is a packet switched archi-
tecture which applies single stage round-robin based scheduling between
transmissions and single shared buﬀer queue per port
CB-PS-VC - Conventional-Baseline Packet-Switched with Virtual Channel is
a packet switched architecture which applies multi-stage round-robin based
scheduling between transmissions with support for multiple virtual channel
and thus multiple buﬀer queues per routers port
CS-RL Circuit-Switched flow-control and Rate-Limiters in NIs, routers use
priority based arbitration including two allocation granularities after which
resources must be released: long (logical) transmissions composed of multi-
ple packets, and short transmissions adjusted to the single (or a few) packets
PS-VC packet switched flow-control and Rate-Limiters in NIs,, support for
virtual channels and diﬀerent router arbiters: round-robin, static priority
based and dynamic priority based
TDM - Time Division Multiplexing realized on diﬀerent slot granularity
(short and long slots), including advanced architecture (advn.) and an op-
timized slot allocation to cope with dynamic load (e..g. PhaseNoC, SurfNoC)
Hybrid - frequently referenced architecture with two physical layers: packet
switched with round-robin for best-eﬀort traﬃc and TDM with short slots
for RT traﬃc
Supported Features
The features used for evaluation relate directly to the requirements discussed
in Section 1. Note, that ”relevant requirement” denotes the primary challenge ad-
dressed be the feature, but each feature may simultaneously refer to more than a
one problem in the design of real-time NoCs.
The first feature group encompasses the quality of support for GL and GT
traﬃc understood as eﬃciency (i.e., pessimism) of the worst-case guarantees.
In this case, ”high” relates to guarantees which are not far from the actual
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performance of the traﬃc whereas ”low” relates to the significant overpro-
visioning required for providing the RT support.
The performance of the BE senders in the mixed-critical scenarios relates to
the decrease of the average latencies for this traﬃc which is resulting from
application of safety-critical mechanisms.
Next, features that relate to the dynamics in the sender behavior such as
variable activation jitter and variable lengths of transmissions. This allows
to assess the additional overhead (delay) which the sender experiences from
the applied scheduling mechanisms.
Later, the influence of these dynamics on other senders in the system is con-
sidered. In this context, ”yes” relates to the case when a predictable incorpo-
ration of dynamics in behavior of one sender may decrease the guarantees
of other transmissions through over-provisioning.
Fairness of arbitration for GL and GT data streams relates to the resource
eﬃcient allocation of resources for senders with diﬀerent real-time require-
ments e.g. diﬀerent deadlines, or throughput guarantees.
Possibility to switch oﬀ QoS and hardware penalty for doing so, related to
scenarios where the real-time NoC should be deployed in the setup with
solely general purpose workloads. (safety as a feature of the design not its
main goal)
Support for scalability, including its hardware and temporal overheads, re-
lates to the quality of safety resource allocation with respect to the worst-
case guarantees. The real-time NoC should oﬀer an architecture where the
guarantees depend on the actual load of the system and not other static fac-
tors e.g. number of integrated senders (temporal penalty). Consequently,
the predictable deployment of many senders with diﬀerent RT requirements
should follow at a low cost (hardware penalty).
Support for locality relates to setups where packets from transmissions must
arrive not only timely but also in the correct order to meet the requirements
of the peripherals.
Finally, the two last features relate to the complexity and pessimism of the
verification using formal methods, as required by standards for higher safety
levels.
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NoC Architecture Real-Time General Purpose
Mechanism Type CS + RL PS + VC + RL TDM Hybrid CB
Relevant
Requirement Feature \Arbitration
long
trans.
short
trans.
static
priorities
dynamic
priorities
round-
robin
long
slots
short
slots advn. TDM+PS CB-CS CB-PS CB-PS-VC
R1
Quality of
Support for
GL
medium
(high
avg. latencies
depends
on trans
size)
high
(depends
on trans.
size)
medium
(depends
on senders prio.;
num. of VCs,
and number
of prios.)
medium
(depends
on senders
prio. and
num.
of VCs,
and
number
of prios.)
low
(depends
on rate
limiting
and
num.
of senders)
medium
(high avg.
latencies
depends
on slot
size)
high
(depends
on slot
size)
medium
(num.
of
senders)
high
(depends
on slot
size)
low
(depends
num.of
senders,
and msg.
size)
low
(depends
num.of
senders)
low
(depends
num.of
senders)
R1
Quality of
Support for
GT
high high medium medium medium high high high high low low low
R6
Performance
of BE
senders in
mixed-critical
scenarios
high
avg.
latencies
medium
avg.
latencies
high.
avg.
latencies
low
avg.
latencies
medium
avg.
latencies
high
avg.
latencies
high
avg.
latencies
high
avg.
latencies
low
avg.
latecnies
low
avg
latecnies
low
avg
latecnies
low
avg
latecnies
R2, R3
Sender
Penalty
for Var. Trans
Size
low low low low low low low low low low low low
R2, R3
Sender
Penalty for
Var. Jitter
high medium low low low high medium low low low low low
R4, R3
Performance
Penalty for
others senders
in setups
with jitter and
var. trans
no no no no no yes yes no yes no no no
R5, R3
Arbitration
Fairness
for GL
Senders
- low low medium medium - low medium low - - -
Table 2.1: Evaluation of diﬀerent designs for the real-time NoCs w.r.t requirements from Section 1.4, part one.
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NoC Architecture Real-Time General Purpose
Mechanism Type CS + RL PS + VC + RL TDM Hybrid CB
Relevant
Requirement Feature \Arbitration
long
trans.
short
trans.
static
priorities
dynamic
priorities
round-
robin
long
slots
short
slots advn. TDM+PS CB-CS CB-PS CB-PS-VC
R5, R3
Arbitration
Fairness
for GT
Senders
high high medium medium medium high high high high - - -
R7
Possibility to
switch-oﬀ
QoS
yes yes yes yes yes no no no yes - - -
R7
Hardware
overhead
in setups with
disabled
QoS
low low medium high low - - - high none none none
R8 Support forScalability yes yes yes yes yes no no yes yes yes yes yes
R8
Scalability
Temporal
Penalty
low low low low low high high medium medium low low low
R8
Scalability
Resources
Penalty
low low high high medium low low high high low low low
R9 Support forLocality yes no
no
(yes only
for highest
prio)
no
(yes
only for
highest
prio)
no yes no no no no no no
R10
Pessimism of
formal
Verification
medium
(low-high)
medium
(low)
medium
(low)
medium
(low) medium low low low low high high high
R10
Complexity of
Formal
Verification
low
(high-low)
low
(high)
low
(high)
high
(even
higher)
low low low high low low low low
Table 2.2: Evaluation of diﬀerent designs for the real-time NoCs w.r.t requirements from Section 1.4, part two.
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2.4 Summary
The conducted detailed survey of mechanisms and architectures can be briefly
summarized in Table 2.4. The evaluation has shown that there are hard trade-
oﬀs in the design of real-time NoCs (with respect to performance, implementation
overhead, quality of guarantees) and that none of the existing solutions is fully
dominating the spectrum of the desired solutions.
Commonly used performance oriented NoCs use wormhole-switched architec-
tures with multi-stage arbitration for eﬃciency and scalability. However, they are
not designed to meet temporal requirements but rather to deliver high perfor-
mance on average. In such networks, ongoing transmissions compete for output
ports (link bandwidth) and virtual channels (buﬀer space). Therefore, without ap-
propriate quality-of-service (QoS) mechanisms, resources are not reserved in ad-
vance, i.e. packets are switched as soon as they arrive, and all traﬃc receive equal
treatment. Moreover, some interference cannot be resolved locally by the router’s
arbiter and requires input from the adjacent neighbours e.g. a joint allocation of
the crossbar switch and the router output due to a possible lack of buﬀers at the
output (input- buﬀered router). This results in a complex spectrum of direct and
indirect interferences between data streams which may endanger the system safety
[122]. Nevertheless, standard NoC architectures still remain appealing for use since
they are aﬀordable, fast and flexible [73].
Isolating traﬃc in space oﬀers each of the senders a dedicated set of resources.
Therefore, it oﬀers maximum performance also at the presence of system dynam-
ics (as this sender is the only one using the given path through the NoC). However,
although safe and performant, spatial isolation comes at the substantial price of
hardware over-provisioning. Hardware resources are not used whenever applica-
tions are not transmitting data which is especially problematic in systems with
sporadic workloads and high dynamics. These eﬀects increases the production
costs as well as power consumption of the MPSoC.
In order to mitigate the shortcoming of spatial isolation, temporal isolation has
been proposed. Two widely established solutions are Time-Division Multiplexing
(TDM) (e.g. [56]) and source rate-limiting (e.g. [155]). TDM based architectures con-
sider the network as a single shared resource protected by a global (TDM) arbiter.
Each application or transmission is granted, in a cyclic order, a dedicated time slot
to have exclusive access to the NoC. The size and number of these slots (i.e. the
TDM schedule) is defined during the system’s design phase and optimized for the
worst-case behavior. Although TDM oﬀers a relatively simple analysis and imple-
mentation, it drastically reduces the system utilization whenever the applications
do not behave according to the predefined static scheme used for the schedule.
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Figure 2.4: Comparison of diﬀerent NoC architectures with the special focus on safety and
performance in the presence of dynamics.
Dealing with transient errors, arrival jitters, changes in communication volume,
or conditional executions of synchronized senders, results in average latencies
close to the worst-case or overly complex schedules which are hard to calculate
and maintain. These eﬀects happen even in lightly loaded systems introducing
a major overhead squandering the performance advantage of MPSoCs. Further-
more, the overhead of TDM depends on some static factors i.e., the number of
applications and the size of their time-slots, thus it rises the scalability problems
known from the bus-based interconnects. Therefore, although TDM supports in-
dependent verification of each communication’s runtime behavior, it comes at the
significant performance penalty whenever the system exposes dynamics in its be-
havior.
In contrast to TDM, rate control avoids the drawbacks of a fixed time sched-
ule. This scheme is based on two main components: local arbitration in routers
and rate control for transmissions initiated by senders. Hereby, the local arbitra-
tion in each router assigns resources independently (link-bandwidth and buﬀers)
to packets traversing the NoC. Rate control is applied in the network interface (NI)
of a processing node and limits the maximum number of packets sent per sender.
Consequently, it provides an upper bound on the interference a transmission can
experience in the network. Additionally, transmissions can be isolated in dedicated
buﬀer queues in routers (virtual channels - VCs). VCs enable arbiters in routers to
further separate senders with diﬀerent QoS requirements by a priority-based arbi-
tration. However, the multi-stage arbitration and resulting transient run-time ef-
fects require a complex corner-case analysis, i.e., obtained results are either overly
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pessimistic or diﬃcult to verify. Additionally, as all the arbiters must be optimized
and adjusted to the formally verified worst-case behavior, the performance over-
head in highly-dynamic setups is significant. For instance, as a local arbiter can-
not control the number of simultaneously transmitting senders, buﬀers in routers’
ports must be large enough to accommodate all incoming packets. Otherwise, the
packets can be lost (overwritten) or cyclic dependencies between schedulers may
endanger the safety (e.g. propagation of blocking). Similarly, the settings of the
rate regulators are static during runtime which contradicts the required dynam-
ics of the system, i.e., it is not possible to change resource allocations along with
the varying system state without loosing safety guarantees. Note that performance
penalty increases along with the complexity and inherent dynamics - as in the case
of the TDM-based arbitration.
Consequently, the static and dynamic resource allocation schemes, as used in
current safety critical systems, are no longer suﬃcient to provide the needed level
of performance without endangering the safety guarantees.
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Chapter 3: The QoS Control Layer
This chapter introduces a new method for operating a NoC which permits to si-
multaneously satisfy performance and real-time/safety requirements of modern
MPSoCs in the presence of highly dynamic workloads. To achieve this goal settings
of the QoS mechanisms are adjusted at runtime depending on the global state of
the system. The base functionality is delivered through a novel, global arbitration
layer using key elements of Software Defined Networks (SDN) [86] and adopting
them to the requirements of real-time NoCs [78, 81]. The proposed scheme is based
on decoupling of admission control from traﬃc arbitration and separates the NoC
in a (virtual) QoS control layer and a data layer, see Fig 3.1. The control layer is
used to modify settings of admission control mechanisms (i.e., who, when and for
how long may use the NoC) depending on the state of the system (i.e., who is active
and which resources are currently occupied). These actions are carried out using
a protocol-based negotiation between senders, i.e., providing a validation method
to verify if the currently available NoC resources are suﬃcient before the applica-
tion is granted physical access to the NoC. The synchronization can follow through
a central scheduling unit, e.g. [78], [81] or directly through broadcast or multicast
protocols, e.g., [77].
The introduced decoupling of the admission and flow control is appealing in
several aspects. The major advantage of the proposed approach comes from the fact
that the routers can be agnostic to the global QoS functions. Therefore, there is no
need for custom QoS-oriented NoC extensions which can be costly in terms of area
and power, e.g., [56], [116]. Additionally, the proposed solution allows deployment of
a sophisticated contract-based QoS provisioning (e.g., dynamic priority-based ar-
bitration) without introducing complicated and hard to maintain schemes, known
from hardware arbiters in real-time routers, e.g., [43]. Consequently, it allows the
application of commercially available performance oriented NoCs in real-time do-
mains. Otherwise, these architectures introduce complex interdependencies be-
tween senders leading to pessimistic worst-case guarantees or lack of formally as-
sured safety [142], [44]. Furthermore, using the knowledge about the current (global)
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Figure 3.1: Illustration of a QoS control plane and its operations in a NoC domain.
state of the system permits to eﬃciently incorporate dynamics in senders’ behavior
while providing real-time and/or safety guarantees. Consequently, the proposed
control layer oﬀers performance known from standard NoCs and QoS necessary
for real-time applications without the need for specialized infrastructure.
The rest of the chapter is structured as follows: Section 3.2 gives an overview
of the related work regarding Software Defined Networks and their applications
to NoCs as well as real-time and/or safety-critical systems. Section 3.3 introduces
main concepts of the control layer, followed by an overview of the centralized ar-
chitecture in Section 3.4. Figure 3.2 presents an overview of possible applications
of the control layer, which will be discussed in the remaining sections of this chap-
ter. The main purpose of the mechanism is allocation of resources in the NoC. For
achieving this goal, the control layer may use diﬀerent resource allocation policies
which are discussed in Section 3.6. Additionally, the clients and RM may be used
to build the interface between NoC and the on-core schedulers what increases eﬃ-
ciency in utilization of nodes, see Section 3.7. Moreover, as discussed in Section 3.8,
RM may optimize scheduling of NoC accesses with respect to the requirements of
other connected peripherals and memories. Finally, Section 3.9 provides a sum-
mary which concludes the chapter.
3.1 Baseline NoC Architecture
The proposed solution is built on top of an existing NoC and is largely orthog-
onal to the underlying interconnect. As there exist a wide selection of possible
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solutions (see Chapter 2), in this section we present the underlying NoC (router
and NI) on which we focus throughout the remainder of this document. The de-
scription will highlight all essential features and requirements which must be con-
sidered for porting the mechanism to other NoC architectures. The primary goal
is to build a solid theoretical basis using the in-depth discussion with the selected
NoC example and, without losing the generality, to allow a fairly straightforward
application of the solution to other architectures.
3.1.1 Router
The baseline router design is largely based on the generic architecture proposed
by Dally [37], which is frequently cited and applied in the related work. Figure 3.3
presents its block diagram. The datapath of the router is responsible for storing
and forwarding the data and is built out of the following modules: input ports with
VC buﬀers, a switch and a set of output ports. The remaining modules belong to
the control functionality and are responsible for allocating available resources (i.e.,
buﬀers and links/output ports) to the concurrently running transmissions.
Router arbitration supports prioritized virtual-channels (VCs) (cf. [24]) and worm-
hole switching (cf. [37]) where packets are decomposed into flits. These flits consti-
tute the granularity of transmission and arbitration. Each packet is constructed of
a (one) header flit (including address information), a variable number of body flits,
and a tail flit. An arriving header flit is stored into the appropriate FIFO queue
(depending on the priority resulting from statically assigned VC) and triggers the
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Figure 3.3: The exemplary baseline architecture for the NoC .
arbitration. Forwarding of the tail flit releases the resources.
Each virtual channel has an assigned fixed static priority. Buﬀering happens
in input ports, and buﬀers for diﬀerent virtual channels (priorities) may diﬀer in
length, i.e., asymmetric buﬀers. The routers schedule transmissions according to:
the availability of buﬀers (for a given priority) in the next router (flow con-
trol/backpressure signals),
the priority of the particular VC, and
the packet-based round-robin between the input ports for packets using the
same VC.
The transmission of a packet is preempted at the flit level (i.e. flits cannot be pre-
empted) as soon as a new packet with higher priority arrives at the router. Later,
a blocked transmission can resume after all higher priority packets are served. A
deadlock-free, deterministic, source routing policy is assumed.
3.1.2 Network Interface
To assure predictable access patterns of integrated senders, network interfaces
use rate control [147], [155], [41]. The mechanisms for rate control are a commonly
applied safety measure in many real-time setups as they safely bound the number
of initiated transmissions in NoC (accesses) as well as their length. According to
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Figure 3.4: Rate control for providing safety guarantees in real-time NoCs.
this method, at each source node, a monitor - rate limiter (RL) - regulates the pat-
tern of injected traﬃc. This is realized through adjustments of two parameters:
window length (Tw) and bandwidth quota (Nmax).
At each cycle, the rate limiter compares the length of a pending packet to the
available bandwidth quota plus the amount of data (e.g., packets or flits) sent during
the previous period equal to the window length (in cycles or ms). If not higher, the
packet can be injected to the NoC; otherwise, it must wait until the budget will
replenish. Figure 3.4 presents an example illustrating the principle of such flow
regulation at the source. The X axis depicts the trace of accesses from a node to the
NoC whereas the Y axis depicts the accumulated number of finished transmissions.
In the figure, within each time window (Tw) there may be only three (Nmax = 3)
conducted transmissions. When the second burst of three activations arrives too
early, it is postponed and may be executed only after the first window finishes.
Related research, e.g., [108], has also reported that the fine-granular representation
of activation patterns is generally possible with the means of minimum distance
functions. The fine-granular rate control oﬀers a better latency compared to the
classical periodic (coarse-grained) monitors and better control of the overhead in
terms of necessary processing time/power and memory.
Consequently, extending Network Interface with monitors using the rate lim-
iters is a well-known solution for supporting quality-of-service in NoCs e.g. [148],
[135], [23], [44]. This method owes its popularity to a relatively easy implementation
(no need for custom router architecture) as well as flexibility (may cover diﬀer-
ent activation patterns, no need of “predictable execution models”). Therefore, it
is mainly suitable for BE traﬃc from processors with caches and as such already
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available in many NoCs on the market, e.g., MPPA from Kalray [40].
However, this solution has also a drawback. It is trading performance for tem-
poral guarantees, i.e., comes with a performance penalty. The rates are adjusted
statically according to the worst-case scenario during the design or startup time,
i.e., designer must assume that all senders are running simultaneously with maxi-
mum possible transmission arrival rates and adjust limiters appropriately. There-
fore, this approach is not work conserving and sacrifices the interconnect utiliza-
tion whenever senders expose dynamics in the execution time, release jitter or
communication volume, i.e., whenever the system is not highly loaded.
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Figure 3.5: Address Translation in NI for providing safety guarantees in real-time NoCs.
Additionally, in more complex/larger setups (e.g., many senders per node, mixed-
criticality) a NI may support address translation and work similarly to the function-
ality of a Memory Management Unit (MMU) or a Memory Protection Unit (MPU)1,
see Figure 3.5. Consequently, the mapping of the local physical address within a tile
(processing node) is performed with the address translation tables. Each record in
these tables may include the route (which a transmission should take), access rights
at the target (e.g. read or write permissions), and the physical address at the remote
node.
1Note, that an application of such unit in the NI is orthogonal to the work of a MMU/MPU units running
in the tile.
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Such mechanism oﬀers several significant benefits, in the context of safety. Firstly,
it isolates the selected parts of a NoC, what is especially important for the spatial
isolation of traﬃc and mixed-critical setups. Secondly, it separates address spaces
for diﬀerent tiles in order to provide backward compatibility and higher flexibil-
ity of integrated software. Finally, overlapping address spaces can be used for the
accommodation of the core-to-core communication.
3.1.3 Traﬃc Characteristic
This section discusses the typical NoC traﬃc patterns resulting from design
constraints in the real-time and safety-critical domains. To achieve temporal pre-
dictability and shorter worst-case execution/response times (which can be proven
with formal methods), designers distinguish between two traﬃc groups: short
and long transmissions. The former group consists of memory accesses, typically
cache-lines, from applications compiled with regular toolchains. They originate
from both, real-time and best-eﬀort, traﬃc classes with a typical metric of worst-
case and average latency of a single packet. The latter group contains messages
composed of several packets which are usually sent by real-time and streaming
applications. Such senders are usually optimized with respect to controlled pro-
cesses and hardware (control-oriented real-time applications). The typical perfor-
mance criterion for such applications is the worst-case or average throughput. In
the following part of this section, we describe both groups in detail.
Long Transfers and Timing-Critical Traﬃc
The main goal of systems with hard real-time requirements is to decouple on-
core interference from scheduling of accesses to shared resources, e.g., shared
main DDR-SDRAM memory. Such decoupling simplifies the verification process
which is otherwise costly and complicated. Designers of applications in real-time
domains, e.g., automotive and avionic, frequently achieve this goal through pre-
dictable execution models (e.g. [113]) applied to tiles with local memories (scratch-
pads). Figure 3.6 presents a “classic” example of this approach - “read at the be-
ginning and write at the end” which is applied in both avionic and automotive
domains [112, 114]. According to this scheme, the on-core execution of an applica-
tion can be divided into three phases: memory read block (data Acquisition), actual
execution (Execution) and memory write block (Restitution). During the acquisition
phase, a task or an application accesses the external memory for receiving data
and/or necessary code. Later, during the execution phase, the application/task can
proceed sporadically accessing the shared resource to ensure data consistency. Fi-
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Figure 3.7: Predictable timing through idependent reservation of NoC and on-core re-
sources [49].
nally, it may write the results at the end for further usage or integration by other
system components. The introduced separation of the execution from the commu-
nication is performed earlier during the design phase i.e. white-box approach [113],
[126]. However, in some setups/scenarios, it may not be possible or eﬃcient to load
all required data during the acquisition (read) phase due to the nature of the per-
formed operation, e.g., database search. Therefore, tasks must still be capable of
conducting ”sporadic”accesses to the main memory (e.g., loading specific records
from the database in case of drive management). As a result, the underlying NoC’s
infrastructure must frequently support a combination of long and short accesses.
The main advantage of the predictable execution model is decoupling of local
(i.e. within a tile) and global (e.g. NoC, DDR-SDRAM) resource reservations, see
Figure 3.7. The worst-case timing can be verified by measuring two factors: local
(on-core) worst-case execution time and accesses to shared resources. As the lat-
ter factor includes latencies of NoC transmissions, the designer must determine
through measurements and analysis that there exist an upper bound on the trans-
fer latency. The eﬃciency of this evaluation can be supported by design, e.g., on-
core or peripherals schedulers and architecture. The next sections discuss these
choices for NoCs in detail. The second group of applications requiring throughput
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guarantees (soft- and hard-) includes signal-processing and streaming senders. As
discussed in [37], their requirements are usually directly related to user perception,
e.g., video and audio codecs, or resulting from standards e.g. DVB, DAB, TSN, AVB.
Consequently, timing-critical traﬃc in such setups often exhibits regular and
predictable access patterns, e.g., periodic communications with jitter. Moreover,
initiated transmissions are built of multiple packets what promotes the usage of
DMA engines, e.g., video traﬃc or memory read accesses during the acquisition
phase. The eﬀectiveness of DMA transfers may be limited by the size of the local
memories (in tiles) as well as communication costs resulting from interference
with other senders using the NoC. In many setups, the regularities in the behavior
of real-time senders are exploited to improve utilization of resources. Moreover,
some peripherals, such as DDR-SDRAM memories, are state dependent, i.e., their
response time depends on the history of previous accesses. Therefore, clustering
of transmissions combined with a known memory controller behavior assures a
known access sequence, for further decrease of response latency.
Short Transfers and Best-Eﬀort Traﬃc
Short transmissions (e.g., single packet or flits) are usually originating from control-
oriented real-time applications as well as best eﬀort senders running on proces-
sors with caches. Such transfers are sensitive to latency, i.e., the reaction time is
critical for the worst-case or average performance [37, 43]. In many architectures,
cache misses increase the worst-case execution time of a task and thus a load of a
processor. Since it is only possible to limit the number of misses conservatively
(see overview paper [152]) the miss-times must be included in the WCETs several
times. Therefore, they conservatively increase the worst-case load. Furthermore,
the characteristic of traﬃc from general-purpose, best-eﬀort applications is usu-
ally unknown, which may endanger the deadlines (i.e., temporal properties) and/or
safety. If the aggregated traﬃc exceeds the available bandwidth the real-time re-
quirements of other senders using NoC resources may be endangered. The popu-
lar and frequently applied method to solve these problems is traﬃc shaping using
rate limiters. This scheme is discussed in detail in Section 3.1.2.
3.2 Software Defined Networking
The main concept of the proposed resource manager and control layer is de-
rived from the global management scheme for oﬀ-chip interconnects - Software-
defined Networking (SDN). This section briefly revises and summarizes related
research based on [137] and [86]. Key concepts of SDNs rely on the division and
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Figure 3.8: Main SDN components in a switch, based on [137].
separation of interconnect’s mechanisms into control and data planes. The data
plane is responsible for the forwarding of transmitted data, e.g., packets or frames.
The control plane controls, through protocol-based synchronization, the behavior
of routers and adjusts it depending on the global state of the system.
3.2.1 SDN Principles and Real-Time Systems
The exemplary SDN scheme, taken from the Ethernet domain, is presented
in Figure 3.8. Components belonging to the data plane are marked with green
whereas the control plane is marked with red.
Traditionally in a SDN, the control layer is build of a centralized SDN con-
troller and agents in the network switches (red components in Figure 3.8). The
data plane encompasses remaining functionality of the switch (green components
in the figure). The role of the SDN agent within a switch is to monitor the com-
munication passing the switch, synchronize it with the SDN controller and, if
necessary, update/modify the rules used for traﬃc arbitration. To do that, the
SDN agent uses a flow table inside the switch which stores settings for forward-
ing operations performed by the switch’s data plane. For instance, each incoming
traﬃc stream (frame or packet) can be identified by source and destination MAC
addresses and/or port numbers. Consequently, the flow table may contain set-
tings deciding about the output port to which the particular packet (transmission)
should be forwarded.
The SDN controller is usually realized in the form of a software library (also
referred to as network operating system) running on a dedicated core. The com-
munication between SDN agents and the controller follows in the same network
in which general communication is done. The SDN interface defines the commu-
nication protocol used for synchronization between the SDN controller and the
switches/routers.
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A plethora of mechanisms supporting SDN exists for oﬀ-chip networks with
a predominant focus on Ethernet. A comprehensive overview of SDNs (includ-
ing standardization, interfaces, controllers, network programming languages, and
applications) is provided in [86]. The primary research focus is placed on opti-
mization with respect to average system performance. Consequently, the schemes
are either hardly analyzable or no guarantees can be given. For instance, the most
prominent SDN interface OpenFlow [102] relies on TCP-based communication.
Therefore, it suﬀers from complex handshake and flow-control schemes which
significantly increase the worst-case latency of real-time traﬃc [137] which in case
of Ethernet is typically UDP-based. Nevertheless, SDN Ethernet protocols have
been analyzed in [12] and [137].
The challenges in porting of the SDN principles to the real-time and/or safety-
critical domains, such as automotive and avionics, will be discussed using an ex-
emplary topology from the automotive domain which is presented in Figure 3.9.
In this context, the role of the SDN controller would be to manage and control
arbitration settings (e.g., routing or rate control) in switches depending on in-
formation about the global state of the entire network, i.e., who is sending and
which resources are occupied. The re-configuration includes admission control
and run-time reconfiguration. The former limits the link load and therefore net-
work congestion by bounding a number of NoC accesses (blocking or rate control)
for selected senders. The latter can be used for recovery from faults, e.g., through
bypassing a failed switch or link.
A single centralized point of synchronization through the SDN controller could
be a performance bottleneck. However, it has also significant advantages, especially
in the safety-critical domains. Firstly, it simplifies the synchronization protocol,
e.g., (rapid) spanning tree protocol or shortest path bridging. In contrast,decentralized
systems frequently require lengthy and complicated protocols for assuring system
coherence. It is so because the communication’s participants must firstly agree
on a state of the network before they can take actions. In case of a single SDN
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controller, all actions are serialized in this node what simplifies the process of
worst-case verification.
The application of SDNs in safety-critical domains, e.g. automotive or avionic,
requires providing strict timing requirements and verification methodology for
the system, cf. Chapter 1.4. Consequently, the time necessary for admission con-
trol and re-configuration including actions of the SDN controller and agents must
be bounded in time (worst-case behavior). Verification in such real-time systems
is frequently done with formal worst-case analysis methods and/ or simulation-
based approaches. The disadvantage of the latter is the lack of guarantee that the
simulation exposed included all corner cases leading to worst-case behavior. On
the other hand, the former gives safe upper bounds on a system’s worst-case be-
havior which can be however slightly pessimistic (includes scenarios which won’t
happen in practice).
In [12] a formal analysis of the communication in a SDN utilizing OpenFlow
protocol has been proposed using the network calculus. These work models the
behavior of a SDN switch regarding delay and queue length boundaries. Next, it
provides the analysis of the buﬀer length of the SDN controller and the SDN switch
by modeling them as single resources (network calculus servers). The work has
proved that indeed it is possible to provide a formal upper bound on the trans-
mission latencies in a SDN network.
In [137] authors proposed an alternative SDN analysis focusing on automotive
Ethernet using Compositional Performance Analysis. Switches have been modeled
considering their internal structure (e.g., ports, multiple traﬃc queues). More-
over, for both, SDN controller and SDN agents, a limited amount of processing
resources (CPUs) has been assumed. Moreover, in contrast to [12], the latency
of network re-configuration also has been considered for the worst-case timing
derivation. This refers to the temporal delay required by the SDN controller to re-
configure the network by distributing new forwarding rules to individual switches
and wait for their acknowledgment. Finally, the overhead of introducing SDN has
been evaluated, i.e., the impact of SDN traﬃc on non-SDN traﬃc.
Finally, some related research, e.g. [96], [154] considered using queueing theory
for performance evaluation. These methods, although useful for identifying bot-
tlenecks, oﬀer only probabilistic performance guarantees given by queuing the-
ory. Therefore, they are not capable of deriving worst-case metrics required in
real-time safety-critical domains. At the moment of writing, there is no related re-
search considering application of SDN in NoCs considering real-time and/or safety
objectives.
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3.2.2 SDN mechanisms in NoCs
Existing NoC architectures, implementing the concept of SDN, concentrate on
the reconfiguration of independent NoC switches to optimize the average perfor-
mance by adjusting the scheduling arbitration during the runtime. Consequently,
they oﬀer no guarantees for the worst-case behavior. Next, the most significant
contributions are described in detail.
In [35] authors present a software-defined on-chip network (SDNoC) in which
arbitration logic in routers is software controlled, and SDN re-configures the NoC
for improving the average latencies. SDN agents are fully embedded within routers
and used to exchange control messages. Consequently, routers are significantly
more complex than the baseline implementation. The control capabilities include
routing and link load. The former can be used for application of fail-over mech-
anisms. These allow switching to a redundant or standby hardware component
upon the failure. SDNoC has no central management unit. Resource allocation is
done directly by sending applications which are adjusting headers of packets is-
sued by them. This limits significantly the applicability of these mechanisms in
hard real-time domains, i.e., all senders must be certified to the highest adequate
level. Additionally, no solutions for conflict resolving between requests from dif-
ferent senders is proposed.
In [124] authors present an alternative SDNoC architecture in which they are also
directly applying principles known from oﬀ-chip SDNs to the on-chip intercon-
nect. Consequently, switches are enhanced with agents and configuration tables
which decide about routing whereas the SDN controller is running on a selected
network node. This leads to significant hardware overhead (similar to [35]) as router
complexity increases with the number of senders and synchronization scenarios.
Finally, in [18] SDNoC is realized in the form of a hybrid hardware/software ap-
proach. Firstly, authors introduce spatial (physical) isolation between the control
network and the data network. Next, SDNoC is controlled by a centralized network
manager (NM) which is running on a selected NoC node in the form of a software
library. Finally, SDNoC reduce buﬀering in the data layer.
There are significant diﬀerences between the solution proposed in this work and
the approaches which are described above. The majority of the related work applies
a straightforward approach for porting the oﬀ-chip SDN ideas and mechanisms to
the on-chip interconnect. Consequently, the SDN-controller adjusts the settings
of routers as it is done in the oﬀ-chip networks. This limits eﬀorts required for
porting the SDN idea but disregards the specifics of the on-chip interconnects.
As discussed in [73] and [37] the constraints imposed on an on-chip interconnect
diﬀer significantly from oﬀ-chip networks, e.g., small size of routers, short laten-
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cies of memory traﬃc. As a result, the direct adoption of the principles from a
conventional SDN oﬀ-chip network switch microarchitecture results in an overly
complicated design. Such NoCs increase not only production costs (concerning
area and power) but even more importantly latencies of traﬃc (typically memory
accesses).
In contrast to the related architectures ([35], [124], [18]) the control layer proposed
in this work controls admission of the traﬃc at the source, i.e., checks the availabil-
ity of the interconnect resources before the sender can obtain physical access to the
interconnect. Therefore, no router modifications are necessary, and agents can be
implemented as a straightforward extension of the rate control mechanism avail-
able in many architectures. Moreover, the described solution is focused on assur-
ing temporal guarantees for synchronized real-time and/or safety- critical senders.
Currently, in the context of NoCs, client-server admission control schemes are
only applied to improve average latencies of synchronized transmissions by limit-
ing the access rates to the frequently requested peripherals such as DDR-SDRAM
memories, e.g., [147], [76].
3.3 The Main Concepts of the Control Layer
In real-time systems using NoCs, synchronization between interfering trans-
missions can help to run the network with significantly fewer resources and still
be able to guarantee temporal properties of the system and, whenever required, its
safety. Achieving these goals includes handling the eﬀects of both backpressure
and head-of-line blocking in routers, where switch arbitration between packet-
s/flits is performed [76], [147]. To provide service guarantees, e.g., an upper bound
on the worst-case latencies or guaranteed throughput, the architecture must al-
low bounding direct and indirect interference between interfering transmissions -
transmissions which overlap in at least one router on their path from source to
destination and therefore are sharing NoC resources, i.e., link bandwidth and/or
buﬀers in routers. For doing so, applications are grouped in synchronization scenar-
ios, i.e., sets of senders which may mutually influence their execution times, e.g.,
through concurrent accesses to shared interconnect resources. Assuring temporal
guarantees for synchronization scenarios, i.e., oﬀering a predictable NoC, requires
reserving enough resources so that traﬃc requirements from all senders are met,
cf. Chapter. 1.
To achieve the goals mentioned before, it is required to start with decoupling
of the admission control / QoS configuration from the system execution, using
key principles of Software Defined Networks. This is reflected by the architectural
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measures introduced by the proposed control layer. The existing NoC is treated as
a data layer (communication domain) responsible for switching of particular pack-
ets. The control layer (model domain) responsible for a safe admission control is built
on top of it. Admission control is understood as a validation process performed
at runtime before communication is established to see if the currently available
NoC resources are suﬃcient for the particular transmission. Consequently, the
main functionality of the control layer encompasses model-based analysis meth-
ods which are used to establish the settings for monitoring and isolation mech-
anisms. Both control and data layers are coupled with a protocol based synchro-
nization, i.e., contracts, allowing resource reservations for senders.
In case of a switch-based interconnect, these reservations must include all routers
on the end-to-end path through the NoC (i.e., more than one network resource).
Consequently, for each transmission, it is possible to define a virtual resource - set of
real resources belonging to diﬀerent network components which must be selected
and allocated to satisfy its requirements. This is accomplished through connections
managed by the introduced control layer, i.e., contract-based end-to-end resource
reservations for a given sender-receiver pair on the selected path with a selected
QoS provisioning. The QoS provisioning defines the minimal set of resources re-
quested for connections (reservations) including at least the type and desired upper
time response of the NoC depending on the particular synchronization scenario.
For interfering transmissions, the response time translates to the latency for a par-
ticular volume of data and rate settings for rate limiters (traﬃc shapers).
Connections (for each synchronized sender) must be synchronized and arbi-
trated at runtime. The arbitration is based on the global state of the system, i.e.,
coordinated reservations. The global state of the system is defined by the number of cur-
rently running applications and their requirements for the shared NoC resources.
Note, that both factors mentioned earlier can change during runtime depending
on the dynamics of the system itself as well as the physical environment in which
the system is used, e.g., a situation on the road, cf. Chapter 1.
Conceptually the proposed resource arbitration scheme introduces the model
domain architecture, see Fig. 3.10. The deployment of the control layer is realized
using multiple analysis engines responsible for the evaluation of diﬀerent aspects
of the resource allocation and admission control. The analysis can be done to
optimize various aspects of the system’s work (e.g., safety, security or performance).
Moreover, the analysis engines can assign resources according to the pre-defined
static (e.g., Time-Division Multiplexing) as well as dynamic allocation schemes
and work-conserving schedulers (e.g., round-robin, priority based policies or even
dynamic priority assignments). Summarizing, the behavioral model defined by
connections for a particular sender on a specific node is negotiated with the control
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Figure 3.10: Model domain architecture for adaptive arbitration in a NoC.
layer and later enforced with the data layer using the aforementioned mechanisms
for predictable resource reservations.
As one of the main goals of this work is to provide a deterministic response time
for the senders, the control layer must oﬀer predictable resource allocation which
can be verified during the design phase. This requires:
avoiding contention in (NoC) buﬀers,
dividing bandwidth between interfering senders according to their require-
ments,
adjusting the settings during the runtime to cope with the dynamics in the
behavior of the system.
In the most of existing NoCs, predictable resource reservations are controlled through
data layer introducing:
admission control done locally in nodes, e.g., traﬃc limiters, performance
counters,
arbiters deciding about the allocation of resources to streams in routers,
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communication.
mixed-solution combining both methods mentioned above.
Based on these mechanisms, we show, in the following parts of this chapter, how a
control layer can be applied to achieve simultaneously eﬃcient performance and
real-time guarantees in the presence of dynamics. The proposed scheme opens
multiple implementation possibilities. The data layer encompassing independent,
local resource schedulers must be implemented on each resource in the system
which can be accessed by more than one communication participant (processing
node/tile). However, for the control layer, there are several negotiation schemes
possible since it is orthogonal to the underlying system and may be implemented
independently.
3.4 Overview of the Architecture
The dynamic resource allocation requires consideration of the local state of the
core (number and execution profiles of currently active applications defining core’s
requirements for NoC) as well as the global state of the interconnect (number and
profiles of active interfering senders determining possible interference from in-
terconnect). Although evaluation of the former “on-core” factor can be done lo-
cally (disregarding information about other senders), information about the latter
“oﬀ-core” factors requires further, global synchronization done by the QoS control
plane. The essence of the centralized implementation of the QoS control plane is
a resource management (RM) unit and clients.
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Figure 3.11 presents an overview of the design which, from a technical perspec-
tive, introduces connection oriented network services [136] adjusted for providing a
predictable network behavior. To use a connection-oriented network service, the
communication participant (e.g., IP) must first establish a connection with the Re-
source Manager (RM) unit, i.e. request allocation of the NoC resources for the
particular connection. Only after the resources are assigned to the RM, the sender
may conduct transmission (use the resources). Finally, the NoC resources must be
released whenever they are no longer necessary. In this context, the primary func-
tion of the RM is to establish and manage all aspects of this process, i.e., the RM’s
arbiter must decide the order and duration of connections (transmissions). How-
ever, assuring the predictable behavior of RM is not enough for providing temporal
guarantees. Note that malfunctioning or malicious senders may easily influence
work or the RM. For instance, wrongly configured applications could send too
many requests delaying or blocking the work of the arbitration unit. They could
also wrongly/maliciously set their connections, e.g., ask for too many resources
(blocking other senders) or occupy them for an extended period (or even never
releasing them).
Due to their importance, these problems must be addressed whenever temporal
predictability is required. Otherwise, no real-time guarantees can be given. There-
fore, the proposed mechanism introduces clients - the admission control units (lo-
cal supervisors) running locally on each processing node in the NoC. Clients are
responsible for: i) establishing connections with RM (issuing correct messages to
RM for appropriate actions of senders and processing node); ii) preventing non-
authorized accesses to the NoC iii) adjusting local admission setting in NI, e.g.,
rate settings for rate limiters or MMU/MPU address translation tables, based on
the configuration messages from RM; iv) prevent non-authorized or too frequent
accesses; v) releasing the NoC resources (informing the RM whenever an appli-
cation terminates), and vi) preventing unbounded NoC accesses (release the NoC
resources and notify the RM whenever a connection takes too long and/or termi-
nates too long connections).
Figure 3.11 presents the client and RM, forming the session layer (in red color).
The client modules can be implemented as hardware extensions of the NI (for
high performance) or as a software module running on the IP core (however also
in this case some extension of the NI may be necessary). Similarly, RM can be fully
realized in hardware, i.e., as an independent HW IP connected to the NoC, or as
a software IP running on one of the nodes. The main advantage of the software
realization is flexibility. The complexity of both units depends on the complexity
of the selected synchronization protocol and will be discussed in the next sections.
Separating the clients and RMs from software running on processing nodes is
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especially important in safety-critical setups where a NoC is treated as a shared
resource. Recall, that in such setups it is necessary to either certify the whole sys-
tem (including all applications) to the highest relevant safety level or decouple the
resource arbitration from senders for providing suﬃcient independence [67], [5].
As assuring adherence to standards is a costly and demanding process, the latter
is the preferred solution in most setups. This can be achieved through clients and
RM which can be certified/designed independently to the highest relevant safety
level.
3.5 Synchronization with the Control Layer
In general, the process of global synchronization can be divided into the follow-
ing phases: initialization, reservation, usage, release. Fig. 3.12 presents the method in
the context of a motivational example: the application (sender) issues a request to
the RM for providing access to a DDR-SDRAM. Firstly, the client must detect the
access from the application (IP) and block (trap) it until RM grants the connection.
Next, the client must issue a request to the RM to establish a proper connection,
Fig. 3.12.a). After receiving, evaluating and processing the request, the RM can grant
the access to the resource - DDR-SDRAM memory, Fig. 3.12.b). Upon arrival of the
grant message from the RM, the client unblocks the sender, and the connection
may become active, Fig. 3.12.c). The Sender might have access to the resources for a
predefined amount of time or length of the particular transmission (e.g., number of
issued packets), depending on the actual implementation. After the transmission
finishes or the connection length has been reached, the client must terminate the
communication and release the resources (and eventually block the sender). This
is done with the appropriate release message issued to the RM, Fig. 3.12.d). The
resources are considered to be free again after the RM has processed the release
message.
Now, the process of synchronization will be discussed in detail. This description
will be used for presenting diﬀerent versions of the protocol depending on the
temporal requirements of senders.
Fig. 3.13 provides a generalized version of the synchronization workflow. Note
that the actual steps and their details may vary according to the selected proto-
col and implementation. In the figure, a sender conducts an access to a virtual
resource composed of two real hardware resources, i.e., connection (e.g., a path
through a NoC with a predefined QoS) and the exclusive access to a selected hard-
ware module (e.g., DDR-SDRAM controller). To satisfy this request, the RM firstly
evaluates the available resources while considering the global state of the system.
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communication.
This is done based on the defined system model and the selected arbitration pol-
icy. Next, the RM locks NoC resources for the requesting sender and (if necessary)
re-configures the settings of the NoC (e.g., traﬃc shapers/rate limiters in egress
ports of NIs) to fulfill the requested connection parameters. The primary goal is to
assure that every requesting sender receives the maximum available service for the
given state of the system, as well as that the transitions between system states (i.e.,
mode changes) are safe and reliable, i.e., avoid sporadic overloads. After the trans-
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mission is complete resources must be once again released for other senders. The
complexity of the protocol, i.e., each of the reservation phases, depends directly on
the resource allocation scheme applied by the control layer (designer) as well as on
the concrete architectural features of the selected, underlying system architecture.
The following sections will provide an overview of the necessary actions, cover-
ing all aspects of these phases in the scope of conducted operations and participat-
ing elements of the system. Possible implementation methods and required tools
will be detailed in Chapter 4.
3.5.1 Phase One: Initialization
First, the access from the synchronized sender must be detected and evaluated
to provide information about the QoS requirements for the requested connection.
Later, this information must be forwarded to the central scheduling unit - the
Resource Manager.
The prerequisite is HW support for the admission control, i.e., NIs/Tiles should
support at least monitoring for rate control. This assumption is realistic as rate
limiters are provided by the majority (if not all) of contemporary MPSoCs, e.g., R-
Car [120], Cell [115], KiloNoC [57], IDAMC [140], MPPA [41]. The considered baseline
NoC architecture also supports them. The main change introduced by the control
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layer is the need to re-configure the rate settings at runtime. The values of rate-
limiters are currently set only once during the boot-up phase of the SoC or hard-
coded in the modules. Consequently, adjusting them at runtime may require an
additional extension of the interface. An MMU or MPU would be required if the
NoC should provide fine-granular protection, e.g., distinguish between diﬀerent
address ranges. Both can be found in most of the new controllers, such as the R-
Car from Renesans but also in the Cell processor. Therefore, the synchronization
can be initiated by:
NI through monitors (Rate Ctrl + MPU/MMU),
Tile with Rate Control (implemented in HW or OS-SW).
The accuracy/granularity of synchronization constitutes the major design trade-
oﬀ. In the first scenario, a monitor in the NI can recognize only the addresses
accessed by the tasks running on the tile. As a result, distinguishing between spe-
cific senders may be diﬃcult. Therefore, synchronization can be applied either for
the whole tile (e.g., monitoring of joint workload resulting from traﬃc initiated
by a group of tasks) or for the specific address ranges (whenever the NI supports
MPU/MMU protection). The second scenario considers setups where the tile pro-
vides additional support for identifying senders and processing messages from the
RM. This could be done by extensions of SW (e.g., dedicated syscalls) or HW (e.g.,
interrupts) IPs. At the cost of this additional resource overhead, it is possible to
identify specific tasks which are running on tile, or higher granularity, particular
actions conducted by applications (e.g., concrete DMA transfers).
Similarly, the clients logic (responsible for synchronization with RM) can be de-
veloped as SW or HW IP. The software deployment decreases the size of the NI.
It requires only an extra interface for programming rate limiters and MMU/MPU.
On the other hand, the HW implementation improves performance. Complexity
and goals of clients depend on the resources which are available for implementa-
tion as well as characteristics of the running senders and therefore vary between
setups. Independently of the method of deployment (HW or SW), the actions of
the client are transparent to the sender.
3.5.2 Phase Two: Reservation
Each request must pass several processing steps defining the internal working
of the RM. These steps are presented in Fig. 3.14. Firstly, the new request is evalu-
ated concerning the availability of resources depending on the current state of the
NoC, i.e., the number of running senders and conducted transmissions. Later, the
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RM must check if the requested connection can be realized in the current system
configuration assuming the selected arbitration method, i.e., conduct an admissi-
bility test. For this purpose, the RM requires an up-to-date model of the NoC and
a set of rules - the arbitration policy. The former model describes the form of a
data structures with information about resources, e.g., links and buﬀers in NoC,
their capacity and utilization. The primary goal is to check which NoC resources
are occupied by senders and what are the QoS requirements of currently running
transmissions. The arbitration policy must decide the order of allocation of re-
quests. For instance, all requests can be treated equally (round-robin policy) or
a priority based preemptive or not-preemptive schedules can be used as well as
time-based allocations (e.g., time-division multiple accesses TDMA). Additionally,
RM may introduce advanced arbitration policies oriented on selected properties
of the system. As an example, the RM arbiter can optimize the utilization of DDR-
SDRAM by protecting locality of memory accesses. In this case, the arbitration
must demand that:
only one transmission from the synchronization scenario can be active at a
time,
the change of an active transmission is possible only after the previous one
has finished or it is preempted due to a transmission request with a higher
priority,
the RM must prevent starvation of requestors.
If there are enough resources to handle the request, the RM may allocate them to
the requester and notify the client (or sender) about the success. If this is not the
case, the management unit may look for another possible setup/configuration, e.g.,
adjust properties of other clients so that the requirements of all senders can be met.
If reservation requests are provided with a priority-based arbitration, then the RM
must enforce the proper order of re-configurations during the allocation phase.
This can be done in both preemptive or non-preemptive manners. If the former
method is selected, the RM can deprive senders with lower priorities from re-
sources as soon as the hi-priority request arrives. This operation inherently causes
a change of the system mode and as a result may cause a sporadic overload situation
which endangers the system’s safety [105],[78]. For instance, although the RM may
send a control message to block individual nodes, the flits/packets injected before
the arrival of this message must still leave the NoC and could interfere with higher
priority senders. Therefore, such eﬀects must be accounted for during the design
of control protocol to assure safe and eﬃcient mode changes. A detailed descrip-
tion follows in Section 3.6 and Chapter 4. If a non-preemptive method is selected,
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the higher priority request must wait for an ongoing lower priority transmission
to finish, but this blocking happens only once.
In situations when there are not enough NoC resources to handle the request,
the RM may actively reject the transmission or inform the requester about the
foreseen length of the blocking, see Section 3.7. This creates an interface between
on-core and resource scheduling, e.g., on-core preemptions. Similarly, the RM
may re-order (or prioritize) requests based on the properties of resources which
they are targeting, e.g., state-dependent nature of DDR-SDRAM scheduler. Details
on the interfaces to on-core and resources scheduler are provided in Sections 3.7
and 3.8. Finally, the RM must communicate its decisions (appropriate regulator
settings) to all the involved senders/clients with control messages.
3.5.3 Phase Three: Usage
The resource usage session starts directly after the client receives an acknowl-
edge of a request. The client modifies/adjusts the regulator settings only after re-
ceiving the settings from the RM depending on the current system mode commu-
nicated by the RM. Furthermore, the acknowledgment may allow:
entire transmissions constructed from multiple packets for instance a DMA trans-
fer,
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accesses to the NoC with a pre-defined rate (settings for rate-controllers) for
cache based traﬃc.
The settings during the usage phase may change at runtime. Firstly, the applica-
tion may be blocked to allow transmissions with higher priorities to progress with
their execution. Secondly, the allowed access rate may be increased or decreased
depending on the global state of the system. In case of cache lines, this eﬀectively
throttles (accelerates or slows down) on-core execution of senders.
Finally, for some applications the settings may be pre-defined (during the design
phase) and constant during the runtime, i.e., they stay for the whole execution
duration in the usage phase. For instance, the designer may decide to keep the rates
for some applications at a constant level (without endangering their deadlines)
in some or all modes, to limit the number of necessary synchronizations and re-
configurations. Additionally, the fully dynamic reconfiguration may be conducted
only for selected senders or usage scenarios, e.g., fail-over recovery assigning more
bandwidth to a select sender or data flow in case of a need for re-transmission
caused by a transient error.
3.5.4 Phase Four: Release
The mechanisms require that the resources are released by clients whenever a
sender does not use them. The releases introduce dynamics which improves not
only the utilization of the system but also, even more importantly, enables better
formal guarantees in most setups.
The release method strictly depends on the requesting procedure and has simi-
lar advantages or drawbacks. Apart from release being done at the end of transmis-
sion, e.g., signalized by the last packet, flit or interrupt, the release may be enforced
by a monitor after a predefined timeout. This is done to assure a safe upper-bound
on the resource usage sessions, i.e., avoid infinite accesses which could be caused
by malicious or malfunctioning applications.
Summary of Phases Description
The mechanism provides a QoS abstraction of the underlying NoC (data plane)
allowing a path oriented approach in which both the per-hop behaviors of routers
and the end to end properties of communication can be unified. This unification
enables safe and eﬃcient resource reservations but requires knowledge about the
global state of the system, i.e., number of simultaneously running senders, their
current state and QoS requirements which may change during runtime. There-
fore, for establishing and adaptively managing connections, clients must negotiate
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reservations. The negotiation is done through an exchange of messages between
nodes with interfering senders. The communication is forming a synchronization
protocol with the purpose of propagating information about the state of a connec-
tion as well as current QoS requirements for a particular sender. Note, that the
latter parameter can change dynamically and the contract based negotiation safely
adjusts the QoS settings of the platform.
Several negotiation schemes are possible with two pre-dominant patterns: direct
communication between clients or communication through a single scheduling
unit (Resource Manager). This problem translates to the classic synchronization
dilemma diﬀerentiating between centralized and decentralized resource assign-
ment scheme. Trade-oﬀs between both approaches are well researched and de-
scribed in the existing literature, e.g., [74], [103], [14]. Application of one from these
schemes is usually setup dependent and influenced by the number of synchro-
nized senders, their mapping, parameters of the transmissions (length, duration,
etc.) as well as particular architecture (e.g., propagation latency of the single control
message). In the next section, a couple of exemplary resource arbitration protocols
will be used to familiarize the reader with the mechanism and present the possible
trade-oﬀs.
However, the main advantage of the mechanism, common to both synchroniza-
tion schemes, is that it makes the QoS functions in the routers agnostic to achiev-
ing the real-time and safety guarantees i.e., these functions can be incorporated
to existing NoC architectures by adjusting admission control in NIs with the pro-
posed mechanism. The admission control and adaptive management of NoC state
are entirely controlled by the introduced QoS control plane making the system po-
tentially more eﬃcient. The resource arbitration can be optimized and adjusted
to the changing global state of the system for accommodating arriving workloads
as well as reacting to possible errors.
3.6 Synchronization Protocols
The important advantage resulting from the decoupling of the admission con-
trol from the underlying NoC infrastructure is the broad spectrum of the syn-
chronization protocols (allocation schemes) which can be implemented with the
control layer. Recall, that the control layer may implement non-work conserving
(e.g., time-division multiplexing) and work-conserving arbiters (e.g., round-robin
arbitration) covering the majority of the sharing schemes known from the litera-
ture e.g. [92], [121] Moreover, it is also possible to use custom arbiters for particular
deployments i.e. adaptive arbitration.
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This flexibility allows extending the capabilities of a selected NoC-based plat-
form without the need modifications of routers. For instance, the introduced so-
lution permits the implementation of a TDM-based arbitration on top of a NoC
with the performance-oriented arbiters in routers, e.g., iSLIP arbiter [101]. Conse-
quently, the control layer permits increasing the spectrum of system applications,
e.g., adjusting it to provide guarantees in real-time domains, without a need for
re-design or costly hardware extensions.
The following section will describe several resource allocation strategies (and
synchronization protocols) for the centralized implementation of the mechanism.
Although a centralized point of synchronization through a single RM unit may
seem to be a performance bottleneck, it also has significant advantages when it
comes to safety and formal verification in case of SDNs, see [137]. Firstly, it sim-
plifies the synchronization protocol, e.g., (rapid) spanning tree protocol or short-
est path bridging. In contrast, decentralized systems frequently require long and
complicated protocols for assuring system coherence. For example, in the decen-
tralized scenario, assuring that all senders agree on the global state of the network
before they can take actions, significantly increases the complexity and volume of
communication in larger scenarios. Moreover, simpler clients and RM resulting
from the single point of synchronization decrease the costs of verification and cer-
tification which play a critical role in many real-time applications, e.g., avionic and
automotive domains.
Note, that a centralized synchronization is inherently suﬀering from the scal-
ability problem. Therefore, a possible future extension of the presented work
could consider systems with multiple RMs controlling diﬀerent regions of the
NoC. Moreover, it would be interesting to investigate fault-tolerant mechanisms,
as a further development of this thesis. These mechanisms would explore proto-
cols for the control layer capable of performing design-space exploration within
the system model to find a feasible solution for resource allocations. This would
be done whenever the requested contract could not be established as well as for
adjusting the NoC settings, e.g., robustness against faults of the components. Con-
sequently, in the future, the mechanism may introduce full or partial adaptivity to
the architecture.
This section presents multiple examples of synchronization protocols which
support diﬀerent allocation schemes. Note that, the protocols are adjusted for
sharing of the same VC between transmissions while preserving service guaran-
tees. This also includes senders with diﬀerent criticality levels, cf. Chapter 1. This
feature of the mechanism permits decreasing the number of required VCs in a sys-
tem or increasing the number of hosted applications. Additionally, the majority of
the proposed protocols derives their eﬃciency from work-conserving scheduling
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which tries to keep interconnect resources busy for a maximum period of time.
3.6.1 Time-Driven Scheduling
Static isolation is a popular method for managing contention in a NoC as tt
provides service guarantees that are independent of other tasks’ behavior, cf. [92],
[121]. Consequently, each task can occupy the interconnect for a given, predefined
amount of time. After entirely using its time budget, the sender must release the
resource and allow the next task to proceed with the transmission. The budgets
are replenished in cyclic order. The proposed control layer can implement both
popular variants of time-driven scheduling: time-division multiple access (TDMA)
and round robin (RR).
Time-Division Multiple Access
As discussed in Chapter 2, the time-division multiplexing (TDM) approach con-
stitutes the commonly applied solution for real-time systems and is a dominant
standard in the avionic domain. According to this scheme each application is
granted a dedicated time slot during which it acquires exclusive access to the in-
terconnect. Transmissions are performed in a cyclic, static order forming a TDM
cycle. Consequently, the designer may enforce full temporal isolation between in-
dependent transmissions, i.e., guarantees for running applications are indepen-
dent of activities of other senders running in the system.
Fig. 3.15 presents the workflow of such solution. In the considered example, two
senders (A and B) form a TDM-cycle in which they acquire access to the NoC alter-
nately. The RM sends the messages - gntMsg- granting access for a selected core
for a predefined amount of time2 - its time slot (slots S1-S8). The time necessary
2Note that NIs must have the ability to measure time (e.g., a time window for rate limiters).
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for the RM to generate the message and its propagation latency in the NoC consti-
tute the overhead of the scheme when compared to the traditional TDM deploy-
ments done in hardware. However, the main advantage of the proposed solution
is constituted by its applicability to most of commercially available NoCs, such as
MPPA or Tile64. The proposed RM-based TDM admission control can be intro-
duced “on-top” of existing, commonly used wormhole-switched NoCs with multi-
stage arbitration. In contrast, existing NoCs supporting time driven scheduling re-
quire custom, and frequently complex, router architectures3, e.g., PhaseNoC [116],
SurfNoC [150], Aethereal [56]. Moreover, TDM scheme, when implemented with
the control layer, can be easily extended to incorporate elements of round-robin
work-conserving scheduling e.g. [80].
Round-Robin Based Performance Optimized Arbitration
Although TDM-based resource allocation protocol allows an easy implementa-
tion and provides timing guarantees, it also results in average latencies which are
very close to the worst case even when the system is not highly loaded [59]. This
is mainly due to the traﬃc from general-purpose applications that hardly ever fol-
lows a constant, predictable pattern assumed by the TDM approach.
The RM-based control layer helps to overcome this challenge as it permits to im-
plement the round-robin based resource allocation, well known from the real-time
literature [92]. The presented description of the protocol with the round-robin
scheme is based on [81], [82]. Similarly to the TDM-based design of the control
layer, the interconnect is considered to be the global resource shared in time and
transmissions are granted access to NoC in the cyclic-repetitive order. However,
the slots of non-active senders can be released (re-allocated) to serve pending re-
quests from active senders faster, i.e., therefore introduced arbitration policy is
work conserving.
The round-robin scheduler avoids unnecessary idle times and oﬀers a more
compact schedule, i.e., it tries to keep the NoC resources busy whenever there are
pending transmissions. Consequently, a round-robin based control layer improves
average performance without decreasing safety guarantees, i.e., it oﬀers the same
worst-case performance/guarantees as TDM.
Workflow The communication protocol for a round-robin based allocation of
resources is realized using three control messages: reqMsg (request), relMsg (release)
and ackMsg (acknowledge), cf. the workflow in Fig. 3.16. The corresponding client
However, also a setup is possible where only RM has the timer. In this case, RM must firstly block-
/preempt currently ongoing transmission from the previous slot and later send gntMsg, as described
in the Sections.
3Please, refer to Chapter 2 for detailed discussion.
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Figure 3.16: Workflow of the RR-based admission control in a NoC implemented with the
control layer, based on [81].
sends a request message to the RM (clnt_req()). The RM is equipped with a queue for
storing pending requests from clients. If the queue is empty, the RM must wait for
a new request to arrive. Otherwise, the scheduler decides which request from the
queue should be served first (rm_proc()). The accesses are granted in the predefined
cyclic order, but unused slots (for which there are no pending requests) are skipped.
The RM must notify the sender (which is selected for service) with the ackMsg.
After receiving the ackMsg, the communication may start (clnt_strt()). Once granted,
the connection holds until the end of the transmission or the abortion through
the client based on a predefined timeout used to prevent unbounded connection
latencies. When the client detects the end of the transmission (e.g. based on its
time-budget or injection of the last flit) it issues a relMsg to the RM (clnt_rel()). As
soon as the relMsg arrives, the RM considers the resource to be free again (rm_rel()).
RR-based Control Layer vs TDM The proposed solution overcomes the main
drawbacks of the TDM based arbitration. Firstly, due to the work-conserving ar-
bitration, the introduced control layer decreases average latencies, i.e., temporal
over-provisioning, of the applications which are not optimized for the TDM-cycle.
As presented in Fig. 3.17.a), in a system with a TDM based arbitration, whenever
tasks expose dynamics in their behavior, e.g., even with a small jitter, transmis-
sions are blocked, and their execution is delayed for the duration of a whole TDM
cycle. In contrast, when the RR-based arbitration and the control layer are applied,
transmissions can be scheduled whenever the NoC is free, see Fig. 3.17.b). This im-
proved arbitration is possible due to the introduced arbiter which tries to process
the requests as soon as they arrive and re-allocates the unused slots. Whenever the
interconnect is not heavily loaded, see Figure 3.18 the unused slots can be omit-
ted (re-allocated) for pending requests. This re-allocation is especially useful for
longer transmissions composed of multiple packets, e.g., DMA transfers which can
progress faster on average without idling between consecutive TDM cycles.
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Figure 3.17: Incorporation of dynamics in activation patterns in a system with a) TDM-based
arbitration and b) RR-based control layer.
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Figure 3.18: Dependency between blocking and the actual load of the system for a) TDM-
based arbitration and b) RR-based control layer.
Furthermore, the arbitration of large scenarios with multiple senders exposing
dynamics in their activation patterns (e.g., modes of work, interrupt signals) is done
without the need for complicated and hard to maintain TDM-cycles. The proposed
mechanism maintains the locality of memory accesses [113] through the isolation
of the whole transmission.
3.6.2 Static Priority Based Arbitration
This section presents an alternative approach towards assuring QoS in the NoC.
The control layer is adjusted to provide arbitration in mixed-critical real-time sys-
tems. In such setups, diﬀerent requirements of senders (regarding NoC resources
and/or diﬀerent importance for the safety) are reflected with priorities assigned to
the transmissions e.g. deadline monotonic priority assignment. Consequently, the
arbiter used by the RM must adjust resource reservations depending on the im-
portance (priority) of the request. The following of this section describes the static
priority based RM protocol, according to which resources are always granted to
the request with the highest priority. The description is based on [83] and [75].
The synchronization between clients and the RM is accomplished using five
control messages: reqMsg (request), relMsg (release), ackMsg (acknowledge), blckMsg
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Figure 3.19: Workflow of the SPP-based synchronization protocol in a NoC utilizing the con-
trol layer, based on [83].
(preempt communication) and resMsg (resume communication). The workflow is
depicted in Figure 3.19.
Clients issue a request message clnt_req whenever supervised sender is trying to
access resources. If there is no pending access, the RM must wait for a new re-
quest to arrive. If a request cannot be granted, due to an ongoing higher-priority
transmission, it is stored in a request queue. When the resource is free again, and
the request queue is not empty, RM selects the request with the highest prior-
ity. The RM notifies the appropriate client with the ackMsg which unblocks the
granted transmission. If a resource is occupied, i.e., there is an ongoing trans-
mission, the RM must monitor all arriving requests and compare their priorities
against the priority of the currently ongoing transmission. Comparison and mon-
itoring are done in the arrival order. If the priority of the request is lower than
the priority of the ongoing transmission it is stored in the queue; otherwise, the
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RM conducts a preemption. In order to preempt an ongoing transmissions, the
RM sends a blckMsg to the client supervising it. Preemptions may be nested, i.e.,
transmissions which previously preempted an ongoing communication can also
be preempted. Therefore, a RM must store information about ongoing and pre-
empted transmissions. Moreover, the RM sends the ackMsg with a delay to ensure
that packets from previously ongoing transmission have left the NoC, i.e., provide
logical isolation. After receiving the blckMsg, client blocks the next packet from the
ongoing transmission as soon as possible. The preemption granularity depends
on the admission control in NI (rate limiter). In this work, assuming the baseline
architecture, the arbitration is performed at the packet level. Because preemptions
are happening on the same VC, the flit level is unacceptable due to the properties
of wormhole routing (cf. [37]). Higher preemption granularity, e.g. multiple pack-
ets to ensure the locality of a transmission, is also possible after accounting for an
additional latency. When the client detects the end of a transmission (e.g. based on
its time-budget/timeout or injection of the last flit), it issues a relMsg to the appro-
priate RM. As soon as the relMsg arrives, the RM considers the resource to be free
again. If there is a pending preempted transmission with a lower priority, the RM
resumes its execution after sending a resMsg to the appropriate client. Otherwise,
a new request is selected from the queue. As soon as the resMsg arrives, the client
unblocks corresponding preempted transmissions.
RM-based SPP vs SoA Solutions. As discussed in Chapter 2, prioritization of
traﬃc conducted locally in router is a popular solution for allocation of resources
in NoCs e.g. [31],[66]. The main disadvantage of this scheme is the high resource
overhead (demand), i.e., streams of diﬀerent priorities must be isolated in separate
traﬃc queues. Consequently, the number of VCs must be equal to the number
of criticality levels in the system and therefore must increase accordingly. The
constant increase in the number of applications integrated into a single chip, e.g.,
Flight Management System [46], requires the number of VCs to be equal to the
number of criticality levels and to increase accordingly, otherwise the system is not
predictable [55]. The proposed scheme based on the control layer oﬀers eﬃcient
sharing of the same buﬀer queues in routers while preserving the priority based
arbitration. This feature is especially important in mixed-critical setups.
Additionally, formal verification of priority based routers can be complicated.
For instance, eﬀects of backpressure (see Chapters 1 and 2) could lead to the propa-
gation of blocking and cyclic dependencies between streams. The proposed proto-
col for the control layer avoids these problems using the global arbitration scheme.
The blocking is moved from the NoC to the cores, therefore i) it is possible to re-
duce the size of buﬀers significantly [83] ii) one could re-use the blocking time
on-core for execution of other tasks, which is described in detail in Section 3.7.
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The control layer guarantees also locality of memory accesses, similarly to RR-
and TDM-based protocols. This is not possible in case of priority based schedul-
ing which is performed locally in routers.
3.6.3 Dynamic Priority Based Arbitration
The strict priority-based scheduling done locally in routers decreases the per-
formance of best eﬀort senders. These usually receive the lowest possible prior-
ity [43],[83], and thus they are scheduled only when there is no other pending trans-
mission. Consequently, BE senders suﬀer from high latencies and jitter.
Slack-based resource allocation is a well-known solution from the scheduling
theory [92], [39] to this integration challenge, providing high performance for best-
eﬀort (BE) and soft real-time transmissions (SRTTs) without violating the timing
constraints of hard real-time transmissions (HRTTs). According to this approach,
BEs and SRTTs are scheduled whenever the execution of HRTTs can be safely post-
poned without causing missed deadlines. This additional delay is possible when-
ever a slack is available, which is the time budget between the worst-case response
time of a hard real-time application and its deadline. Applying this principle to
NoC significantly increases the performance of soft real-time and best eﬀort data
streams which is particularly useful for general-purpose latency sensitive applica-
tions running on processors with caches [144, 141, 145].
This section proposes an extension of the previously introduced priority-based
protocol for the control layer. The description is based on [75]. Consequently,
the RM safely delays the execution of HRTTs, whenever it is possible, in order to
improve the performance of SRTTs.
A prerequisite of the introduced arbitration is an oﬄine computation of time
budget for each HRTT called slack (see Chapter 4, Section 4.1.1), which defines the
maximum delay a HRTT can experience without endangering its deadline. Later,
the RM monitors the slack budgets of currently ongoing HRTTs and dynamically
adjusts the priority of SRTTs. SRTTs get the highest priority whenever there is
an available slack and the lowest priority whenever there is no slack. Note that
delaying the execution of a HRTT with the highest priority also delays all currently
preempted HRTTs with lower priorities. Therefore, this delay can only occur if
enough time (i.e., slack) is available for all HRTTs to meet their deadlines.
Workflow The implementation of arbitration based on dynamic priorities is re-
alized using five control messages: reqMsg (request), relMsg (release), ackMsg (ac-
knowledge), preMsg (preempt) and resMsg (resume). Upon arrival of a request mes-
sage (reqMsg to the RM, each request is classified as SRTT or HRTT and stored in
the appropriate queue. FIFO is used for SRTTs and a priority queue for HRTTs. As
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described previously, the RM monitors all HRTTs and keeps track of the amount
of available slack. When a SRTT is granted access to the NoC, the RM decrements
in real time the slack budgets of all active pending HRTTs, i.e., it considers all re-
quests in the HRTT queue. The slack budget is renewed at each request arrival
(reqMsg) from a HRTT. If there are no pending SRTTs or the slack budget of at
least one HRTT has been exhausted, HRTTs transmissions regain access to the
NoC and are scheduled according to the standard static priority preemptive (SPP)
policy. Note that, when SRTTs have access to the NoC, the RM must release the re-
source early enough to guarantee that HRTTs start on time (i.e. not after the slack
budget has been consumed). When the NoC is free, the RM notifies the appropriate
client with an ackMsg for the pending transmission to start sending data. If the
NoC is occupied and the RM receives a new request with a higher priority, the RM
must preempt the currently ongoing transmission. The preemption is realized in
the same manner as in case of the protocol for arbitration with static priorities,
i.e., preMsg for blocking the client and resMsg for resuming it. Recall, the high-
priority sender must start its transmission with a delay (by ackMsg) to ensure that
packets from previously ongoing transmission are not present in the NoC. Clients
confirm finished transmissions by sending the relMsg to the RM which removes
the corresponding request from the head of the queue. Next, if there is a pending
preempted transmission with a lower priority, the RM resumes its execution after
sending a resMsg to the appropriate client. Otherwise, a new request is scheduled.
Comparison against SoA Only a few existing works, e.g. Backsuction mecha-
nism [43, 141, 145], have considered using slack-based resource allocation in the
context of NoCs by applying, locally in routers, dynamic prioritization for diﬀer-
ent virtual channels. However, the main drawback is the high hardware overhead
resulting from a custom router design and the high number of virtual channels
(i.e., required buﬀers) corresponding to the number of priority levels in the system.
Moreover, these solutions drastically increase NoC complexity as they require to
propagate the global state of the NoC to the local arbiters in routers. This prop-
agation is contradictory to the principle of non-blocking routers which requires
no correlation between local arbiters and thereby increases the complexity of the
worst-case timing analysis.
Consider the example depicted in Figure 3.20, a NoC shared between a set of
HRTTs and SRTTs. It constitutes a mixed-critical system where each HRTT has a
unique static priority (assigned for instance according to a rate-monotonic scheme)
and remaining SRTTs have the same lowest priority. Figure 3.20-(a) illustrates the
evolution over time of transmissions in a real-time NoC using a static priority
preemptive (SPP) policy [31],[66].
The RM permits to safely delay the execution of HRTTs, whenever it is possible,
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(a) SPP in NoCs: SRTT can access the NoC only during spare time.
(b) Slack Based Allocation: postponing HRTTs allow early SRTT progress in the NoC
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Figure 3.20: Comparison between SPP and slack-based resource allocation in NoCs, based
on [75].
to improve the performance of SRTTs. 4 SRTTs get the highest priority when-
ever there is an available slack and the lowest priority whenever there is no slack.
Note that delaying the execution of a HRTT with the highest priority also delays all
currently preempted HRTTs with a lower priority. Therefore, the delay can only
occur if enough slack is available for all HRTTs to meet their deadlines. This ef-
fect is illustrated in Figure 3.20-(b), where HRTTs are postponed and SRTTs may
start earlier. Consequently, the introduced control layer manages to drastically re-
duce the latencies of SRTTs, compared to Figure 3.20-(a), without endangering the
deadlines of HRTTs.
Finally, this arbitration does not require custom router design. Indeed, the pro-
posed solution can be applied for enhancing architectures using simpler routers,
e.g., in performance-optimized NoCs.
4Recall that frequently in real-time systems, SRTTs can progress through the NoC only when HRTTs are
not sending data. Therefore they are often unnecessarily delayed. In contrast, HRTTs are scheduled
as soon as they arrive, although they usually do not profit from faster execution as long as they are
guaranteed to finish before their deadline.
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3.6.4 Adaptive Path Allocation
In most existing NoCs, guarantees for senders with hard real-time requirements
(HRT) are achieved at the cost of decreased BE performance. To assure predictabil-
ity, designers apply static resource allocation schemes - oblivious routing - where
communication paths are solely defined by source and destination and do not
change during runtime, see Chapter 2. This allocation policy results in known,
well-defined sets of interfering senders and permits the implementation of the
strict spatial separation (BE do not share paths with HRT) or temporal isolation (BE
senders are blocked whenever HRT are sending) for providing guarantees. How-
ever, a static path allocation scheme significantly decreases hardware utilization
and performance. Indeed, if oblivious routing is applied, non-uniform traﬃc pat-
terns can induce large load misbalances giving suboptimal throughput [37], thus
resulting in the overly pessimistic worst-case guarantees for HRT and unfulfilled
design requirements for BE senders [147].
To fully exploit the multidimensionality of a NoC’s topology, this section in-
troduces a protocol for the operation of the control layer which applies diﬀerent
path allocation methods, i.e., taxonomies, depending on sender’s criticality. The
description is based on [77], [79]. To handle HRT traﬃc the control layer applies
oblivious routing (static path allocation) whereas BE traﬃc will use multiple paths
from the source to the destination - an adaptive load distribution. Whenever NoC
resources are free, BE traﬃc is allowed to use the shortest (optimal) path to its des-
tination, even if it overlaps with links used by critical senders. Upon activation of
the HRT sender, the control layer releases NoC resources by redirecting the BE
transmissions to an alternative route, i.e., BE senders use detoured paths (non-
optimal) only when critical senders are actively using resources. This arbitration
reduces the impact of HRT transmissions on the average BE performance and per-
mits a gradual degradation of service, i.e., instead of experiencing full blocking BE
senders experience slightly higher latencies on the detoured path for some packets
and consequently lower average latencies.
Workflow Ensuring worst-case guarantees requires to identify interfering senders
and to provide temporal synchronization of concurrent transmissions. The for-
mer can be achieved by statically assigning a set of paths for each BE application
with one of the available allocation methods, i.e., the set of possible paths for a BE
sender does not change during runtime. In principle, there are no limitations in
alternative route selection, besides the rule that if a link in the path is shared with
a HRT sender, this sender must be capable of accepting the protocol overhead.
However, if all detoured paths are shared with HRTs and all HRTs are active then
the BE sender will be blocked as in the case of strict temporal isolation. The latter
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Figure 3.21: An exemplary setup detailing possibilities of spatial isolation in a NoC, based on
[77], [79].
condition is achieved through decoupling the admission (the control layer) and
flow control (the data layer) in the NoC.
Upon beginning and termination of a transmission from a HRT sender, the RM
sends control messages to all interfering with his BEs: actMsg (HRT activation),
relMsg (HRT release). These messages propagate the global NoC state defined by
the currently active HRT applications and determine the paths for the BE senders,
i.e., after receiving these messages, appropriate paths used by HRTs are blocked
or released for BE transmissions. After each mode change, the responsible client
must re-program the routing (or address translation) tables in the NI. The changes
should force the BE sender to use the shortest path available without any active
HRT sender. Finally, to preserve predictability (i.e., isolation) of HRT senders, the
RM must account for the delay resulting from the time necessary to deliver control
messages to BE senders and for the packets from BE transmissions to leave the
interconnect on the selected path. This overhead is acceptable due to the slack
of HRT senders which is the time budget between the worst-case transmission
latency and its deadline. This method, through a trade-oﬀ analysis, provides an
estimation of the overhead resulting from the global arbitration, see Chapter 4.
Note, that the adaptive path allocation may increase the size of the client and/or
NI, as it must store the routing information for alternative communication paths.
Alternatively, the RM may send clients routing information in the ackMsg at the
cost of increased protocol overhead.
Comparison against static routing. The main advantage oﬀered by the solution
is the work-conserving resource allocation scheme allowing improved average per-
formance of the best eﬀort senders. Consider an exemplary setup with the mixed-
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critical workload presented in Figure 3.21. As path sharing between BE and HRT
may endanger the latter, the traditional safety approach would require traﬃc from
application AppC to take the longest path (Path 3). Consequently, AppC will not
share any resources (links, buﬀers) with the HRT sender and spatial isolation will
be achieved. However, this decreases the average performance of AppC. It must
continuously follow the longer route even when HRT senders are not active.
When the control layer is applied, clients intercept transmission requests from
HRT senders (e.g., Ethernet ETH0 and AppA) and enforce paths for BE senders ac-
cordingly (e.g., AppC) based on the received control messages, i.e., currently active
HRT senders. Consequently, if the NoC is free, the BE sender (AppC) is allowed to
use the shortest path (Path 0) towards DRAM. Upon activation of critical sender
ETH0 (arrival of Ethernet frame) the RM is sending the control messages (ackMsg)
to all BE applications sharing resources (links and buﬀers) with AppC. After receiv-
ing this message, the BE sender must redirect its traﬃc to the longer, detoured
path (Path 1). If the second critical sender (AppA sending to AppB) is activated the
procedure repeats and AppC must take the longest path (Path 2). The HRT sender
occupies the paths until the end of the transmission/task execution or abortion
by the supervisor based on a predefined timeout. When the supervisor detects the
end of a HRT transmission (e.g., based on its time budget or injection of the last
flit), it issues the relMsg to involved BE senders. As soon as Path 0 is free, AppC is
allowed to use it once again. As illustrated in Figure 3.21, the detoured transmis-
sions progress faster using the free hardware resources (links and buﬀers). This
enables further exploitation of the NoC’s dimensionality.
3.6.5 Adaptive Rate Control
Traﬃc shaping using rate control is a well-known method for achieving quality-
of-service in real-time systems. The goal of this approach is to bound/enforce NoC
access patterns and therefore interference which must be resolved through arbiters
in NoC routers. The description is based on [78].
As in previously described protocols, tasks/applications must inform the RM
whenever they are activated or terminated on processing nodes. Using this infor-
mation, the RM may decrease or increase the injection rates for a particular node,
as depicted in Figure 3.22, dynamically depending on the current system mode.
The number of currently active applications defines each mode and determines
the minimum time separating every two transmissions issued from the same ap-
plication.
Workflow The communication is realized with four control messages, see Fig-
ure 3.23 including the following operations: activation (actMsg), termination (terMsg),
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Figure 3.22: A schematic description of the traﬃc injection rate for a given application, based
on [78]. The rate varies according to the system mode.
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Figure 3.23: Workflow of a protocol for the dynamic rate control with the RM, based on [78].
stop (stopMsg) and configuration (confMsg). Firstly, the corresponding client sends
an activation message to the RM for the activated task on a processing node. The
RM processes the activation and termination messages in their arrival order. Each
of them initiates the transition of the system to a diﬀerent mode. These transi-
tions are done sequentially, i.e., the new one may start only after the previous re-
configuration is fully completed, for ensuring predictability. Additionally, the RM
must assure that the transition between modes is safe. Therefore, before changing
the rates, the RM sends, to the clients supervising active applications, a stop mes-
sage (stopMsg) to block all accesses to the NoC from the corresponding node. The
clients then wait for the confMsg communicating the current system mode. Conse-
quently, the RM sends confMsg with a delay to ensure that packets from previously
ongoing transmissions have left the NoC, i.e., provide logical isolation. After re-
ceiving the confMsg, clients adjust the rate and unblock transmissions. Addition-
ally, confMsg initiates activated applications (ones which just issued actMsg) which
can then use the NoC.
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Comparison with rate control done locally in nodes. The major drawback of
the traditional approach for rate control is that the rates are adjusted statically
according to the worst-case scenario, i.e., assuming that all senders are running si-
multaneously with maximum possible transmission arrival rates. Therefore, this
approach is not work conserving and sacrifices the interconnect utilization when-
ever senders expose dynamics in the execution time, release jitter or communica-
tion volume, and the system is not highly loaded. Note that performance penalty
increases along with the complexity and inherent dynamics – as in the case of the
TDM-based arbitration.
The RM may decrease or increase injection rates for a particular node dynam-
ically depending on the number of concurrently active applications. The mecha-
nism is capable of enforcing symmetric and non-symmetric guarantees. The pro-
posed approach decreases both temporal and hardware overhead. Furthermore,
the control layer significantly improves the overall performance of the system and
allows meeting the strict timing constraints.
3.7 Interface Between Tiles and NoC
The client forms an interface between the on-core execution of applications
and their accesses to the NoC. Therefore, client’s functions can be divided into
two groups. Firstly, it must control interference which applications running on a
processing node may exert on other traﬃc in the NoC. Secondly, the client must
provide the processing node with information about the status of the NoC (i.e.,
information if this resource is busy or free) to accommodate the new, incoming
traﬃc. The following subsections describe these main functions in detail.
3.7.1 Resource Control in NI
As each processing node is hosting multiple senders requiring diﬀerent connec-
tion settings, clients must distinguish between them. Consequently, connections
must be described accurately regarding specific parameters that can be negotiated,
e.g., senderId, route (path) through the network, settings of rate limiters and access
rights (e.g., read/write transactions). Typically, the sender should produce a flow
specification stating the parameters it would like to use. However, in the con-
sidered context of the real-time and safety-critical systems, the characteristic of
applications with real-time and safety requirements is usually known beforehand
and thoroughly tested, cf. Section 3.1.3. These settings are determined during the
design phase and encoded/programmed at the chip startup (bootup) in real-time
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and safety mechanisms. Examples of such mechanisms are address translation ta-
bles and rate limiters which are extending the features of the NI from the baseline
architecture.
Therefore, the implementation of clients can be done as an extension of these
mechanisms. Figure 3.24 presents an exemplary structure of a client. The described
implementation of the control layer follows in a system with a memory-mapped
NoC. NI introduces transparent address translation, where the local (for process-
ing node) physical address is converted into a remote address (on another pro-
cessing core) and forwarded using the NoC. Consequently, senders do not require
any knowledge about the operation of the interconnect. The configurable address
translation module in the NI does the actual translation (including proper NoC
addressing). This module is equipped with tables containing information about
routes and destinations (e.g., remote addresses) for initiated connections. The im-
plementation of the client can be done through a straightforward extension of the
mechanism. The new columns are added to the address translation table to as-
sess if the synchronization with the RM is necessary and which settings should
be applied for ongoing transmissions. These columns must contain the sender
ID for identification of the synchronization scenario (assuming multiple of them)
and the QoS settings (e.g., a number of packets per base period). Note, that the last
field can be omitted at the cost of the higher protocol overhead, i.e., control mes-
sages may contain QoS settings, but their length (thus interference) will increase
appropriately.
3.7.2 NoC Support for Suspensions
In the majority of safety-critical systems, suspension-based locking protocols,
e.g., MPCP, OMLP, FMLP, are used to eﬃciently and safely coordinate accesses to
shared resources. However, existing architectures do not support such arbitration
for NoCs although NoCs must resolve conflicts between concurrent transmissions.
Enabling suspension-based locking for applications using interconnect resources
requires not only predictable latencies of resource operations, e.g., transmission
times, but also providing feedback about the global state of the interconnect. This
mechanism is relatively simple in classic bus-based architectures, where senders
can directly receive feedback about the occupancy of the interconnect from the bus
controller using control lines.
However, existing NoCs do not provide such information. In most NoCs the ar-
bitration between transmissions is done independently and locally in each router.
Consequently, the state of the network is unknown to the on-core scheduler dur-
ing runtime, i.e., it assumes the NoC is always ready. Whenever a task accesses the
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Figure 3.24: Synchronization data for client stored in address translation tables for address
mapped NI.
NoC, its processor is stalled (e.g., busy waiting) for the entire duration of a trans-
mission including blocking from other senders. This stalling leads to a decreased
processor utilization and overly pessimistic worst-case guarantees as the network
blocking propagates to the cores aﬀecting the timing of other (low priority) tasks.
Existing real-time NoCs e.g. [56, 130, 81] can provide an upper bound on the trans-
mission latencies using Quality-of-Service (QoS) mechanisms, such as TDM or dy-
namic prioritization. However, the decreased processor utilization resulting from
the lack of feedback about the state of the interconnect has not been considered
until now in the design of on-chip communications.
In commonly used wormhole-switched NoCs with the multi-stage arbitration,
ongoing transmissions compete for output ports (link bandwidth) and virtual chan-
nels (buﬀer space). As the arbitration between interfering streams is conducted
independently and locally in routers, each network’s node has only information
about the local status, e.g., information from the flow-control mechanism about
the state of the buﬀers in the neighboring router (back-pressure). Consequently,
along with the progress of the transmission through the interconnect it must ac-
quire several resources with independent arbiters and information about the state
of the NoC is unavailable. Because of that, some interference cannot be resolved
locally by the router’s arbiter and requires input from the adjacent neighbors, e.g.,
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Figure 3.25: Example: Eﬀects of conflicting accesses to the NoC resources from tasks running
on diﬀerent cores in a system with and without support for suspensions.
a joint allocation of the crossbar switch and the router output due to a possible
lack of buﬀers at the output (input-buﬀered router). Consequently, for the on-core
sender, the state of the transmission is unknown during the execution, e.g., it is
stalling the core during the blocking.
Figure 3.25.a) depicts an exemplary scenario where three tasks (App1-3) on two
cores (CoreA and CoreB) share the path in a NoC with a priority-based arbitration
between VCs e.g. [31]. The application’s number denotes its priority, i.e., App1 has
the highest priority and App3 has the lowest priority. App1 conducts its transmis-
sion first. Next, App2 is activated and blocks (i.e., preempts) App3. App2 initiates
its transmission, but it is blocked in the routers as its transmission’s inherited
priority is lower than the priority of the transmission from App1. As App2 does
not know how long the blocking will take it is stalling the core. Thus App3 is also
blocked and can resume its execution only when both App1 and App2 finish their
transmissions.
An alternative (and desired) solution is suspension-based locking which sus-
pends an active application, i.e., App2, waiting for a resource to let other (ready)
applications, such as App3, execute even if they have a lower priority, see Fig. 3.25.b).
Therefore, the blocking time of App2 remains unchanged but is moved from the
NoC to the core. The waiting/stall time may be than used to increase performance
and improve guarantees for other tasks. This suspension requires the feedback
on the state of the NoC resources (e.g., number of currently active senders and
duration of their transmissions) which is not supported by most existing NoC ar-
chitectures, cf. Chapter 2.
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Figure 3.26: Workflow of the RM-based admission control in a NoC without and with the
support for suspension-based locking of interconnect resources, based on [85].
3.7.3 Control Layer Support for Suspensions during NoC Accesses
This section presents the extension of the control layer protocol which orches-
trates both computation and communication in real-time multi-core systems. The
introduced protocol supports suspension-based locking for transmissions from
tasks sharing the NoC, i.e., accesses to NoC resources.
The description of this extension is based on [85]. Consider the same example as
previously. Figure 3.26-(a) illustrates the evolution over time of the task execution
when the control layer is applied to arbitrate between interfering transmissions
on the shared NoC. Whenever a scheduled task running on the processor is trying
to start a transmission, its request is trapped by the NI/scheduler, and the task is
stalled. The corresponding NI/scheduler sends a request message reqM sg to the
RM to obtain access to the network. The RM is equipped with a queue for storing
pending requests from clients/NIs. Consequently, the RM knows the global state
of the interconnect, i.e., which transmissions/tasks are active and which resources
(links and buﬀers) are occupied. The scheduler decides which request from the
queue should be served first. After that, the RM must notify the selected applica-
tion for service with the ackM sg. After receiving the ackMsg, the communication
may start. Once granted the access to the NoC, the execution of the stalled task on
the processor is resumed, and the connection holds until the end of the transmis-
sion. The end of the transmission is signaled with a relMsg issued to the RM. As
soon as the relMsg arrives, the RM considers the NoC to be free again.
The RM must have the ability to propagate the information about the state of a
particular transmission (e.g. if it is blocked and for how long) to allow suspensions.
The mechanism’s extension is relatively simple as it requires only introducing a
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new block message -msgBlk- to the synchronization protocol. Whenever a request
for a particular transmission arrives and the NoC is busy, the RM issues the msgBlk
message, as depicted in Figure 3.26- (b), to the requesting node. After receiving
this information, the on-core scheduler suspends the requesting task. Similarly,
whenever the transmission is re-scheduled by the RM, the arrival of the msgAck
must be forwarded to the on-core scheduler.
3.8 Interface Between NoC and Memory
The worst-case timing of running new complex applications in real-time and
safety-critical domains, e.g., autonomous driving, is strongly influenced by the
latency of accesses to a complex memory hierarchy. Consequently, during the
system’s runtime applications typically access one or more memory controllers,
scratchpad memories, and even one or more levels of cache memories. Some of
the elements of the hierarchy are shared only between tasks running on a partic-
ular processing node. This work refers to them as local/on-chip memories and
for their arbitration one may apply rules known from existing multicore setups,
e.g., [27]. However, in MPSoCs selected components of the hierarchy can be jointly
used by the plurality of tasks running on diﬀerent processing nodes. The need for
sharing of memories applies especially for high-speed external memories, such as
DDR SDRAMs. SDRAMs are often required since on-chip SRAMs cannot provide
adequate capacity in a cost-eﬀective manner [10].
3.8.1 Classic Approach for Safe Handling of Accesses to SDRAMs
As already discussed, the primary challenge comes from the need of solving a
joint arbitration of multiple resources (on-core schedulers, NoC routers, and mem-
ories). However, even SDRAMs themselves constitute a significant problem in
safety-critical design due to their stateful nature. Indeed, the latency of a single
memory operation depends not only on the amount of interfering requests (e.g.,
from other senders on diﬀerent nodes) but also on the commands required to
serve them [47]. This dependency makes temporal analysis challenging and results
in variable access times making available bandwidth to/from external memory de-
pendent on the traﬃc history [10].
For instance, given that our NoC admission control enforces the locality of trans-
fers, it is possible to map following physical SDRAM addresses to the same bank/row
in a SDRAM device. Therefore, one can employ a contiguous address mapping, as
depicted in Figure 3.27. Such mapping decreases memory response time signifi-
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Figure 3.27: Mapping of four consecutive addresses to SDRAM banks in two diﬀerent map-
ping mapping configurations (in a system with 4 banks), based on [82].
cantly as consecutive CAS commands that target the same bank row can be exe-
cuted faster than those that do not. It is so as there is no need for pre-charging
and activating a row.
Consequently, the majority of available, performance optimized memory con-
trollers (for instance First-Come First-Served arbitration) are either not suﬃciently
flexible to manage the NoC’s traﬃc or are hardly analyzable with respect to their
temporal properties, e.g., due to sophisticated features, such as support for pre-
emption and reordering [123]. For instance, in NoCs with large TDM slots (that
exceed the granularity of the DRAM controller), DRAM locality is also enforced
and, consequently, the same standard SDRAM controller can be employed. How-
ever, as described in Chapter 2, large TDM slots have the disadvantage of increas-
ing the latency of all requestors in a system, including those who generate non-
SDRAM traﬃc. These shortcomings can be tackled by employing smaller TDM
slots or a priority-based arbitration in routers. In such setup, the safe use of a
performance-optimized SDRAM controller would require matching the granular-
ity of the SDRAM with the granularity of the NoC. Due to a high granularity of ac-
cesses allowing improved scheduling (e.g., contiguous and aligned 8kB long trans-
fers fully benefit from the caching in DDR3) this is either not feasible or drastically
decreases utilization of the interconnect.
The alternative would be to map consecutive addresses to diﬀerent banks, the
so-called interleaved address mapping. Bank interleaving is attractive when the
locality of incoming accesses is not enforced as it allows to hide the latency of the
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Figure 3.28: Multiple RMs to mitigate the interference on the NoC and memory, based on [82].
row buﬀer management. Therefore, researchers and designers proposed dedicated
memory controllers which are exploiting these eﬀect. An example of non-trivial
predictable SDRAM controllers are Dedicated Close Page-Controllers (DCPC) which
employ static bank interleaving and closed-page policy (automatically closing the
row buﬀer after using it), e.g., [10]. However, although DCPC makes response time
independent of the access history it also significantly increases power consump-
tion [34].
Consequently, the designers in safety-critical domains must confront a hard
trade-oﬀ between cheap, safe but hardly analyzable performance oriented memory
controllers and custom made, expensive and power hungry, dedicated controllers.
The next section describes how the introduced control layer mitigates these short-
comings and protects the locality of memory transfers (low memory latency) with-
out a need for custom memory controllers (lower costs and power consumption).
3.8.2 RM-based Admission Control for SDRAMs
The proposed admission control mechanism not only bounds interference on
the NoC side, but also on the shared SDRAM side. Indeed, since memory traﬃc
constitutes an essential part of the traﬃc in a MPSoC system, controlling the in-
terference on the NoC and the memory becomes a primary issue in real-time mul-
ticore systems. The proposed admission control mechanism considers a holistic
approach, NoC and shared SDRAM, as follows: i) it preserves the locality of mem-
ory accesses since the access to the NoC is allocated to the entire transmission,
i.e., the requestor fully benefits from the open row policy what optimizes the per-
formance of the system, in addition to ensuring predictability, ii) it mitigates the
management of interference between the NoC and the memory controller.
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The mechanism is explained using the example in Figure 3.28. Three applica-
tions are accessing the shared DRAM memory through the interconnect. Data
streams triggered by applications T1 and T2 interfere on the NoC since they are
sharing the same path in the network, and therefore form a synchronization sce-
nario S1 managed by the RM1. The data stream triggered by application T3 is using
a diﬀerent path on the network but is sharing the input to the DRAM controller.
Therefore, this traﬃc stream should also be synchronized using the RM2 with the
rest of the traﬃc in the network - synchronization scenario S2. Note that depend-
ing on the tolerable synchronization overhead, a single RM can be used to synchro-
nize all the traﬃc in the NoC accessing the DRAM memory. In this case, whenever
the RM grants access, a sender acquires exclusive access to both resources: the
NoC, as well as, to the SDRAM memory. In this case, the system does not require a
predictable memory controller since the RM guarantees temporal isolation of data
streams at the NoC and SDRAM level. Note, that the SDRAM controller must me
analyzable otherwise it is not possible to provide the worst-case guarantees. How-
ever, the control layer simplifies the analysis by limiting the number of possible
interference scenarios, and therefore provides more eﬃcient guarantees. This is
especially important in case of performance optimized controllers. Consequently,
the proposed solution moves the arbitration from resource controllers to the RM
allowing joint arbitration without further need for custom hardware extensions.
3.9 Summary
This chapter introduced a novel Quality-of-Service mechanism for NoCs - the
control layer. The proposed method uses as a basis the fundamental principles
of Software Defined Networks but extends them for real-time NoCs. The control
layer decouples the QoS mechanisms from the flow-control conducted locally and
interdependently in routers. The QoS is achieved through the online adaptation of
admission control in nodes based on contract-based negotiation between senders,
i.e., providing a validation method to check if the currently available NoC resources
are suﬃcient for the change in QoS before the application receives physical access
to the NoC.
Consequently, routers are relieved of the QoS functions, hence there is no need
for custom QoS-oriented NoC extensions. Furthermore, our solution oﬀers the
deployment of a sophisticated contract-based QoS provisioning (e.g., round-robin,
priority-based arbitration) without introducing complicated and hard to maintain
schemes, which are known from the static arbiters. The control layer dynami-
cally adapts the NoC to the changing system’s behavior, mode or an environment
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which can be influenced by on-chip as well as oﬀ-chip factors. Moreover, through
the implementation of the arbitration based on the global state of the network
(number of running senders and resources used by them), the control layer in-
troduces dynamic interfaces to on-core schedulers as well as peripherals. In the
former case, the RM provides information about the state of the transmission
(e.g., duration of blocking) which could be used to improve arbitration of local re-
sources, e.g., providing suspension-based scheduling of the CPU time. In the latter
case, the protocol allows orchestrating order and duration of accesses to selected
shared resources. Such arbitration is particularly crucial in the case of state-based
schedulers where the history of accesses decides about latency, e.g., DDR-SDRAM.
Consequently, the introduced approach allows achieving safety along with online
adaptivity for the high-performance real-time system with dynamic communica-
tion requirements. The summary of improvements which can be achieved for the
baseline architecture (cf. Sec. 3.1) is available in Table 3.1 and Table 3.2.
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Relevant
Requirement Feature \Mechanism Type Baseline (PS + VC + RL, static priorities) RM + Baseline NoC (PS + VC + RL, static priorities)
R1
Quality of
Support for
GL
medium
(depends
on senders prio.; num. of VCs,
and number
of prios.)
high
(independent of available NoC resources
through diﬀerent allocation schemes
may be directly adjusted to requirements of senders)
R1
Quality of
Support for
GL
medium high
R6
Performance
of BE
senders in
mixed-critical
scenarios
low(high.
avg.
latencies)
high
(possibility to apply slack-based arbitration)
low average latencies
R2
Sender
Penalty
for Var. Trans
Size
low low
R2
Sender
Penalty for
Var. Jitter
low low
R5
Arbitration
Fairness
for GL
Senders
low high
R5
Arbitration
Fairness
for GT
Senders
medium high
R4
Performance
Penalty for
others senders
in setups
with jitter and
var. trans
no no
Table 3.1: Evaluation of the baseline NoC architecture features with and without the control layer (part 1).
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Relevant
Requirement Feature \Mechanism Type Baseline (PS + VC + RL, static priorities) RM + Baseline NoC (PS + VC + RL, static priorities)
R7
Possibility to
switch-oﬀ
QoS
yes
(but BE workloads may suﬀer from the
high performance penalty)
yes
R7
Hardware
overhead
in setups with
disabled
QoS
medium
(but workloads may suﬀer from the
high jitter and out-of-order arrival of packets)
low
(most resources from the control layer
can be re-assigned for other purposes,
opportunity to introduce a round-robin
based scheduling on top pf routers with SPP)
R8 Support forScalability
poor
(but statically limited to the
available HW resources)
good
(largely independent of the
underlying HW resources
e.g. priority-based sharing
of the same VC)
R8
Scalability
Temporal
Penalty
low
(if there
is enough HW resources)
medium
(depends on the protocol overhead
number and frequency of synchronized reconfigurations)
R8
Scalability
Resources
Penalty
high
(a VC per priority level)
low
(proportional only to the load
and independent of resources)
R9 Support forLocality
no
(yes only
for highest
prio)
yes
(RM decides about the order
of the transmissions therefore
non-preemptive priority based schedules are also possible)
R10
Pessimism of
formal
Verification
Static Setups
medium
( depends on the HW resources in NoC,
num. of VCs and size of buﬀers,
low if there are enough
resources otherwise high)
low
(application of the global scheduling
allows removing cyclic dependencies,
eﬃciently capture dynamics)
R10
Complex
Formal
Verification
Static Setups
low
( complexity depends on the amount of
available NoC resources
low if there are enough resources
high otherwise)
medium
(complexity depends directly on the complexity
of the introduced synchronization protocol)
Table 3.2: Evaluation of the baseline NoC architecture features with and without the control layer (part 2).
Chapter 4: Realization of the Control
Layer in NoC
The control layer employs a formal, model-based verification for proving the ad-
herence of the interconnect to real-time and/or safety constraints whenever a dy-
namic adaptation of resource allocation is necessary. From the conceptual point
of view, the mechanism is based on a mathematical model providing the quality-
of-service (QoS) abstraction of the underlying NoC (i.e., data plane). The workflow
for a successful deployment of the proposed scheme is shown in Figure 4.1 and can
be divided into the following four steps:
Step 1: Evaluation of the underlying MPSoC concerning timing properties.
Step 2: Development of the RM protocol/architecture for the selected MPSoC.
Step 3: Evaluation of the introduced protocol concerning temporal overhead.
Step 4: Assessment of the necessary HW extensions regarding implementation
overhead.
In the first step (Step 1), it is necessary to verify to what extent the underlying
MPSoC architecture is already suitable for hosting of the real-time and/or safety-
critical workloads. In this context, the predictability of a NoC denotes the accuracy
of the formal evaluation (i.e. calculation or ”prediction”) of the observed run-time
behavior. The accuracy is evaluated for selected NoC properties (e.g. latency of
transmissions) without (full) knowledge of run-time workloads (e.g. deployed traf-
fic, senders behavior), cf.[45]. This includes assessment of the following NoC fea-
tures:
(flow-control) arbiters in routers,
mechanisms for admission control in NI.
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Figure 4.1: Design steps necessary for the imple-
mentation of the control layer.
Note, that the predictability of
a NoC does not guarantee a suc-
cessful deployment of the control
layer but provides important in-
formation about how diﬃcult it
is to compute the timing bounds
for the NoC and how tight these
guarantees are. Tightness refers to
over-estimations which may hap-
pen during the analysis. For
instance, the designer (in real-
time domains) frequently consid-
ers only one potentially unrealistic
scenario which can be worse than
any observed combination of traf-
fic at run-time, cf.[45]. The main
trade-oﬀ lies between the quality of
analysis results and the complex-
ity of the computation. Usually,
by increasing the complexity of the
analysis one may improve its re-
sults, e.g., provide models which
mimic the behavior of the NoC and
traﬃc with higher accuracy. These
inputs allow verifying if support
for the control layer is possible in
the context of a particular NoC and
what benefits it could bring.
To achieve the goals mentioned
above, the initial evaluation em-
ploys profiles of senders (i.e., bench-
marks) and models of the underlying NoCs’ hardware (i.e., routers and network in-
terfaces). The profiles of senders (e.g., behavioral models) can usually be extracted
from the specifications of real-time and safety-critical applications. Recall, that the
behavior and characteristics of such senders are typically well described and tested
due to the nature of controlled processes and certification purposes (Chapter 1.4).
Examples for the characteristics are the maximal and minimal frequencies with
which traﬃc is initiated, the number of initiated transmissions and the upper lim-
its (i.e. deadlines) for the allowed transmission latencies. The non safety-critical,
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best-eﬀort (BE) senders constitute a special group of applications which can be
integrated within a NoC-based system. They typically do not provide safe applica-
tion profiles, e.g., general purpose applications running on processors with caches.
For simulation of these applications, the synthetic benchmarks can be used (e.g.,
bursty access patterns using Markov chains) or traces of memory accesses recorded
in real systems.
The mapping of applications to the network nodes plays an important role in
the process of NoC design. In many existing NoC-based MPSoCs, nodes are het-
erogeneous and constructed out of processing cores as well as peripherals, e.g., I/O
interfaces, Ethernet or DRAM controllers. These diﬀerent hardware units have a
fixed position in the system. Therefore, when applied to real-time setups, selected
paths for critical communication are also fixed and enforced by the routing al-
gorithm, e.g., transmissions from an Ethernet controller to the DRAM memory.
Consequently, mapping or routing modifications cannot solve many of the per-
formance bottlenecks which may occur in NoC.
The results from Step 1 provide the designer with following outcomes:
real-time models of the underlying NoC architecture (QoS parameters in
routers and NIs which can be controlled with RM and clients) and sender
profiles (e.g., worst-case latencies, deadlines, slacks, etc.)
synchronization scenarios, i.e., sets of interfering senders (cf. Chapter 3)
Quality-of-Service settings for each synchronization scenario assuring a pre-
dictable system behavior, e.g., rates enforced by NIs
In Step 2 the design of an appropriate synchronization protocol and control layer
elements, i.e., clients and RM, will be done. In this step, it is necessary to iden-
tify parts of the NoC architecture which can/must be controlled by the RM, e.g.,
rate limiters, admission control or settings of schedulers in routers. Note, that the
RM can usually control a subset of these parameters without additional hardware
overhead, i.e., there is no need for new interfaces or APIs. For instance, in many
architectures, parameters for rate limiters are already propagated using control
messages during the system startup. However, it may happen that some QoS pa-
rameters, although theoretically adjustable, would require slight modifications of
the existing infrastructure, e.g., extending a router with a configurable flow table
similarly to the Software-defined Networking (SDN). With this knowledge (about
the elements that can be adjusted) it is possible to design the RM protocol, follow-
ing the arbitration guidelines from Chapter 3. The protocol description should
include the workflow, definitions of control messages, and arbitration in RM. The
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average performance can be evaluated in a simulator (cf. Section 4.1.2) and the
worst-case verification with a formal analysis framework (cf. Section 4.1.1).
In Step 3 the derived protocol architecture will be evaluated concerning the in-
troduced overhead. The QoS control plane, like many other mechanisms for QoS,
introduces additional latency resulting from the synchronization. This overhead
must be compared to the gain in guaranteed performance achieved using a RM-
based arbitration. The results from related research (cf. Chapters 2 & 3) have shown
that a RM-based control oﬀers not only higher NoC’s performance/utilization but,
even more importantly, shorter, formally guaranteed latencies for realistic levels of
utilization. Therefore, the reduced transmission latency can typically compensate
for the overhead. Consequently, the utilization of the control layer enables solu-
tions for otherwise unfeasible configurations. Additionally, Step 3 introduces an
iterative process in which throughout gradual improvements a compromise be-
tween protocol eﬃciency and complexity (i.e., introduced overhead) can be found.
The outcome of this design stage provides detailed requirements for the imple-
mentation of the platform extensions required by the control layer, e.g.: the num-
ber of synchronization scenarios, the frequency of initiated messages for estimat-
ing the size of the queues in the RM and clients, the maximum latency for message
processing done by the RM and clients, and the maximal mode change latency (if
applicable). Here, once again the introduced design tools can be used, i.e., worst-
case analysis and simulation (cf. Section 4.1).
Finally, in Step 4 the actual implementation of the clients and the RM is done,
using the outcomes of the previously described design stages. The resource over-
head resulting from the integration of the QoS control plane must be considered
in the context of a concrete MPSoC. For instance, clients and RM modules can be
realized in software (e.g., stand-alone libraries, extensions of the existing operating
system (OS)/Run-Time Environment (RTE)) as well as in hardware (e.g. standalone
modules, extensions of NIs). The former oﬀers full flexibility, the latter maximum
performance. Note that hybrid solutions (hardware/software co-design) re-using
existing chip components are also possible. For example, as the complexity of a
central RM unit is higher than the complexity of a client, the implementation can
follow in the form of a stand-alone processing node, e.g., by re-using supervisor/-
manager nodes available in many MPSoCs. The generation of HW/SW modules
for the control layer (RM and clients) can be automatized with Electronic Design
Automation (EDA) tools (or their extensions) for the configuration and design of
the protocol. The discussion of the implementation following hardware/software
co-design principles is presented in 4.2.2 and HW implementation follows in 4.2.3.
The implementations of the control layer are flexible and may be carried out with
diﬀerent degrees of complexity. This permits a fine-granular control of the nec-
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essary system resources. Consequently, Step 4 introduces iterations during which
diﬀerent possible setups must be evaluated to find a compromise between eﬃ-
ciency and overhead. In some cases, regressions to Step 3 are necessary as the in-
troduced temporal overhead strongly depends on the method of implementation.
4.1 Design Environment
The design of a multiprocessor system-on-chip is a complicated process as on-
chip networks integrate a plethora of programmable ECUs as well as other intel-
lectual property (IP) components and peripherals. For evaluation of possible se-
tups (e.g. NoC based MPSoCs running specific benchmark) there are mainly two
tools available: simulation and analysis. The former is the state-of-the-art solution
frequently used for verification of MPSoC’s performance, e.g., Mentor Graphics
Seamless-CVE , Axys Design Automation’s MaxSim. Existing tools support cycle-
accurate simulation of complete hardware and software of the system. Although
simulation is time-consuming, it evaluates simultaneously (the same environment
and benchmarks) the functioning and performance of the target. However, the ef-
fectiveness of this approach depletes along with increasing complexity of the sim-
ulated system. For a high number of stimuli (e.g., diﬀerent arbiters, complex traﬃc
patterns, etc.) it is often diﬃcult to assess if the observed/measured results covered
all possible corner-cases, i.e., the actual worst-case scenario. Therefore, the existing
tools for simulation usually oﬀer only quick and rough average system estimates
but do not reliably cover system-level corner cases.
In contrast, a formal analysis, as the example described in [142], oﬀers the full
corner-case coverage and the worst-case performance bounds for the critical per-
formance parameters. However, this technique also has a disadvantage. The pro-
vided guarantees are frequently pessimistic, i.e., they may cover scenarios which
will never occur at runtime. This can lead to significant diﬀerences between the
formally analyzed worst-case timing and the observed worst-case results in simula-
tion or measurement. For instance, as reported by Daimler in [118] the majority of
OEMs accept that the cyclic load of a bus should not exceed 50%. These diﬀerences
are even higher in case of interconnects dominated by event-driven traﬃc, i.e., the
theoretical worst case load may overshoot the actual utilization by 100% and even
reach the level of 500%, cf. results from Daimler [118], similar Bosch [156].
In order to avoid resource over-provisioning and still be able to provide worst-
case guarantees both tools are frequently used in conjunction. Consequently, the
next sections describe the event-based simulator using the Omnet++ framework
(cf. Section 4.1.2) as well as the formal analysis framework based on Compositional
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Performance Analysis (CPA) (cf. Section 4.1.1) designed for evaluation of the control
layer proposed in previous chapters.
4.1.1 Temporal Analysis
From a conceptual point of view, the introduced NoC control employs a formal,
model-based verification to prove the adherence of the interconnect to the real-
time and/or safety constraints whenever a safe adaptation is necessary. The mech-
anism is based on a QoS abstraction of the underlying NoC (data plane) allowing a
path oriented arbitration approach. To assure safety, the calculation of the settings
is done oﬄine (at the design time) and is largely based on system-level, worst-case
timing analysis methods. The analysis uses profiles of senders and models of the
underlying NoC’s hardware. The modeling of the underlying arbiters in routers
can be conducted with any of the available frameworks e.g. [44],[89], [130].
The profiles of real-time and safety-critical senders can be typically extracted
from the specification as the behavior and characteristics of real-time applications
are usually well defined and tested. Examples of the characteristics are the maximal
and minimal frequencies and the number of initiated transmissions (e.g., amount
of transmitted data) as well as the upper limits (i.e., deadlines) for transmission
latencies. These models can be later translated into the settings for the rate con-
trollers on each processing node, i.e., the system must assign a suﬃcient band-
width share to reach its deadlines and requested throughput for each real-time
and/or safety critical sender.
Using these inputs, the worst-case analysis derives information about the schedu-
lability of integrated workloads, e.g., if all real-time transmissions meet their dead-
lines. This is done through maximization of the response time. The response time
denotes the period between the beginning (activation) and termination of each
transmission. Additionally, the analysis provides indications about the resources
required for achieving these results, e.g., the maximal number of outstanding pack-
ets in routers buﬀers.
These initial results are used as a foundation for the incorporation of the control
layer in the design. The online adaption of the system behavior with the control
layer will induce additional overhead to the system. In this context, it is possible
to distinguish between two major sources of overhead resulting from the control
layer: (i) control messages (i.e., transmission latency, interference), and (ii) com-
plexity of used protocol (e.g., the diﬀerent system behavior due to the protocol,
frequency of mode changes). These factors must be accounted for evaluation of
the systems worst-case performance. Safe application of the control layer is pos-
sible whenever all real-time senders belonging to the synchronization scenario
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have enough slack to compensate protocol overhead. The slack denotes the diﬀer-
ence between the maximum time needed to traverse the network and the allowed
deadline for traversing the network. The formal NoC analysis of the underlying
architecture is used as an input to the analysis of the RM arbiter and the control
layer. The analysis models/frameworks for diﬀerent synchronization protocols are
provided in the related work, e.g., round-robin [81], static priorities [83], dynamic
priorities [75]. As these are based on well-known principles that are also used by
commercial tools (e.g. SymTA/S, Timing-Architect Tools Suite), it is possible to in-
tegrate/provide extensions for formal verification of the control layer in existing,
commercial toolchains/workflows.
Note, that the worst-case latencies of transmissions synchronized with RMs de-
pend directly on the activities of other senders sharing the resources. Therefore,
it is possible to apply temporal-analysis frameworks, such as Real-Time Calculus
[12] or Compositional Performance Analysis (CPA) [61], which use abstractions of
the worst-case possible access traces (event models), to capture the dynamics of the
system behavior. This reduces the pessimism in setups which do not fully utilize
the resources. The main goals of the formal analysis are:
evaluation of the profit resulting from the control layer with respect to the
worst-case performance of senders
evaluation of the temporal overhead resulting from the transmissions of the
control messages and the selected arbitration scheme
Through iterative runs and design space exploration the designer should search
for the configuration and synchronization method which would achieve schedu-
lability of the system and improve its performance. As a result of the worst-case
analysis the designer obtains the following information:
worst-case performance of the NoC with the applied control-layer,
settings for the synchronization protocol and senders which meet the tem-
poral requirements of the workload.
Recall, that providing the formal guarantees is the predominant requirement
for safety-critical domains. The eﬀectiveness of the simulation for evaluation of
the worst-case behavior of complex setups is limited. The main problem results
from the necessity of providing the stimuli to cover all system-level corner cases.
The following sub-sections are structured as follows: Subsection 4.1.1 introduces
the basic principles of the Compositional Performance Analysis framework. This
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Figure 4.2: Event models covering all traces which stay between η+(∆t) / δ−(n) and η−(∆t)
/ δ+(n) .
analysis framework along with the system model presented in Section 4.1.1 con-
stitute the main input for the analysis of the introduced control layer from Sec-
tion 4.1.1. The evaluation of diﬀerent scheduling policies for the operation of con-
trol layer is presented in Chapter 5.
Compositional Performance Analysis
The proposed analysis is based on the Compositional Performance Analysis (CPA)
framework [61] and is designed to evaluate the worst-case performance of the con-
trol layer. The description in this section is based on [137] and [61]. The system
model introduced by CPA is built out of the three main components: resources,
tasks, and event models. Resources are used for modeling of processing or network
nodes (e.g. CPUs, router ports, control units). Tasks are mapped to resources and
compete for the service provided by them. The allocation of the service depends
on the selected scheduling policy.
To capture the dynamics of the system’s behavior, tasks activations are abstracted
using event models. These models define arrival functions η−(∆t) and η+(∆t),
which provide the lower and upper bounds on the number of events (task acti-
vations) in any half-open time interval. Consequently, they allow to capture all
possible event arrival patterns/scenarios within interval bounds. Therefore, it is
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possible to cover all corner-cases, and not only a single scenario as in the case of a
recorded memory trace i.e. model variety of activation patterns used in practice e.g.
periodic + spontaneous, dual cyclic, TDMA. Correspondingly, the minimum and
maximum distance functions δ−(n) and δ+(n) are counterparts of event arrival
functions η defining the lower and upper bound on the time interval between the
first and the last event in any sequence of n occurrences of events. As presented
on Figure 4.2 both η and δ functions can be straightforwardly converted to each
other. The summary of methods for obtaining typically used behavioral models is
available in [121], [33], [128].
The execution of an application in a system is modeled using a directed graph.
In such setup, edges symbolize dependencies and nodes denote tasks. A task con-
sumes temporal service of a resource which varies per activation between best- and
worst-case execution/transmission time. The jitter (the diﬀerence between max-
imum and minimum response times) resulting from the response time permits
deriving new output event models. Consequently, an output event model of a task
on a particular resource becomes the input event model for its dependent task(s)
on another resources. Additionally, the CPA framework eﬃciently analyzes the
functional dependencies between tasks such as communication/execution chains
e.g. activations of tasks which depend on inputs from multiple other tasks. This is
carried out by joining the event models from several tasks using AND function [61].
CPA oﬀers an iterative approach following the busy period method [139]. Accord-
ing to this approach, the critical instance scenario is used for derivation of the
formal guarantees. It maximizes the response time of the currently analyzed task
by simultaneous activations of all other interfering tasks and assuming a maximal
load initiated by them (i.e. worst-case activation patterns).
CPA propagates event models between dependent tasks in a loop. This is done
in form of an iterative process. The analysis finishes when all models reach a fixed-
point and do not change anymore. Alternatively, the analysis could finish earlier
when a constrain violation is detected e.g. too high number of analysis iterations
or end-to-end latencies, or too high response time.
Modeling Control Layer with Compositional Performance Analysis
Our starting point is a system with a set of real-time tasks/applications T =
{τ1, .., τl} mapped on a multicore platform composed of n processing nodes P =
{p1, .., pn}. These cores are connected through a Network-On-Chip (NoC) com-
posed of k routers R = {r1, .., rk}. As detailed in Chapter 3, this work concentrates
on the NoCs with work-conserving schedulers i.e. performance oriented router
arbiters or prioritization applied for independent VCs (cf. Section 3.1).
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Definition 1 (Performance Optimized Networks-on-Chip) The considered class of NoCs
is modeled as a tuple N = (P,R,V, L) where P is a finite set of processing nodes, R is a
finite set of routers, V is a set of virtual channels and L ∈ R× R is a set of communication
links all with the same bandwidth.
The model of a NoC with priorities assigned to the Virtual Channels can be
straightforwardly derived from the model of the performance optimized NoC.
Definition 2 (Priority Based Networks-on-Chip) The considered class of NoCs is mod-
eled as a tuple N = (P,R,V, L,Θ) where P is a finite set of processing nodes, R is a finite
set of routers, V is a set of virtual channels and L ∈ R× R is a set of communication links
all with the same bandwidth.
The set of priority values ϕ is partitioned into disjoint sets. The function Θ : V → ϕ as-
signs to each virtual channel vi a range of priority values [ϕi, ϕ¯i] ⊂ ϕ. By assigning ranges
of priority levels to VCs, the hardware can support more criticality levels than available VCs.
Therefore a finite set of priorities is assigned, which corresponds to the available set of virtual
channels. Note that router and the processor(s) connected to it through the network interface
are referred similarly.
The traﬃc in the NoC is determined by a set of data streams between commu-
nicating tasks. The following assumes arbitrarily activated tasks/data streams. The
dynamics of the communication traﬃc is modeled using event-arrival functions
where an event refers to a transmission (composed of one or multiple packets)
traveling through the network from source to destination.
Definition 3 (Data Streams) A data stream S defined between a couple of tasks (τ1, τ2)1
is a tuple S = ((T× T), ϕ, n, η(∆t),D)where T is a finite set of tasks including τ1 and τ2,
ϕ is a statically assigned priority level equal to the priority level of a sending task, n ∈ N
is a constant which defines the amount of communicated data in number of packets and
η(∆t) is an event-arrival function which defines a bound on the number of events which
can arrive in a given time interval ∆t. Each data stream has a real-time constraint, i.e a
deadline D over the latency of the transmission through the NoC.
Note that all packets/flits of a given stream inherit the priority level of this stream.
Task mapping and routing strategy determine the link between data streams and
the hardware NoC mapped on it.
Definition 4 (Transmission) A transmission m of a data stream S on a network-on-
chip N is defined by the mapping function m : S −→ N which assigns to every couple
1τ1 sends data to τ2 .
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of tasks (τi, τ′i ) ∈ e1(S)2 the network nodes (s, d) ∈ e1(N)× e1(N) on which they are
respectively executed, a path h = {(s, r1), (r2, r3), ..., (rk, d)} in the network and a virtual
channel vk ∈ e2(N) according to the appropriate priority value (if supported by the NoC)
such that ϕ ∈ Θ(vk). Note that the assigned virtual channel is the same for all routers rj
in the path h.
Additionally, the priority level of several transmissions can fall into the same
range of values of a given VC and therefore corresponding streams will be assigned
the same VC. If these streams share the same path, the control layer must be used to
arbitrate between them and to provide timing guarantees to each stream. There-
fore streams are clustered in synchronization scenarios which require synchroniza-
tion with RM. Moreover, in some designs multiple VCs may have the same priority.
In this case, the fair treatment is assumed using a selected local arbitration method
in the router.
Definition 5 (Synchronization Scenarios) A synchronization scenario r = {m1,m2,
...,mn} is a set of n transmissions sharing the same VC and at least one link in their path.
That is,
r =
⋃
i,j∈n×n
(mi,mj) s.t vi = vj and (hi ∩ hj) 6= ∅
where mi = ((si, di), vi, hi) and mj = ((sj, dj), vj, hj). Note that a synchonization
scenario is associated to one VC.
There is a finite number of such scenarios in the system i.e. in the worst-case
scenario all transmissions for one synchronization scenario. As mentioned previ-
ously, this work assumes that the baseline architecture of a particular NoC is ana-
lyzable. The analysis provides basic worst-case latency bounds for any transmission
conducted in the network. The bottom-layer latency is determined by the follow-
ing factors: the source/destination routing distance, packet size, link bandwidth,
additional protocol overheads and other ongoing communication.
Definition 6 (Basic Network Latency Bounds) Let the minimum and maximum net-
work latency C−i and C
+
i of a given transmission mi denote the minimum and maximum
time required to transfer n packets from source to destination. C−i corresponds to the sce-
nario where there is no contention in the network and C+i to the scenario where contentions
from other VCs are involved.
Note that worst case latency bounds involving contentions from the same VC are provided
by the timing analysis of the control layer.
2The notation ei(S) refers to the i-th item of a tuple S.
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Corollary 1 The time during which the packets from the transmission mi are physically
present in the network can be bounded by [C−i ;C
+
i ].
The selected analysis of the baseline NoC architecture must be capable of pro-
viding basic network latency bounds. Obviously the worst-case guarantees depend
on the quality of this analysis. This work relies on the analysis from [142] and
presents in the rest of the chapter how to incorporate C+i and C
−
i in the analysis
of the control layer. Finally, each transmission with real-time requirements must
finish before a given deadline Di .
Analysis and Derived Metrics
As discussed, the proposed mechanism can be eﬃciently analyzed using the busy
window approach (see [91],[61]). It constructs a critical instant (i.e. the beginning of
the busy window) and considers the worst-case activation sequence of all transmis-
sions, their duration, and the scheduling policy to compute the maximum delay a
sender can experience. Therefore, this method maximizes the response time, de-
noting the duration between the beginning (activation) and termination of a trans-
mission. Every path used by senders with real-time and/or safety requirements is
considered to be a resource under a selected arbitration method (i.e. scheduler)
and every interfering sender is considered to be a task. In the following of this
sub-section, the analysis introduces basic definitions (e.g. busy-window, response
time) for transmissions in a system without the control layer. Later, they will be
extended to account for blocking from the specific synchronization method and
protocol overhead.
Definition 7 Let ω−i (q) and ω
+
i (q) denote the minimum and maximum q-event busy
window of a sender i on a path h, which is the time interval required to fully transmit q
consecutive packets from the sender on that path.
Theorem 1 The worst-case time necessary to transmit q consecutive packets on path h
considering interfering senders on the same path is bounded by [77]:
ω+i (q) ≤ q · C+i + Bi(w+i (q)) (4.1)
where B(w+i (q)) is the maximum interference resulting from other traﬃc issued by other
senders from the synchronization scenario sharing the same path.
Proof: The busy window of q consecutive packets from a sender i on a path h is
bounded by the time necessary to send all packets (q · C+i ) on the selected path
and the maximum blocking time due to interfering traﬃc on the shared path
(Bi(w+i (q))). 
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As theω+i (q) appears on both sides of Eq. 4.1 this equation represents an integer-
fixed point problem. It can be solved iteratively starting with ω+i (q) = q · C+i .
The interference factor Bi(w+i (q)) depends on the selected arbitration method
(scheduler). In depth analysis of diﬀerent arbitration methods will be provided in
the next sub-section. Note, that control layer does not cancel the interference from
synchronized senders (Bi(w+i (q))) but moves it from the NoC to the cores to avoid
propagation of blocking.
Based on the computed busy-windoww+i (q), it is possible to derive the the worst-
case response time R+i of a single packet and of each activation q in the busy-window
Ri(q) from sender i, i.e., the longest time interval between activation and comple-
tion of a transmission on a given path:
R+i = max∀q≥1
{
Ri(q)
∣∣ ω+i (q) ≥ δ−i (q+ 1)}
Ri(q) = ω+i (q)− δ−i (q) (4.2)
The response time R+i is represented by the diﬀerence between the busy-window
ω+i (q) and the earliest possible activation δ
−
i (q) of a packet. This diﬀerence bounds
the maximum time l+i (q) necessary for a sender i to fully transmit q packets over
the selected path (cf. [142]) by:
l+i (q) ≤ Inj−i (q) + R+i , (4.3)
where Inj−i (q) denotes the time the sender intends to inject the packets. Basically
the equation computes the time interval required by a stream to inject q packets
and then assumes the last one of these to experience the worst-case blocking in the
network. Due to the in-order delivery of the network, all previous packets must
have arrived at the destination before the last one. The additional delay which
previous flits may observe is included as interference in the worst-case blocking
of the last flit.
Based on the worst-case time to transmit q consecutive packets ω+i (q), follows
the lemma of the minimum accepted throughput βˆ− for a sender i:
βˆ−i (∆t) = min
{
∆t− 1,max {n∣∣ω+i (n) < ∆t}} (4.4)
This lemma can be proven as follows: The max-function selects the highest num-
ber of events that can be accepted (i.e. fully transmitted) during a time interval ∆t
based on the busy-window of sender i. In order for this to happen, only events that
can arrive before ∆t can be accepted. Additionally, the network cannot accept more
packets than time slots have passed, covered by the first term of the min-function.
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These calculations allow defining diﬀerent network slacks for a (critical) sender
i on a given path. The worst-case network slack of a single packet Sˆ−i , of packet q
in a transmission S−i (q), and of a transmission considering q packets:
Sˆi = Di(1)− R+i
Si(q) = Di(q)− Ri(q)
S¯i(q) = D¯i(q)− l+p (q), (4.5)
where Di(q) is the deadline of the q-th packet in a transmission (derived from
the real-time requirements), Di(1) the deadline for a single packet, and D¯i(q) the
end-to-end deadline for the transmission of q packets. The slack is basically the
diﬀerence between the maximum time needed to traverse the network and the
allowed deadline for traversing the network.
The slack and minimum accepted throughput are computed oﬄine and can be
used during the system design phase for the worst-case dimensioning. Depending
on the design goal, one of the following requirements or any combination must
be satisfied for each critical sender for a system to be schedulable:
(r1) Di(1) ≥ R+i ,
(r2) Di(q) ≥ Ri(q),
(r3) D¯i(q) ≥ l+i (q)
(r4) ∀t ∈N+ : βˆ−i (t) ≥ αi(t− d)
where αi denotes the requested throughput of sender i and d is a specified delay
for the sender until which the network needs to provide the required service [142].
If all or some HRT senders have an available slack, this can be used for the con-
trol layer presented in Chapter 3. Based on these conditions and specifications,
the analysis can be applied during the design phase of the system to check if the
control layer can be safely deployed and which protocol and configuration are al-
lowed. If the temporal overhead of the control layer is acceptable, it can be safely
used to dynamically adapt the system behavior and increase the performance of
the system under presence of the dynamics.
Blocking and Timing Overhead of the Control Layer
The online adaption of the system behavior and the control layer will induce
additional overhead to the system. Regarding the timing overhead, it is possible
to distinguish between two major sources of overhead resulting from the control
layer: (i) control messages (i.e. transmission latency, interference), and (ii) com-
plexity of used protocol (i.e. the diﬀerent system behavior due to the protocol, fre-
quency of mode changes etc.). These must be accounted for when analyzing and
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designing a system with the proposed resource arbitration scheme. Note that, de-
pending on the implementation, the aforementioned sources can have a diﬀerent
impact on the system.
The overhead of the control messages depends on the implementation of the
control layer, which is discussed in detail in the next section. For instance, if a
dedicated network/communication media for such messages exists, they will have
no direct impact on the timing (i.e. they induce no additional interference in the
network). However, if a network with virtual channels is used and the control mes-
sages are sent on a higher priority level than the data, they induce an additional
interference. This must then be accounted for, when analyzing the latency and the
possible interference with other tasks. The latter is important, as the additional
interference from the control messages will increase the time a sender spends in
the network (i.e. the busy-window). And thus, it might observe a higher number of
interfering packets from another sender.
The protocol overhead depends on the actions necessary for conducting mode-
changes with respect to their frequency and complexity. For example, if the proto-
col delays the access to the network to ensure a path can be used in isolation by a
sender, there will be an initial delay before accessing the network. However, as this
delay is spent at the sender, it will not increase the overhead a sender will experi-
ence in the network. Yet, if the protocol which permits the sharing of some links
will be applied (instead of detouring or blocking other traﬃc), this time will count
as an additional interference increasing the time the transmission will spend in
the network. And thus it might also increase the number of packets from another
sender that can be observed while being in the network. To estimate the overhead
of the diﬀerent approaches, the analysis will be extended to account for the control
layer.
Definition 8 The Protocol OverheadOi denotes the additional delay which a single trans-
mission (possibly containing multiple packets) from an application i may experience in the
worst-case due to concurrently running interfering senders on the selected path.
Consequently, the proposed mechanism allows safe application of the control
layer whenever all critical senders belonging to the synchronization scenario have
enough slack to compensate protocol overhead, i.e., satisfy the requirements when
accounting for the overhead:
(r1) Di(1) ≥ R+i +Oi,
(r2) Di(q) ≥ Ri (q) ,
(r3) D¯i(q) ≥ l+i (q) +
⌈
q
ni
⌉
·Oi,
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where ni is the number of packets in a transmission of stream i and hence d qni e the
number of transmissions needed for q packets. Note that depending on the imple-
mentation of the control layer, the protocol overhead might contain the control
messages of other senders i.e. preemption time due to activations of senders with
higher priority. Moreover, the needed requirements or a combination of require-
ments strongly depend on the system design and thus not all requirements need
to be satisfied in all cases.
Analysis for Diﬀerent Allocation Schemes
This sub-section presents an analysis of diﬀerent resource allocation schemes
for variants of mechanism presented in Chapter 3. The application of the mecha-
nism to real-time systems requires a formal analysis capable of providing latency
and throughput guarantees for the synchronized transmissions3. For analysis pur-
poses, every synchronization scenario protected by a RM is considered to be a re-
source under scheduling and every transmission belonging to this scenario as a
task. The release time of a task is represented by the arrival of the request message
(reqMsg) to the RM. The time which a request has to wait to use a resource (schedul-
ing and preemption delay) is denoted as blocking time of the task on the resource.
Task execution constitutes the time necessary for sending all packets belonging to a
particular transmission and releasing the resource. The formal worst-case timing
analysis must account for latencies resulting from the synchronization protocol
which are defined by the architecture of the interconnect.
In case of the RM-based NoC implementation this is not fully true due to pro-
tocol overvead.
Theorem 2 The worst-case time necessary to conduct q transmissions i belonging to a
synchronization scenario protected by the resource manager RM is bounded by:
ω+i (q) ≤ q · C+i +Oi(ω+i (q)) + Bi(ω+i (q)) (4.6)
where, C+i denotes the maximal transmission latency, Oi denotes maximum protocol over-
head for sender i and Bi(ω+i (q)) the maximum blocking resulting from scheduling of other
transmissions belonging to the same synchronization scenario.
Proof: The theorem directly results from the description of the mechanism and
protocol (see Sec. 3.6.1). The busy window of q consecutive transmissions mi is
3For interested reader, the detailed discussion of rea-time metrics applicable to NoC traﬃc is presented
in Chapter 2
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bounded by the time necessary to send all packets belonging to these transmis-
sions (q ·C+i ), the time (Oi)necessary to exchange control messages for each trans-
mission, plus the maximum time interval during which a particular request can
be blocked due to other ongoing transmissions. 
Note that the ω+i (q) appears on both sides of Eq. 4.6 forming a fixed point iteration
problem. It can be solved iteratively starting with ω+i (q) ≤ q · C+i and passing the
result to the O+i (ω
+
i (q)) and Bi(w
+
i (q)) functions. Later the calculations must be
repeated until two consecutive iterations produce the same result. Additionally,
the number of activations q during the time interval ∆t can be calculated using
η+(∆t), therefore both notations can be used interchangeably.
In the following, the in-depth discussion of Bi and Oi factors for diﬀerent syn-
chronization methods will be provided.
Time-Division Multiple Access
The description begins with time driven-scheduling which is based on two fol-
lowing standard notions of time allocation: time slot and scheduling cycle. The
following definitions will be used later in this work.
Definition 9 (Time slot) A time slot s is the basic time budget allocated to each appli-
cation belonging to the synchronization scenario S, during which it acquires an exclusive
access to the NoC. It is assumed that this static parameter is assigned at design time and does
not change during execution. Note that each transmission can have a diﬀerent size of the
time slot. This can be used to distinguish between data streams and favor one application,
over other applications accessing the NoC.
The time slot can be obtained from the analysis of the underlying NoC architec-
ture (i.e. basic network latency).
Definition 10 (Scheduling Cycle) The time to access the NoC is therefore partitioned into
a set of time slots allocated to applications in a synchronization scenario as follows, Θ :
{s1, s2, ..., sk} −→ {t1, t2, ..., tn} where Θ(si) = tj means that a time slot si is allocated
to transmission tj. Note that the same time slot cannot be allocated to diﬀerent applications.
A scheduling cycle defines a cyclic, repetitive order according to which the same application
is allocated access to the NoC. That is, Θ(si + δ) = Θ(si), δ being the length of the cycle.
In a standard time driven allocation (e.g. round-robin or TDM), the duration of
the scheduling cycle is static and equal to the number of synchronized applica-
tions. In the following pages, the terms TDM-cycle and scheduling cycle are used
interchangeably.
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The basic property of the TDMA is to enforce a fully static NoC behavior i.e.
make transmission time independent of behavior of other running senders. There-
fore, time slots are assigned to tasks regardless if the tasks are active, i. e. request
the resource, or not. The blocking time, under the TDM-based scheduling, de-
pends statically on the activations of other synchronized transmissions i.e. the
length of the TDM-cycle does not change in time.
Lemma 1 The interference which q = η+(∆t) requests experience in a time window ∆t
can be bounded by:
BTDMi (∆t) = η
+
i (∆t) ·
⌈C+i
si
⌉
· ∑
∀j∈S
(sj) (4.7)
where S is a set of all transmissions belonging to the same synchronization scenario as
transmission i, C+j denotes the maximum latency of the transmission j , (sj) denotes the
maximal blocking caused by a single TDM-slot belonging to the transmission j, η+i (∆t)
denote the maximum number of initiated transmissions by the sender under analysis (i)
within interval ∆t.
Proof: The theorem results directly from the description of the scheduler (see
Sec. 3.6.1). The sum computes the interference from all other transmissions be-
longing to the same synchronization scenario S. Following the TDM scheduling
policy, each TDM slot sj belonging to the transmission j may block only once a
single slot belonging to the transmission i. Moreover, transmission j cannot block
more slots than than the number of TDM cycles which it requires to completion i.e.
η+i (∆t) · dC+j /sie). The assumed scheduler is a special case of the TDM-scheduler
scheme which was analyzed in [121]. 
Theorem 3 The worst-case protocol overhead OTDMi in the TDM cycle during the period
∆t can be calculated as follows:
OTDMi (∆t) = η
+
i (∆t) · (
⌈C+i
si
⌉
(C+i,ctrl)︸ ︷︷ ︸
own activations
+
⌈C+i
si
⌉
· ∑
∀j∈S
(C+j,ctrl))︸ ︷︷ ︸
Interference from other senders
(4.8)
where C+i,ctrl denotes the maximum latency of the control messages (gntMsg) and si the
length of the TDM-slot for the considered transmission i. Note that diﬀerent transmissions
maybe assigned slots of diﬀerent size.
Proof: The theorem results directly from the description of the mechanism and
protocol (cf. Sec. 3.6.1). The protocol overhead of q = η+i (∆t) consecutive ac-
tivations of transmission i includes for each activation: the time necessary for
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RM to issue gntMsgs for each time slot required for the particular transmission
(
⌈
C+i
si
⌉
· C+i,ctrl ), and also control messages for granting time slots for slots of other
synchronized senders
⌈
C+i
si
⌉
·∑∀j∈S (C+j,ctrl)). 
Round-Robin Based Performance Optimized Arbitration
Round-robin schedulers (c.f. [92]) avoid a performance penalty introduced by the
TDMA in dynamic setups (arrival jitter, variable transmission length) by releasing
a time slot whenever they are not used by senders. Consequently, it reduces the un-
necessary idle times and results in an improved, more compact schedule. However
from the formal verification perspective, although round-robin systems perform
much better than TDMA, on average, they still oﬀer the same worst-case guaran-
tees as TDMA schedulers i.e. the worst-case load and response time calculations
are the same as in case of TDMA.
In case of the RM-based NoC implementation this is not fully true i.e. there
is a diﬀerence resulting from a modified synchronization protocol - enhancement
from one gntMsg control message to three: reqMsg, ackMsg and relMsg. The analysis
is based on the protocol introduced in Section 3.6.1 and was published in [81] and
extended in [82].
Lemma 2 The blocking time which q requests experience in a time window ∆t can be
bounded by
BRRi (∆t) = η
+
i (∆t) · ∑
∀tj∈S
(C+j ) ·min{q, η+j,out(∆t)} (4.9)
where, S is a set of all transmissions belonging to the same synchronization scenario as
transmission i, C+j denotes the maximum latency of the transmission tj and η
+
j,out(∆t) is
the maximum number of requests for transmission j within interval∆t taking into consider-
ation the worst-case propagation jitter resulting from the transmission of control messages.
Proof: According to the assumptions (see 3.6.1), the considered RM uses a round-
robin scheduler. The sum in Eq. 4.9 computes the interference from all other trans-
missions belonging to the same synchronization scenario. Following this arbitra-
tion policy, each transmission j may block only once the transmission i. However,
η+i (∆t) activations of i can be blocked only η
+
i (∆t) times and also no more than
η+j (∆t). This is denoted by the min function. Finally, it is assumed that the first
requests from all streams arrive exactly at the same moment in order to construct
the critical instance. Therefore, it is a conservative overestimation of the actual
interference. The assumed fixed round-robin scheduler is a special case of the
round-robin scheme which was analyzed in [119] and also includes a proof. 
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Theorem 4 The worst-case protocol overhead in the time interval∆t resulting from η+i (∆t)
transmissions i belonging to a synchronization scenario protected by the resource manager
RM is bounded by:
ORRi = η
+
i (∆t) · (3 · C+i,ctrl + ∑
∀tj∈S
(2 · C+j,ctrl) ·min{η+i (∆t), η+j (∆t)) (4.10)
where, C+i denotes the maximal transmission latency, C
+
i,ctrl denotes maximum latency
of the control messages for transmission i, C+j,ctrl denotes maximum latency of the control
messages for other transmissions belonging to the same synchronization scenario S.
Proof: The theorem directly results from the description of the mechanism and
protocol (see Sec. 3.6.1). η+i (∆t) consecutive transmissions must send (3 · C+i,ctrl)
control messages for each transmission (reqMsg, ackMsg, relMsg), plus account for
two control messages from each transmission from interfering senders i.e. ackMsg
and relMsg. The reqMsg from interfering senders happens in parallel with ongo-
ing transmissions and therefore does not influence the timing. The number of
blocking is calculated as in Eq. 4.9. 
In the following paragraphs, the work-conserving priority based schedulers will be
described.
Mode Change Analysis
In contrast to time-driven schedulers, priority based schedulers introduce mode
changes for the work of the system. For instance, whenever a RM is trying to block
a certain sender it must send an appropriate control message. Until receiving this
message, the client may freely use the NoC (inject packets) as it is unaware of the
changed state of the NoC. Consequently, receiving the block message does neither
guarantee nor prevent interference with packets injected in the previous mode
of NoC work (i.e. when client was still allowed to use interconnect). Note, that
in the majority of NoCs it is impossible to remove (once injected) flits from the
NoC routers, one must wait until they leave the interconnect. This introduces
additional delay: mode-change latency.
The RM must assure that the transition between modes is safe. Therefore, before
switching on a new mode of NoC work (e.g. acknowledging senders with higher
priority, change settings of rate controllers), the RM sends to the clients supervis-
ing active applications, a stop message (stopMsg) to block all accesses to the NoC
from the corresponding node. Clients then wait for the confMsg communicating
the current system mode. Consequently, the RM sends a confMsg with a delay (cf.
Section 3.6.2,3.6.5) to ensure that packets from previously ongoing transmissions
have left the NoC i.e. provide logical isolation. After receiving the confMsg, clients
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adjust the rate and unblock transmissions. Additionally, the confMsg initiates ac-
tive applications (the ones which just issued actMsg) which can then use the NoC.
Static Priority Preemptive Scheduler
This section introduces analysis of the static priority preemptive (SPP) arbitra-
tion from [83] done using the introduced mode-change analysis. The analysis ex-
tends the principles of commonly used SPP schedulers [92], [127], [106] by con-
sidering the overhead resulting from the introduced control layer and specifics of
NoC architecture.
Firstly, the maximum blocking time which a transmission may experience due
to other transmissions belonging to the same synchronization scenario will be
considered. Unlike in the classic SPP scheduler, the preemptions introduce an
additional delay also for applications with higher priorities. This preemption is
caused by the synchronization protocol and the necessity to ensure that two trans-
missions will not interfere with each other i.e. prevent priority inversions.
Lemma 3 BSPPi defines the worst-case blocking that can happen during time interval ∆t in
the system with RM applying static priority preemptive scheduler. It is build of two factors.
Indirect preemption delay (IPD) defines the additional latency which η+i (∆t) requests for a
transmission i will experience in the worst-case due to transmissions with a lower priority.
Direct blocking (DPD) which η+i (∆t) requests experience in a time window ∆t, due to
transmissions with a higher priority. Consequently, the worst-case blocking can be bounded
by:
BSPPi (∆t) = η
+
i (∆t) · (min{η+i (∆t), ∑
∀tj∈lp(i)
η+j (∆t)} · ( max∀tj∈lp(i)
(C+j ))︸ ︷︷ ︸
Indirect Preemption Delay
+ ∑
∀tj∈hp(i)
η+j (∆t) · (C+j ))︸ ︷︷ ︸
Direct Preemption Delay
(4.11)
where, lp(i) is a set of transmissions with lower priority than ti belonging to the same
synchronization scenario S, hp(i) is a set of transmissions with higher priority than ti
belonging to the same synchronization scenario S, C+j,ctrl denotes the maximum latency
of the control message for transmission tj, C+j denotes the maximum latency of the single
transmission tj.
Proof: The proof is derived directly from the description of the mechanism. Each
η+i (∆t) transmissions ti must preempt maximally η
+
i (∆t) times other transmis-
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sions belonging to lp(i). It may also happen that, in the worst-case, the maxi-
mal number of activations of tasks from lp(i) is lower than η+i (∆t) therefore one
should select the minimum from both. Secondly, the RM must assure the logical
separation between preempted transmission and ti i.e. that all packets from the
preempted transmission tj safely leave the NoC before ti starts. This is conserva-
tively assured by selecting the longest (i.e. maximum) transmission latency of the
one (i.e. last) packet from all transmissions belonging to lp(i).
In the next step follows the definition of blocking which a task may experience
due to activations of other tasks with a higher priority belonging to the same syn-
chronization scenario. Following the assumed static priority preemptive (SPP) ar-
bitration policy, each transmission mj may block/preempt several times the trans-
mission ti . However, the number of activations of tj can be bounded by η+j (∆t).

Next, the worst-case protocol overhead will be defined.
Theorem 5 The worst-case protocol overhead in the time interval∆t resulting from η+i (∆t)
transmissions i belonging to a synchronization scenario protected by the resource manager
RM in a system with static priority based scheduling is bounded by:
OSPPi (∆t) = η
+
i (∆t) · ( 3 · C+i,ctrl︸ ︷︷ ︸
own activations
+min{η+i (∆t), ∑
∀tj∈lp(i)
η+j (∆t)} · ( max∀tj∈lp(i)
(C+j,ctrl))︸ ︷︷ ︸
Indirect blocking
+ ∑
∀tj∈hp(i)
η+j (∆t) · (C+i,ctrl + 2 · C+j,ctrl)︸ ︷︷ ︸
Direct blocking
) (4.12)
where, C+i denotes the maximal network latency of mi , C
+
i,ctrl denotes maximum latency
of the control message for mi and Bi,IPD(w(q)) the maximum blocking resulting from
preemptions of lower-priority tasks and Bi,DPD(w(q)) maximum blocking due to trans-
missions with a higher priority than mi .
Proof: The theorem directly results from the description of the mechanism and
protocol. The total busy window of q consecutive transmissions mi is constructed
from the maximum network latency of these transmissions (q · C+i ), the latency
(3q · C+i,msg) of control messages for each transmission (reqMsg, ackMsg, relMsg),
plus the maximum latency resulting from preemptions of transmissions with lower
priority and arrival of requests for transmissions with a higher priority.
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Each η+i (∆t) transmissions ti must preempt maximally η
+
i (∆t) times other trans-
missions belonging to lp(i). It may also happen that, in the worst-case, the maxi-
mal number of activations of tasks from lp(i) is lower than η+i (∆t), therefore one
should select the minimum from both. Each preemption request introduces an
additional delay resulting from the synchronization protocol. Firstly, the higher-
priority request must wait until the control message (blckMsg) will arrive to the
appropriate client. In this analysis, the longest possible time of blckMsg for all
transmissions belonging to lp(i) is conservatively.
Additionally, each preemption from the task with higher priority is defined
by the time necessary to send an ackMsg and receive a relMsg from the higher-
priority application as well as latency of the resMsg and the maximum network
latency of the higher-priority transmission tj. Finally, in order to construct the
worst-case scenario, it is assumed that requests from all streams arrive exactly at
the same moment. Therefore, it is a conservative overestimation of the actual in-
terference. Note that the assumed static priority preemptive scheduler is a special
case of the general SPP scheme analyzed in [121]. 
Dynamic Priority Preemptive Scheduler
As discussed in Chapter 3, if there is slack left for safety-critical senders - after
considering the synchronization protocol (blocking and overhead)- it also may be
used for improving performance of best-eﬀort senders.
In the dynamic priority approach, BE traﬃc is allowed to use a path (or parts
of it) of a HRT sender, when the HRT sender is not active. As soon as the HRT
starts a transmission, the BE traﬃc is detoured or blocked, such that the HRT
experiences no interference from (this) BE traﬃc while sending data. Hence, for
each transmission of a sender i (which can contain multiple packets), the control
layer must enforce detouring of any BE sharing a path, which is handled by a de-
touring request. Each detouring request to BE senders introduces an additional
delay resulting from the change of the system state. Firstly, the critical sender must
send the request message to the RM (reqMsg). Later, the RM blocks (or detours)
BE senders. To do this, it injects the control message (c f gMsg) and waits until
it arrives to the clients supervising BE senders. This time can be obtained with
standard network analysis, deriving the worst-case latency of control messages.
Secondly, the RM must ensure suﬃcient separation between the blocked (or de-
toured) BE sender and the HRT sender, i.e., ensure that all packets from the BE
sender leave the NoC before HRT starts sending. This can be conservatively en-
sured by selecting the maximum latency of any BE on the path. Hence, this work
assumes that the slowest BE sender injected a packet the same moment the con-
trol message arrives and one has to wait until this packet leaves the network. With
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this, it is possible to define the additional delay that η+i (∆t) requests from a HRT
sender may experience as:
Definition 11 The Protocol Overhead defines the additional delay which a single HRT
transmission (possibly containing multiple packets) from a HRT (and/or SC) application i
may experience in the worst-case due to concurrently running BE senders on path h. It can
be upper bounded by [77]:
ODPi (h) = Inj
ctrl
i
(|BE(h)|)+ 3C+i,ctrl+ max∀j∈BE(h)(C+j,ctrl)+ max∀j∈BE(h)(C+j,pckt) (4.13)
where BE(h) is the set of BE senders sharing the same path h as the critical transmission
i, C+j,ctrl denotes the maximum latency of the control message to the BE sender j, R
+
j,pckt
denotes the maximum latency of a single packet belonging to the BE sender j, |BE(h)| the
number of BE senders sharing path h, and Injctrli (m) the time to inject m control messages.
Note that for a network supporting multicast, it is possible to neglect the injection time as
a single message must be sent, whose delay is fully accounted for in C+j,ctrl . 3C
+
i,ctrl is a
protocol overhead of the RM (reqMsg, ackMsg, relMsg).
Consequently, the proposed mechanism safely blocks (detoures) BE applications
whenever all critical senders belonging to the synchronization scenario have enough
slack. Therefore, it satisfies the requirements when accounting for the overhead:
(r1ALD) Di(1) ≥ R+i (h) +OALDi (h),
(r2ALD) Di(q) ≥ Ri (q, h) ,
(r3ALD) D¯i(q) ≥ l+i (q, h) +
⌈
q
ni
⌉
·OALDi (h) ,
where ni is the number of packets in a transmission of stream i and hence d qni e
the number of transmissions needed for q packets. In case of detouring BE, the
set of interfering streams with the same priority EPi(h) for sender i only contains
other safety-critical senders sharing path h and no best-eﬀort traﬃc when deriv-
ing R+i , Ri , and l
+
i . And depending on the implementation of the control layer,
the set of senders with higher priority might contain the control messages of other
senders. Note, that the needed requirements or combination of requirements de-
pend on the system design (i.e. not all requirements need to be satisfied in all
cases).
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4.1.2 Simulation
Simulation can be applied at all abstraction levels. This feature is particularly
useful during the design of the control layer which can be carried out using a
transaction-level modeling (TLM) approach. This method separates the design
of the communication protocol (e.g. details of communication, channel, number
of messages, scheduling policy of the RM and client, mapping of the RM) from
the design and implementation of functional units (clients and the RM) or the
communication architecture (e.g. router and network interfaces). An application
of the TLM method permits to quickly evaluate and explore multiple design op-
tions through transaction abstractions used instead of a simulation of individual
bits and cycles. By doing so, it is possible to accelerate the design process and to
decrease modeling eﬀorts. However, to achieve these goals, TLM sacrifices tem-
poral and functional accuracy in comparison to modeling on the register-transfer
level (RTL). Therefore, input from these tools should be used at an early stage of
the NoC’s design to narrow the spectrum of possible choices. Later, it can be sup-
ported by evaluation of RTL-level prototypes which although accurate are complex
in terms of modeling eﬀorts and slow in execution.
The incorporation of the control layer can be done through an extension of ex-
isting TLM simulation tools for NoCs, see Table 4.1, as it is independent of the
underlying NoC architecture (cf. Chapter 3). The rest of this section describes the
simulation library designed for these purposes using the Omnet++ framework.
The description of the simulator designed for supporting the implementation of
the control layer is structured as follows: Subsection 4.1.2 briefly presents the avail-
able simulation environments for NoCs and motivates the choice of Omnet++ and
Hnocs [15] library. Next, Subsection 4.1.2 presents the model of the underlying
NoC architecture, derived from the Hnocs [15] library and highlights introduced
extensions e.g. additional physical layers necessary for transmissions of control
messages. Finally, Subsection 4.1.2 introduces models for simulating the control
layer and its main features. The evaluation of the diﬀerent protocols using the
introduced simulator is presented in Chapter 5.
Background and Related Work
Since NoCs have emerged as a new on-chip interconnect paradigm for multi-
and many-core systems multiple research and commercial eﬀorts focused on the
development of tools for NoC-simulation and modeling. These eﬀorts are stimu-
lated by the size and dimensionality of the design space. The designer must simul-
taneously consider multiple architectural features: topology, routing, congestion
control, admission control, link bandwidth, size and number of buﬀer queues etc.
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Simulator Framework Topologies OpenSource
Hetero
-genity
Synchronous
/ Asynchronous
BookSim [70] C++ mesh/torus/trees Yes No Synchronous
Noxsim [32] SystemC All Yes No Synchronous
Nigram [88] SystemC All Yes No Synchronous
Wormsim [63],[99] C++ mesh/torus Yes No Synchronous
Garnet2.0 [8] C++ (gem5) All Yes Yes Synchronous
Sicosys [117] C++ Mesh/Torus Yes No Synchronous
Nostrum [94] SystemC Mesh/Torus Yes No Synchronous
HNOCS [15] Omnet++ All Yes Yes Both
Table 4.1: Comparison of the open source NoC simulators.
The comparison of the considered, popular NoC simulation tools is presented
in Table 4.1. The implementation of the control layer can follow in any of these
simulators, as it is mostly independent of the underlying NoC architecture cf.
Chapter 3. As the choice is arbitrary, the selection process is mainly defined by
functional properties of the environment e.g. its flexibility, code re-usability, pop-
ularity among research community and industrial partners as well as availability
of libraries.
For the purpose of initial design of the control layer, the simulation environ-
ment has been implemented through extension of the HNOCS library for the Om-
net++ simulation framework. OMNeT++ is an object-oriented, modular, discrete-
event network simulator. It has gained widespread popularity as a network simula-
tion platform in the scientific community (more than 200 OMNEST/OMNeT++ re-
lated publications per year [111]) as well as among industrial partners. OMNEST [111]
is the commercially supported version of OMNeT++.
OMNeT++’s environment provides several important advantages which can be
applied for modeling of the NoC. Through extensible, modular, component-based
C++ simulation framework, it oﬀers easy integration of many independent libraries
and modules i.e. diﬀerent traﬃc sources, integration of on-chip and oﬀ-chip traf-
fic streams, portability and flexibility of the designs. This allows to significantly
reduce eﬀorts required for modeling the domain-specific functionalities such as
support for sensor networks, wireless ad-hoc networks, Internet protocols, perfor-
mance modeling, photonic networks, etc.. All these libraries are developed as in-
dependent projects. OMNeT++ oﬀers an Eclipse-based IDE, a graphical runtime
environment, and an interface for hosting other tools. Additionally, this toolset
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can be enhanced with extensions for real-time simulation, network emulation,
database integration, SystemC integration, and others.
Consequently, Omnet++ has been used for the implementation of the open-
source HNOCS library (Heterogeneous Network-onChip Simulator) [15]. Later, in
the scope of the presented work, this library has been enhanced and extended
for the transaction level modeling of the control-layer. HNOCS oﬀers models of
heterogeneous NoCs with variable link capacities and number of VCs per ports,
following the baseline design from [37]. The HNOCS simulation platform pro-
vides modular, scalable, expandable and fully parameterizable framework which
includes three types of NoC routers: synchronous, synchronous with virtual out-
put queue (VoQ) and asynchronous. Therefore, it oﬀers support for modeling het-
erogeneous NoCs, frequently applied in industrial practice e.g. FlexNoC [11] which
is missing in other simulators (cf. Table 4.1),.
For supporting evaluation and verification, the HNOCS library oﬀers a high
number of tools for measurements at diﬀerent granularity levels (packet or flits)
e.g.: end-to-end latencies, throughput, VC acquisition latencies, transfer latencies,
etc. The next section, describes the underlying NoC architecture used as the basis
for the introduced mechanism.
Simulated NoC Architecture
The simulator is built using as a basis the works from [37] and [15] which intro-
duce NoC implementation, following the principles of a performance optimized
NoC, cf. Chapter 1. Therefore, all traﬃc is treated equally, and fair local arbitration
is done independently in routers. The library provides modules to model an in-
terconnect of the underlying NoC-based many-core system, including processing
nodes, routers (incl. virtual channel allocators, ports, schedulers), and NI (sink and
sources). The simulation is event-based.
The building elements of this NoC are presented in Figure 4.3. The presented
NoC architecture is based on a 2D mesh with routers connecting individual process-
ing nodes. All elements have a modular and hierarchical design. The router is com-
posed of an adjustable number of ports, in this case five, which are fully intercon-
nected. Each port consists of four basic modules: inPort, vcCalc, opCalc and scheduler.
inPort is responsible for receiving arriving packets and queuing them in diﬀerent
buﬀers for diﬀerent VCs. opCalc and vcCalc assign output port and output virtual
channel for waiting packets, whereas scheduler decides the order in which packets
get access to the port while leaving the router4. Modules are inter-changeable. For
instance, the extension of the simulator proposed in this work supports round-
4For interested reader, the detailed description of the internal router working is available in [15]
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robin based (similarly to iSLIP) as well as static priority based (preemption’s of flit
level) arbiters. Additionally, routers apply winner-takes-all scheduling i.e. all flits
of winning packet must be transmitted before the next packet can be scheduled [37].
Port in Router 
Router 
2D Mesh Topology 
Processing  Node 
Figure 4.3: 3x3 mesh NoC with internal structure of: Router, Processing Node, Router and
Port.
Each processing node is constructed from a network interface built out of two
primary modules, NISrc and NISink, as well as from the processing core. The core
contains a traﬃc generator which injects packets to the NoC. For each core, there
are two main configuration parameters: the destination and packet inter-arrival
timing parameters. The destination can be pre-defined (deterministic) or ran-
domly selected using one of the OMNeT++ generation functions (e.g. uniform or
exponential). Similarly, the inter-arrival times can be: randomly distributed (e.g.
exponential, constant), driven by a mathematical model or defined by a trace file.
Mathematical models can be applied to simulate the following traﬃc patterns: i)
periodic activation with jitter ii) periodic burst with jitter iii) Bayesian probability
defining next occurrence of periodic activation and iv) Markov chains for model-
ing of sporadic bursts which could happen on processors with caches. The trace
based execution uses files which contain specific information about times when
packets must be injected and the length of the transmissions.
The collection of data is done on the transaction level (single flit, packet latency
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or round trip times) as well as for the whole logical transmission constructed of
multiple packets. In addition to latency and throughput measurements, informa-
tion about queue occupancies are available e.g. worst-case backlog. This allows a
quick identification of bottlenecks and saturation points in the NoC.
a) b) 
Figure 4.4: Multilayer NoCs modeled with simulator: a) heterogeneous double layer, b) ho-
mogeneous multilayer.
Finally, besides regular 2D mesh architectures, the developed simulator oﬀers
support for multi-layered chips, see Figure 4.4. This includes simulation of het-
erogeneous layers e.g. diﬀerent routers for transmission of control and data mes-
sages as in MPPA architecture from Kalray, see Figure 4.4-a), as well as modeling
of homogeneous chips constructed from multiple layers with the same router ar-
chitecture, similarly to Tile64 from Tilera [151], or [73], see Figure 4.4-b).
Modules for Modeling of the Control Layer
Figure 4.5 presents the modules introduced to model the control layer. A pro-
cessing node with client, i.e. client node, is constructed from two sub-modules:
a traﬃc generator and an actual client logic belonging to the control layer. The
working of the former module has been already discussed in the previous section.
The working of the latter will be described in the scope of conducted operation, see
Figure 4.6. Whenever a sender is trying to start a transmission, the traﬃc generator
initiates a transInitMsg event (a). This message arrives to the client module and is
trapped. The corresponding client sends a request message to the RM to obtain
access to the network (b). After receiving the ackMsg (c), the communication may
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Peripheral Node 
Client Node RM Node 
Figure 4.5: 3x3 mesh NoC with internal structure of: Router, Processing Node, Router and
Port.
start (d). Once granted, the connection holds until the end of the transmission or
the abortion through the client based on a predefined timeout used to prevent un-
bounded connection times. When the client detects the end of the transmission
(e), based on the injection of the last flit, it issues a relMsg to the RM (f ).
a) 
b) c) 
d) e) f) 
Figure 4.6: Client transmission process example (Omnet++ event log, linear time scale).
Figure 4.5 depicts the design of the processing node with the RM logic. Due
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to the modular design, the arbitration unit supports all schedulers described in
Chapter 3, among other round-robin, static and dynamic priority based arbitra-
tion, detouring of transmissions (multipath-scheduling), and finally adaptive rate-
control. The working of the RM unit will be described in the scope of conducted
operations, see Figure 4.7.
Upon its arrival, each control message from the clients is placed in the queue
in the RM (a). If the queue is empty, the RM must wait for a new request to arrive.
Otherwise, the scheduler decides which request from the queue should be served
first (b). Each RM is sequential and serves one request at a time. The selected
request is removed from the queue and starting at this moment the resource is
considered to be occupied. After that, the RM must notify the sender selected for
service with an acknowledge message (b). Once granted, the connection holds until
the end of the transmission or the abortion through the client. From the moment
of arrival of the release message, the RM considers the resource to be free again (b).
a) b) c) 
Figure 4.7: RM unit working example (Omnet++ event log, linear time scale).
Finally, the simulator is capable of modeling direct communication between ap-
plications (core-to-core) as well as accesses to memory modules. Figure 4.5 depicts
a peripheral node with an interface to the DDR SDRAM. The simulator can model
both write and read accesses. In the latter case, the activation of the next access
to the NoC may be scheduled only after receiving the answer, i.e., self-throttling
eﬀect [37]. This is especially useful for modeling traces of the on-core execution
where response time of an application depends directly on the interference dur-
ing accesses to the globally shared resources. Modeling of the response time of
peripherals can be done twofold: i) by using a static worst-case delay ii) by in-
troducing a peripheral module to model the actual behavior e.g. state dependent
response time.
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4.1.3 Tool for Protocol Configuration
The initial design phase done with the analysis and transaction-level simulation
allows the designer to evaluate and verify the protocol architecture and the selected
method for resource arbitration. This assessment is done on a higher abstraction
level (e.g. transactions and contracting) for the purpose of an early exploration of a
variety of inputs and possible strategies for resource assignments. As a result, the
set of constraints for the low-level design must follow. Examples for the character-
istics are: number of synchronization scenarios, maximal and minimal frequency
and number of initiated transmissions, states of RM, size of messages as well as
upper limits (i.e. deadlines) for transmission latencies, which do not violate the
safety of the system. Consequently, a tool can be provided which makes this pro-
cess (semi) automatic and generates the code of the clients and RM depending on
the selected and evaluated resource allocation scheme.
Such tool for (semi) automatic generation of the IPs required for the deployment
of the control layer could in turn extend the capabilities of other EDA toolchains,
e.g., tools from Synopsys and Xilinx. The automated design flow, including the
design evaluation and enhancements, would introduce optimized real-time solu-
tions without the need for specialized know-how from the designer. It is critical
for enabling ”safety as a feature” of the future NoC designs and simplifying the
process of the system’s verification.
States of the System
Note, that the concrete implementation of the protocol strongly depends on the
selected arbitration method and capabilities of the underlying NoC architecture.
In this section a generic, exemplary deployment supporting a combination of the
mechanisms from Chapter 3 is used. The selection of features for control layer was
done to expose the reader with a multiplicity of possible options and at the same
time to avoid an unnecessary complexity which could make understanding diﬃ-
cult. However, the presented solution is general enough to be straightforwardly
extended for purposes of the particular implementation. Consequently, the pro-
tocol considered in this section supports the following features: priorities, rate
control and multiple paths per senders (adaptive load distribution).
Diﬀerent sets of running senders and resulting settings for rate controllers de-
fine independent states of the system, as shown in Figure 4.8. With the profile and
requirements of each application, the analysis can be used to obtain the set of ap-
plications that are allowed to use the network simultaneously and to identify the
necessary settings for rate controllers. Later, these senders must be synchronized
with the control layer.
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Actie 
Senders 
Settings 
HRT Senders BE 
C1 C2 C3 C4 C5 
100 50 0 0 0 0 
110 50 50 0 0 0 
… .. .. .. .. .. 
011 0 50 30 50 70 
… … 
010 0 50 0 50 100 
100 110 
C2-reqMsg/ 
(stopMsg);C250 
011 
C1-relMsg+C3-reqMsg/ 
(stopMsg); C10;C330;C450; C570 
C2-relMsg/ 
(stopMsg);C20 
… 
… … 
a) b) 
Figure 4.8: Control Logic of the RM including the tables with synchronization scenarios a)
and the state transition graph used by the arbiter b), based on [84].
Figure 4.8 presents a tabular description of settings (left) for diﬀerent states
of the system. It also contains an exemplary state machine (right) which defines
the main workings of the RM control unit. In this scenario there are three HRT
senders (C1 - C3) and two best eﬀort senders (C4 - C5). The state of the system solely
depends on the HRT applications - three bit representation on the left. In the first
state, C1 is running alone and requires 50% of the bandwidth. The second line
shows the case where the senders C1 and C2 are active and get the same share of
the network (50% each), i.e., symmetric guarantees. In the fourth line, two senders
(C2 and C3) are trying to use the NoC with diﬀerent requirements on the band-
width (50% and 30%), i.e., asymmetric guarantees. Moreover, C2 is sharing a link
with the BE sender C4 which may use the remaining 50% of the bandwidth. Simi-
larly, the BE sender C5 may only use 70% of bandwidth as it shares a link with C3.
In the last case only one HRT sender C2 is running. As before, C4 is allowed to
use 50% of the bandwidth. Additionally, C5 receives the full bandwidth, while C3
is not active and it does not interfere directly with C2. During run-time, the RM
uses the current self-image of the system, i.e., information about running senders
and occupied resources, to dynamically adapt the NoC to the changing workloads.
The arrival of a request or release message triggers a change of the system state.
Note that the transitions between states from the table are triggered only by criti-
cal senders and not by BE. For instance, if C1 is active (state 100) and a reqMsg from
C2 arrives a transition to the state 110 will follow. Moreover, if there are multiple
outstanding requests or releases, they can be handled at the same time (e.g. if a
sender has to wait for another sender to finish). For example, if the NoC is in state
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110 and there can be two messages (relMsg from C1 and reqMsg from C3) the RM
can conduct directly the transition to state 011.
Specification of the Protocol
Table 4.2 presents exemplary content of the Look-Up Table (LUT) used by the
RM. Synchronization scenarios (states of the system) are defined by sets of appli-
cations which are allowed to use a NoC concurrently. The scenarioID must be
unique and is defined by a binary vector where each bit identifies a sender (1 - ac-
tive, 0 - deactivated) and a priority (lower number identifies higher priority). The
change between states is triggered by the arrival of a request or release messages
from a HRT sender. States with the highest priority are selected first. If there are
multiple states with the same priority they are treated equally i.e. round-robin ar-
bitration is used. Exemplary settings for senders are presented in Table 4.3. For
each state and sender, the rate control settings are used. For instance, the maxi-
mum number of packets allowed by a time period T - max counter (cnt_max) and
the path which should be used by the arbiter. Finally, Figure 4.9 presents an ex-
emplary format of the control messages. The protocol is realized with three mes-
sages: relMsg, reqMsg, cfgMsg. The type of each message is specified by its unique
ID (MsgType), followed by the sender ID (note that on the same core there might
be multiple synchronized senders). Finally, the cfgMsg contains payload allowing
client identification of settings for a given scenario. Here two implementations
are possible. The first one requires a longer message containing full configuration
(e.g. route and maximal value for the counter). The second implementation intro-
duces shorter messages, i.e., only the scenario ID is transmitted, but requires the
client to store the table with settings locally.
MsgType SenderID
Cnt_max Route
[reqMsg],  [relMsg]
[cfgMsg] MsgType SenderID
[cfgMsg_alternative] MsgType SenderID ScenarioID
Figure 4.9: Content of the control messages used for the synchronization protocol.
The number of scenarios and the number of synchronized senders is established
with the introduced earlier tools for analysis and simulation. The main trade-
oﬀ lies between optimal performance (i.e. high number of states) and protocol
overhead (i.e. high number of mode changes, propagation latency). Note, that some
senders may be excluded from the arbitration (e.g. run with constant settings in all
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ScenarioID (Active HRTs) Priority
000 …001 1
000 …011 2
000 …010 3
… …000 …
Table 4.2: Content of a LUT defining system modes (depending on active senders) and their
priorities.
ScenarioID SenderID Cnt_Max Path
000 …001 000 …001 100 route_2
000 …011 000 …001 40 route_1
000 …011 000 …010 23 route_1
… … … …
Table 4.3: Settings for diﬀerent scenarios considering maximal arrival rates and paths for the
transmissions.
modes) in order to decrease the number of state transitions in the NoC. The worst-
case analysis is employed to derive the required settings for the rate controllers on
each processing node, i.e., the system must assign for each HRT sender a suﬃcient
bandwidth share to reach its deadlines and requested throughput. It also provides
the upper bound on the spatial and temporal overhead e.g. maximal processing
time for the control layer modules (clients and RM), size of the queues, amount of
data necessary to identify scenarios, etc.
4.2 Implementation
In the previous chapters, a collection of synchronization protocols for the con-
trol layer has been proposed. This section explains how to translate requirements
and constraints of the design into a working setups with the control layer. The
method of implementation as well as the resource overhead resulting from the in-
tegration of components belonging to the QoS control plane must be considered
in the context of a concrete MPSoC architecture and its specific deployment. For
instance, clients and RM modules can be realized in form of hardware/software
co-design re-using existing chip components (e.g. stand-alone software library for
running the RM, software extensions of the existing OS/RTEs for adjusting param-
eters of NIs - clients functionalities) as well as solely in hardware (e.g. stand-alone
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modules, extensions of NIs, microcoded processors). The former oﬀers full flexi-
bility, the latter maximum performance. Independently of the type of implemen-
tation, clients must meet the following functional requirements:
trapping/intercepting and distinguishing between diﬀerent transmissions;
generating request messages;
processing acknowledge messages;
detecting configuration messages cfgMsg and changing the QoS settings in
NIs;
detecting the end of transmissions and releasing resources.
The actions of clients can be completely transparent to the running applications
which assures compatibility with the legacy software and most of existing applica-
tions. The performance of the control layer and NoC is strongly influenced by the
granularity of the synchronization i.e. how much data is necessary for a client to
identify initiated transmissions. Clients may conduct a synchronization depend-
ing simultaneously on multiple factors, for instance including:
each initiated transmission from the processing node,
transmission using a particular set of resources (virtual channel and/or path),
transmissions initialized by a particular task/application or module within
the processing node e.g. DMA engine or a specific task running within an
OS,
transmissions targeting a particular receiver,
based on the monitors (and/or stored by them data) e.g. continuous synchro-
nization depending on the frequency of the initiated transmissions.
The main trade-oﬀ lies between the amount of resources (processing time, stored
data, size of the client) and the precision of the synchronization i.e. a better (fine-
granular) service costs more. Similarly, the RM control unit must fulfill the fol-
lowing functional requirements:
receiving and qualifying control messages (type and sender);
distinguishing between diﬀerent synchronization scenarios;
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switching between scenarios according to the predefined set of rules (schedul-
ing method);
assuring a safe transition between system states (preventing sporadic over-
loads);
and generating control messages.
In the future, the RM may be enhanced with advanced mechanisms based on mon-
itoring, for a fully flexible deployment. However, the precision of the arbitration
usually comes in pair with the implementation overheads in terms of increased
resource cost and synchronization latency, as in case of clients. Moreover, a higher
complexity of the RM has usually a negative impact on the formal analysis, see the
discussion from Sec. 4.1.1.
The resource overhead depends directly on the complexity of the introduced ar-
bitration (e.g. dynamic switching between oﬀ-line defined scenarios or full on-line
resource allocation), verification methods and availability of existing infrastructure
for a particular configuration of a chip. However, in many NoCs this cost can be
amortized by the re-usability of existing NoC components e.g. monitoring infras-
tructure in NIs. For instance, as the complexity of the central RM unit is higher
than a client, it can be implemented in the form of a stand-alone processing node.
In order to do this, the designer may use a supervisor ”high-performance” nodes
available in many MPSOCs e.g. IDAMC [140], MPPA [40], FelxNoC [11]. Similarly,
in many NoC architectures, NIs are already equipped with interfaces for the con-
figuration of admission control settings e.g. rate limiters. This configuration is
typically done at the platform startup by supervisor nodes. Therefore, it is typi-
cally possible to directly re-use, adjust or enhance existing mechanisms.
The rest of this sub-section discusses the challenges in detail. Firstly, Section 4.2.1
introduces possible communication channels for transmitting control messages
between the RM and clients. Next, Section 4.2.2 discusses the possible software
implementation of the RM and clients (through maximal re-using of the existing
platform elements) whereas Section 4.2.3 concentrates on the hardware architec-
ture.
4.2.1 Transmission of Control Messages
As discussed, safety and latency of control messages have a critical influence on
the performance of the QoS control plane. In general, it is possible to transmit
control messages using the following methods:
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within the same NoC infrastructure as data transmissions (i.e. using data
layer);
using an additional (physical) NoC layer;
using an additional bus, e.g. bus-enhanced NoC;
using a separated and directed set of signal lines between the RM and clients.
The most straightforward solution is to use the same infrastructure for transmit-
ting control messages as for data packets e.g. any available VC capable of providing
latency guarantees. This deployment is presented in Figure4.10.a). In such setup,
there is no need for modification of the underlying NoC. Of course, this approach,
although resource eﬃcient, may negatively impact the temporal guarantees for
both latency of control and data transmissions as they are allowed to freely inter-
fere. For bounding transmission time of control traﬃc routers with priority based
schedulers can be used, see [83],[31], [66]. Such routers have been described in
Chapter 2. For instance, control layer traﬃc could be mapped to the VC with the
highest priority i.e. it cannot be blocked by any other ongoing data transmission.
Additionally, to reduce the blocking exerted by control messages on the data layer,
their payload should be preferably small e.g. cfgMsgs containing solely informa-
tion for identification of transmissions (e.g. identification number), and the type
of the message. Therefore, this solution should be introduced after examination
of the trade-oﬀs between synchronization protocol and other traﬃc in the NoC.
This can be done by using previously described analysis and simulation tools. A
higher number of issued control messages (for instance due to the size, granular-
ity and number of synchronization scenarios) inevitably increases the introduced
overhead with respect to both time and resources. To increase performance one
may apply a dedicated independent control NoC, cf. Figure4.10.b). In such setups,
control messages are transmitted using an independent layer of routers (as well as
links or even additional NIs) so that control messages are not blocked by any other
traﬃc. Therefore, a control layer is physically separated from the data layer. Of
course, these implementations introduce a higher hardware overhead. However,
the cost of such solution may not be that high as it may intuitively seem. Firstly,
routers for the control layer may be much simpler than the routers in the data
plane e.g. no support for multiple buﬀer queues in routers ports (VCs), simple
single-stage scheduler or even diﬀerent operational frequency. This could dras-
tically decrease the size of the routers as proved by the related studies e.g. [73].
For more detailed discussion please refer to Chapter 2. Indeed, some of existing
MPSoCs already support multi-layer NoCs e.g. Tilera Tile64 or Kalray MPPA. In
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Figure 4.10: Diﬀerent MPSoCs setups for transmissions of control messages.
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Tile64 architecture independent layers are used for spatial separation of the traﬃc
streams i.e. Quality-of-Service support. MPPA applies a heterogeneous architec-
ture where simpler routers in C-N0C (e.g. shorter buﬀer queues in ports) are used
for configurations and monitoring of the processing nodes, whereas more complex
routers (e.g. larger buﬀer queues) in D-NOC are used for DMA based data transmis-
sions. Moreover, many MPSoC architectures introduce an additional interconnect
layer also to assure an error free execution and fast recovery/ fail-over i.e. spatial
redundancy. Summarizing, in many setups control traﬃc can be straightforwardly
accommodated and spatially separated from the data plane, while using the exist-
ing interconnect infrastructure.
Alternatively, the spatial separation of the control messages can also follow using
a bus-based interconnection layer as proposed in [97]. In such enhanced designs,
Figure4.10.c), a bus layer with a central arbiter is used to accommodate low latency
and low bandwidth transmissions (e.g. short control messages) whereas the NoC
layer is used for high throughput point-to-point connections (data plane). Such
multi-layer interconnects allow decreasing hardware overhead, when compared
to multi-layer NoC architectures, while circumventing some of their main weak-
nesses e.g. latency of control signals, complexity and cost of broadcast operations.
Consequently, the bus is used for a selected subset of specialized system operations
which decreases the amount of transmitted data (thus permits avoiding scalability
issues) while benefiting from the proximity of neighboring nodes.
Indeed, these properties combined with a moderate number of processing nodes
in many MPSoC architectures known from research (e.g. from 4 to 32 processing
nodes in IDAMC assuming Virtex-6 FPGA deployment) and commercial deploy-
ments (e.g. 16 processing nodes in MPPA, 64 processing nodes in Tile64) could
even motivate connections with direct signal lines between clients and RM arbi-
tration units, see Figure4.10.d). Applying a dedicated set of direct signal lines oﬀers
a maximum performance but at the same time suﬀers from the well-known lim-
itations of the centralized and direct communication i.e. does not scale well with
the size of the chip and the number of synchronized senders.
Note that independently of the form of deployment, the frequency, number and
latency of necessary synchronizations and re-configurations strongly depends on
the use-case. In some cases, to mitigate the unwanted side eﬀects, the designer
may conduct a trade-oﬀ analysis during the design phase providing an estimation
of the overhead resulting from the global arbitration. For instance, it is possible
to keep settings for some applications on a constant level (without endangering
their deadlines) in some or all modes i.e. decrease the number of modes of sys-
tem work. This allows limiting the number of necessary synchronizations and
re-configurations reducing the probability of global arbitration being the bottle-
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neck of the design. Moreover, it decreases the amount of resources necessary to
keep system settings by RM and clients. The predominant trade-oﬀ is between fine
granular adjustments (for increasing performance) and both temporal and hard-
ware overheads.
4.2.2 HW/SW Co-design for Clients & RM
The resource overhead resulting from the integration of the QoS control plane
must be considered in the context of a concrete MPSoC with the goal of mini-
mizing the implementation costs. Note that hybrid solutions (hardware/software
co-design) re-using existing chip components are frequently used for MPSoCs
and constitute an appealing alternative to the homogeneous implementations (e.g.
clients and RM realized fully in hardware).
As the complexity of a central RM unit is higher than a client, it can be imple-
mented as a software component running on a stand-alone processing node, for
instance a small ARM core. This allows maintaining high flexibility (deployments
with diﬀerent scenarios and arbitration methods) as well as to decrease the de-
velopment costs. As previously discussed, the designer may use supervisor nodes
available in many MPSOCs e.g. IDAMC [140], MPPA [40] to follow these design
patterns.
Similarly, mechanisms for rate control are applied in many MPSoCs and are
frequently considered as their standard feature. 5. For example, the commercially
available NoCs such as Tile64 [151], MPPA [40] or FlexNoC [11], oﬀer rate limiters
(along with necessary monitors and interfaces) realized in hardware as integral
modules within NIs. Therefore, the software implementation of clients can fol-
low as a straightforward extension of this mechanism. The necessary client logic
(e.g. generation of control messages, identification of the sender) is implemented
in form of a software module running on the processing node. This new applica-
tion is later adjusting settings of QoS mechanisms deployed in hardware e.g. rate
limiters or MMUs in NI from baseline architecture described in Chapter 3.
Finally, the internal working of the RM as well as client modules can be divided
between hardware and software modules. For instance, in case of the RM con-
trol and arbitration units can be deployed in software which assures high flex-
ibility, whereas LUTs with settings for synchronization scenarios can be stored
in hardware which allows to significantly decrease the time necessary to identify
senders and processing of control messages. The same principles apply to clients.
5Recall, that admission control with late limiters in NI is necessary in both performance optimized as
well as real-time NoCs. Otherwise results of backpressure and propagation of blocking can lead to the
NoC saturation and endanger its performance or real-time requirements, cf. Chapter 1
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As discussed, in case of a client detection of the access and synchronization can
be done by the extension of an operating system and / or hypervisor whereas the
rate-control and low-level monitoring are done in hardware. This allows to si-
multaneously decrease resource overhead (small extension of the NIs interfaces)
and simplify synchronization which could happen on the higher abstraction and
virtualization layers.
The discussion of the software deployment of the control layer, begins with the
functional description of clients and the RM. Later, it accounts for placement of
the control layer code within infrastructure of the software stack running on the
MPSoC.
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Workflow of the software modules.
The presented discussion considers a specific, but realistic, scenario where the
control layer is applied in a NoC-based manycore. The workload in this platform
considers traﬃc with hard real-time requirements (HRT) deployed along with BE
applications. The synchronization protocol concentrates on the subset of most
important features of the introduced mechanism assuming the deployment which
follows principles of HW/SW co-design. Consequently, the RM is deployed fully in
software on the dedicated core, whereas clients’ libraries are running on process-
ing nodes and are capable of controlling QoS modules within NIs. The selection of
features for the control layer was done to expose the reader with the multiplicity of
possible options and at the same time to avoid an unnecessary complexity which
could make understanding diﬃcult. However, the presented solution is general
enough to be straightforwardly extended for purposes of the particular implemen-
tation. Implementations for other resource arbitration protocols, cf. Chapter 3, can
be derived as a direct extension of the presented scheme.
Actions of the software modules are explained in the scope of the operations
conducted by clients and RMs using an exemplary protocol with the workflow pre-
sented in Figure 4.11.
Step 1: client_trap(): each transmission from the HRT sender must be trapped (in-
tercepted) before an application may access the NoC.
Step 2: monitor(): alternatively to explicit trap() function, an on-core (processing
node) monitor may signalize the change of application state (e.g. faster
arrival rate of NoC accesses). This change must be firstly acknowledged by
the RM as it may aﬀect other senders sharing the NoC. Consequently, after
the signal from the monitor, the client traps the next arriving access and
process as in case of newly established connection.
Step 3: client_req(): Later, the client issues a request message (reqMsg) to the RM for
granting the access to the interconnect resources.
Step 4: rm_process(): Each RM is sequential and serves one request at a time. If
there are no pending requests, the RM must wait for a new request to ar-
rive. For each pending request, processing is done in the scope of three
actions: evaluation, reconfiguration and assignment. Firstly, available NoC
resources (link bandwidth and buﬀer space) must be evaluated with respect
to requirements of the transmission. If there are enough resources to ac-
commodate a new data stream, a new assignment is done. The goal is
to provide an optimal allocation of interconnect resources i.e. minimize
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possible interference and dependencies between senders. If there are not
enough interconnect resources, the RM must assess the possibility of the
re-configuration. Both assignment and re-configuration are done by se-
lecting an available configuration from the predefined6 set of scenarios,
as discussed in previous sections. Therefore, the RM’s internal working
resembles a finite state machine, where state change is triggered by the
arrival of the control message.
Finally, if a request cannot be granted, for instance due another ongo-
ing communication with a higher-priority, it is stored in a request-queue.
When the resource is free again and the request-queue is not empty, the
RM selects the request with the highest priority. Later, the request is re-
moved from the queue.
Step 5: rm_reconf (): If necessary, the RM must propagate the new settings to other
senders running in the system, i.e. conduct re-configuration of the NoC.
In the considered setup, BE senders are aﬀected. Consequently, the RM
sends to each interfering transmission the cfgMsg, defining new settings
for the rate controllers.
Step 6: be_process(): To assure QoS BE senders must be also protected by clients.
Consequently, the client must enforce the rate control on the node using
the setting provided by the RM.
Step 7: be_block(): If there is no alternative resource (e.g. path) available for the BE
sender it must be blocked.
Step 8: be_reconf (): Alternatively, if there are available interconnect resources, the
client protecting the BE sender may reconfigure the connection to use a
diﬀerent set e.g. alternative path through the network.
Step 9: be_inf (): Additionally, in the more advanced deployments of the synchro-
nization protocol, clients may initiate a nested re-configuration, informing
other BE clients about the changes. Both, be_reconf () and be_inf () should re-
sult in selecting optimal settings for the BE sender without endangering
the safety of the system.
Step 10: rm_delay(): Each system mode defines the set of running senders (BEs and
HRTs) as well as the maximum rate of initiated transmissions, i.e. the max-
6Note, that self-aware online re-configuration is theoretically possible, but constitutes an orthogonal
problem and therefore is left outside the scope of this work.
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imum possible interference that a transmission can suﬀer from other ac-
tive senders. Consequently, if the transition between diﬀerent scenarios
happens (e.g. activation of a new sender) without the supervision from the
RM, the packets from transmissions initiated in diﬀerent system modes
may interfere. This can cause sporadic overloads and transient load eﬀects,
which may endanger the system’s safety. Therefore, the safe switching be-
tween diﬀerent frequency levels, i.e. safe mode changes, is of the funda-
mental importance for the real-time properties of the system and must be
safely enforced by the proposed control layer.
Consequently, after initiating the reconfiguration (rm_recon f function) the
RM must delay the acknowledgment until the packets initiated in the dif-
ferent system mode leave the NoC.
Step 11: rm_ack(): The RM notifies the appropriate client with the ackMsg which
unblocks the granted transmission. From this moment, the resource is
considered to be busy once again.
Step 12: client_start(): After receiving the ackMsg, the transmission may start. Once
granted, the connection holds until the end of the sender’s transmission or
the abortion through the client based on a predefined timeout to prevent
unbounded connection times.
Step 13: client_rel(): When the client detects the end of a transmission (e.g. based on
its time-budget/timeout or injection of the last flit), it issues a relMsg to the
appropriate RM.
Step 14: rm_rel(): As soon as the relMsg arrives, the RM considers the resource to be
free again. If there is a pending preempted transmission with lower prior-
ity, the RM resumes its execution after sending a resMsg to the appropriate
client. Otherwise, a new request is selected from the queue.
The discussed steps present the set of actions which software modules must im-
plement in order to introduce the proposed control layer. However, these modules
may have additional placements within the run-time environment and/or software
stack influencing, both, design overhead and their capabilities. The incorporation
of the main RM-unit realized in software is relatively straightforward as it defines
a self-contained and independent functionality. For this purpose, the designer
may use one of the processing nodes or dedicated management cores frequently
available in MPSoC for maintenance , e.g. boot-up, fail-over or monitoring.
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4.2.3 Hardware NoC-Extensions
This section provides an overview of a hardware design required for the imple-
mentation of modules belonging to the proposed control layer. The control layer
deployed fully in HW inherently introduces the low-level approach. The most in-
tuitive design choice is to implement the client as an extension of the Network In-
terface connecting processing node with the NoC. Next, the RM can be introduced
as an independent and dedicated node for minimizing the temporal overhead.
Note that, both units can be implemented as an independent hardware modules
controlling accesses before they arrive at the network interfaces (NIs). Moreover,
due to the low-level approach the actions of the supervisors and protocol layer can
be completely transparent to the running applications, thus compatible with the
legacy software, i.e. there is no need for costly code adjustments.
The motivational example with such deployment is presented in Figure 4.12,
where a NI unit is enhanced with a dedicated “state” module for the realization of
the client functionality. This module contains information about active senders
running on the processing node and their runtime properties, i.e. active con-
nections, deadlines, rate limiter settings. Moreover, the client must contain the
control logic to connect it to a standard packetization/depacketization interface
for issuing and receiving the control messages. The actions of the sub-modules
belonging to the funcionality are explained in the scope of steps which must be
conducted in the process of transmission handling.
Whenever a sender running on a node is trying to access the NoC, the client will
detect and trap (intercept). Later, the client must identify this access, i.e. distin-
guish between diﬀerent connections/transmissions. This is done by the state mod-
ule, which is equipped with a lookup table (LUT) with an entry for each transmis-
sion requiring synchronization and the state of the possible resources (e.g. paths)
informing if they are currently available. As discussed before, the state depends on
the current active senders and shared links. The amount of information stored by
the state module strongly depends on the version of the implemented protocol. In
some scenarios, it may contain a simple register defining on or oﬀ state of the NI.
This functionality may be straightforwardly extended by providing the setting for
the rate controller, i.e. maximum rates for initiated transmissions depending on
the system mode. The size of the LUT depends directly on the number of diﬀerent
connections and their parameters (connection settings and system modes) as well
as senders requiring synchronization. As in case of the software deployment, the
trade-oﬀ lies between the fine granular adjustments for improving performance
and necessary resources. Note, that in case of more complex synchronization pro-
tocols for the control layer (e.g. adaptive load distribution from Section 3.6.4), each
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Figure 4.12: Simplified structure of the client logic implemented in form of an extension of
the NI.
sender may use several paths and on each path various rate controller settings.
Similarly to the software implementation, the settings for diﬀerent modes may
be stored in the client or in the RM. In the former case, the client’s area is larger
but the protocol overhead (size of transmitted messages) is lower. In the latter case,
the RM must send to the client correct settings (and not only ID of the appropri-
ate scenario) each time. This additional payload inevitably increases the overhead
for other running transmissions. Based on the information and settings from the
LUTs, the RM control module decides if the access can be granted using available
resources and if an additional negotiation with other senders through the RM is
necessary. If the negotiation is required, the control module generates the corre-
sponding protocol messages and must ensure that the network access is delayed
until the negotiation is finished i.e. safe mode changes cf. Chapter 3.
The optional monitor module can be used to transparently detect workload
changes for the applications deployed on the particular node (e.g. variations in the
accumulated frequency and length of the initiated connections). To achieve this
objective, the module can monitor the access behavior of the sender, e.g. compare
the inter-arrival time of requests [29, 65]. The exemplary deployment of the client’s
LUT is presented in Figure 4.12. It follows in a system with a memory mapped NoC,
where NI introduces transparent address translation. In the considered setup the
local physical address (for the respective processing node) is converted into a re-
mote address (on another processing core) and forwarded using the NoC. This
releases the senders (which are executed on the processing nodes) from having
knowledge about the operation of the interconnect (e.g. correct routing and ad-
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Figure 4.13: Synchronization data for client stored in address translation tables for address
mapped NI.
dressing). The actual translation (including proper NoC addressing) is done by the
configurable address translation module in the NI. This module is equipped with
additional tables containing information about the route and destination (remote
address) for a particular transmission. The implementation of the client is done
through the extension of this mechanism. Firstly, a new column is added to as-
sess if the synchronization with the RM is necessary. Next, information about the
sender’s ID must be added for identification of the synchronization scenario (as-
suming multiple of them). Finally, QoS settings are stored in form of a counter for
rate limiter defining the maximum number of packets injected by the particular
sender/node per a base time period. Note, that the last field can be omitted at the
cost of the higher protocol overhead, i.e. control messages may contain settings,
but they will be longer.
The RM can be implemented in the form of a stand-alone processing node
or built into one of the existing network modules. Figure 4.14 presents a block-
diagram of an exemplary RM deployment. It is possible to distinguish the four
major components: 1) qualifier 2) message queue 3) Look-Up Tables containing
synchronization scenarios and finally 4) control module (i.e. resource arbiter). The
fifth module for monitoring is optional and will be discussed at the end of the
section.
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Figure 4.14: RM unit implemented in hardware as an independent module connected with
the NI.
Firstly, the qualifier module must detect the arrival of a new ctrlMsg. This re-
quires payload decoding for classification. Later, messages are stored in queues.
The number of queues depends on the protocol implementation. For example,
there may be a separate queue for each of the message types, i.e., one for requests
and one for releases or by sender and message types implying the predominant
trade-oﬀ between processing speed and amount of necessary resources. Next, the
RM must be equipped with the control module which is responsible for granting,
preempting and resuming transmission as well as releasing resources. The set-
tings for diﬀerent modes of the system are stored in the LUT module. Finally, the
decisions from the control module are issued in form of ctrlMsgs and converted
into NoC packets.
Additionally, the RM may include a monitoring module which observes sys-
tem events: the frequency of activations, load, frequently used scenarios, failures.
Later, this monitoring module may adjust the control settings appropriately. The
scalability of the system can be increased through the implementation of multi-
ple RMs protecting separate synchronization scenarios (regions of the NoC). Such
synchronization decreases the average transmission time of control messages and
distributes them spatially.
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4.3 Summary
This chapter discussed the workflow and tools necessary for the design, formal
verification and configuration of a NoC-based system using a control layer. Firstly,
Section 4.1.1 has shown that the resulting design relies on the correctness of the
models for the underlying NoC’s hardware and application’s behaviors. Therefore,
safe implementations demand inputs from the data layer to provide admissibility
tests. In each system’s state, the low-level arbitration in NoC (arbiters in routers) as
well as the maximum load from processing nodes must be predictable. Achieving
these goals in most contemporary NoCs is fairly straightforward and requires:
the identification of interfering senders on every path (according to the rout-
ing algorithm and mapping)
a temporal synchronization of transmissions competing for shared resources.
Additionally, these two actions are separated and designed independently in or-
der to enforce a predictable behavior [110]. Consequently, the creation of analysis
models usually does not require any special hardware NoC extensions. Indeed,
the recent advances in the real-time analysis domain ([89], [142], [44]) are proof that
even standard NoCs, with complex two-staged arbitration (e.g. iSLIP [101]) and vir-
tual channels (VCs), are eﬃciently analyzable allowing to compute the worst-case
network latencies if the aforementioned traﬃc regulation and static routing is ap-
plied.
If the underlying NoC architecture complies with the requirements resulting
from the need for formal verification, the designer may start considering the ver-
ification of requirements necessary for the implementation of the extensions for
the control layers. The proposed tools for analysis and simulation have been in-
troduced in Sections 4.1.1 and 4.1.2 respectively. The main goal is to provide a set of
requirements for the implementation of the control modules. These actions are
discussed with respect to considered elements of the control layer. Section 4.1.3
discussed the translation of these findings into the concrete settings and inter-
faces which are necessary for the implementation of the control layer. Recall, that
this process of configuration can be automatized allowing extensions of the EDA
tools.
The design of the control layer (RM,client as well as synchronization protocol)
has two primary requirements: the required processing time and the amount of re-
quired hardware resources. The deciding factors are the complexity of the protocol
and the size of the design. Both are interconnected, i.e. along with an increasing
complexity of the main central unit usually comes an increase in the time nec-
essary for the processing of a single request. The complexity is defined by the
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three factors (same for RM and clients): (i) number of synchronized senders, (ii)
frequency (granularity) of conducted synchronizations and (iii) the type of arbitra-
tion. The analysis of the protocol with respect to these factors with the introduced
EDA tools should provide the designer with a set of baseline system constraints
e.g. the maximal length of the queues for incoming messages, the desired average
and worst-case performance of the central unit and the number of system states
which must be handled by the manager (e.g. amount of data which must be stored
to define settings for a particular sender in a particular state).
The implementation of clients and RM is discussed in Section 4.2. The resource
overhead resulting from the integration of the QoS control plane must be consid-
ered in the context of a concrete MPSoC. For instance, clients and RM modules can
be done in software (e.g. stand-alone libraries, extensions of the existing OS/RTEs)
as well as in hardware (e.g. standalone modules, extensions of NIs). The former
oﬀers full flexibility, while the latter maximum performance. Note that hybrid so-
lutions (hardware/software co-design) re-using existing chip components are also
possible.
Finally, there is a requirement of the backwards compatibility i.e. the design
dilemma if the synchronization with a client should happen transparently to the
running applications or after their modifications. The former may increase the
complexity of the clients as well as enforce certain limitations with respect to
the identification of initiated transmissions. The latter may allow to improve the
clients capabilities and simplify their structure, but requires adjustments of the
legacy code, which can be expensive or sometimes even impossible (e.g. licensing).
The predominant requirement for the control messages is the worst-case and av-
erage latency of the transmission i.e. the maximum length of the transmission from
the client to the resource manager. This constrain directly influences the temporal
overhead resulting from the synchronization protocol, thus performance of syn-
chronized senders. An additional requirement is the amount of data which must be
transmitted as it has a severe impact not only on the transmission latency but also
on the other important properties of the NoC architecture e.g. consumption of
dynamic power necessary for conducting the transmission, overhead introduced
by the control traﬃc on other senders, complexity of message creation/processing.
The introduced design-flow oﬀers benefits for both SoC manufacturers and OEMs
integrating highly dynamic real-time applications. The former may extend appli-
cability of their NoCs to the real-time and/or safety-critical domains at the low cost
e.g. software implementation re-using existing components, whereas the latter can
use already available products profiting from low-prices resulting from high vol-
ume production, i.e. no need for custom QoS-oriented ASIC designs.
Chapter 5: Evaluation
The experimental evaluation presented in this chapter explores benefits as well
as design trade-oﬀs resulting from the implementation of the control layer. The
investigation concerns the obtained worst-case guarantees as well as the average
performance in realistic setups and synthetically generated corner cases. The for-
mer is done with the simulation framework introduced in Section 4.1.1, the latter
is performed using the simulator from Section 4.1.2. Additionally, two test deploy-
ments with existing many-core platforms have been considered: the commercially
available MPPA [40] and the research oriented IDAMC [140].
The rest of this chapter is structured as follows: Section 5.1 presents a detailed
description of the experimental setup; Section 5.2 contains the analysis of the worst-
case behavior in systems deploying the proposed solution whereas Section 5.3 anal-
yses the average performance; Section 5.4 evaluates the introduced resource over-
head for the control layer and finally Section 5.5 presents the two case-studies men-
tioned above carried out with existing MPSOC architectures.
5.1 Experimental Setup
In this section, we describe the setup used in the experiments. The NoC ar-
chitecture follows the baseline design from Chapter 3 which is realized with tools
from Chapter 4. The first two groups of experiments, from Sections 5.2.1 and 5.2.1,
are designed to test the assumptions from Chapter 3 with a special focus on de-
sign trade-oﬀs. These experiments consider the following sets of benchmarks:
synthetic traﬃc generators, memory trace-based processor models and models of
real-application (two diﬀerent use-cases). A detailed description of the used work-
loads is presented in Section 5.1. Other details regarding the configuration of the
baseline NoC architecture from Section 3.1 are presented in Section 5.1. Later, in a
consecutive experiment series the arbitration of these NoCs has been adjusted to
test diﬀerent QoS mechanisms, e.g. TDM, static and dynamic priority based arbi-
tration performed locally in routers, rate control along with round-robin schedul-
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ing in routers etc.
Overview of the Benchmarks
The benchmarks can be divided into two classes of traﬃc sources: i) synthetic
traﬃc generators and ii) memory trace-based processor models. The former ini-
tiate transmissions according to a predefined synthetic pattern. This approach
is frequently used in (on- chip) network research as it allows covering the corner
cases, i.e. worst-case behavior of the system. Consequently, the conducted exper-
iments consider synchronization scenarios with x senders performing a burst of
y transmissions per activation. For each sender it is possible to set the activation
period P, a small jitter J, as well as the length of the transmission L setting out
how many packets are issued per activation. In order to imitate irregular traﬃc
patterns, e.g. sporadic bursts, either the Bernoulli or Markov processes have been
applied. Furthermore, the considered synthetic sources allow the simulation of
streaming senders (e.g. video cameras, decoders etc.) which impose a high load
while exhibiting predictable access patterns. Consequently, in the first part of the
experimental evaluation two use-cases with streaming senders are used: real-time
video noise reduction application [95] and MPEG-4 [19].
Figure 5.1(a) presents the structure of the algorithm used for the real-time video
noise reduction [95]. Its workings can be divided into three phases: motion esti-
mation (T1), motion compensation (T2) and discrete wavelet transformation (T3),
and further decomposed into communicating tasks as presented in Figure 5.1(b).
The data rate r is relative to the video data rate. In the conducted experiments,
the data rate r = 318 MB/s has been used, which can be translated into 40 fps for a
1080p (1920x1080 pixels) resolution or 26 frames for a 2K (2048x1556 pixels) reso-
lution. For evaluation, each task from the noise reduction application is modeled
with a periodic traﬃc generator. Periods are adjusted to conduct 8kB long DMA
transfers to maximize the benefit from DDR3-SDRAM [68]. A detailed evaluation
of the memory eﬀects will follow in the next sections.
The MPEG-4 video decoder [19] has been modeled using a similar methodology.
Figure 5.2 presents the structure of the implemented algorithm with bandwidth re-
quirements presented in MB/s (video resolution HD: 1920x1080 @ 30 Hz [48]). For
evaluation purposes, three modules (with especially high communication require-
ments) have been identified: DRAM (the target of seven senders), SRAM2 (target
of four senders) and SRAM1 (target of two senders). Transmissions to each mem-
ory module constitute an independent synchronization scenario which is mapped
to an independent VC and protected with a RM. Similarly, each module of the
MPEG-4 decoder is modeled with a traﬃc generator periodically conducting 8kB
long DMA transfers to increase performance of the DDR3-SDRAM 2133N, cf. [68]
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(a)
(b)
Figure 5.1: Usecase algorithm for film grain noise reduction [95] (a) and its average commu-
nication demands (b).
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Figure 5.2: MPEG-4 average communication demands specified in MB/s, cf. [19].
Finally, some conducted experiments used traces of memory accesses from real
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applications belonging to the CHSTONE benchmark suite [51]. An overview of the
used applications is presented in Table 5.1. The traces of benchmarks are extracted
using the Gem5 simulation platform [21] with an ARMv7-a core (1GHz frequency
and a single cache level with 64kB and a block size of 64 bytes). The compilation
process was done with the standard GCC compiler (v4.7.3), i.e., it has not been op-
timized with respect to the QoS mechanisms.
Furthermore, benchmarks can be divided into computation and memory inten-
sive groups, based on the characteristics of the memory traﬃc, the frequency of
accesses and the duration of the on-core execution. The computation intensive
applications conduct between 1500 and 4000 transmissions every millisecond (e.g.
mips, motion, gsm) whereas the memory intensive applications conduct between
10000 and 16000 transmissions every millisecond (e.g. adpcm, dfdiv, aes, dfmul).
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Program Design Description Source
DFADD Double-precision floating-point addition SoftFloat [60]
DFMUL Double-precision floating-point multiplication SoftFloat [60]
DFDIV Double-precision floating-point division SoftFloat [60]
DFSIN Sine function for double-precision floating-point numbers CHStone group, Soft-
Float [60]
MIPS Simplified MIPS processor CHStone group
ADPCM Adaptive diﬀerential pulse code modulation decoder and
encoder
SNU [87]
GSM Linear predictive coding analysis of global system for mo-
bile communications
MediaBench [90]
JPEG JPEG image decompression The Portable Video
Research Group [64],
CHStone group
MOTION Motion vector decoding of the MPEG-2 MediaBench [90]
AES Advanced encryption standard AILab [9]
BLOWFISH Data encryption standard MiBench [58]
SHA Secure hash algorithm MiBench [58]
Table 5.1: List of benchmark programs belonging to the CHStone suite [51].
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Configuration of the Baseline NoC
The used NoC architecture complies with the baseline architecture, described in
Chapter 3, if not stated diﬀerently. It supports a 2D mesh topology, cf. Figure 5.3,
wormhole switching, source routing (XY as a baseline), two stage priority-based
arbitration, 4-cycle router pipeline, 1-cycle link traversal, virtual channels (VCs),
non-blocking routers, a buﬀer depth of 5 flits, a data packet size of 4 flits, and an
interconnect frequency equal to 500MHz. The arbitration between streams with
the same priority is solved using the round-robin scheduler. Control messages
(belonging to the synchronization protocol) are propagated using the VC with the
highest priority.
Additionally, in the considered architecture nodes can be heterogeneous and
constructed of processing cores (from T1 to T12) as well as peripherals, e.g., I/O in-
terfaces, Ethernet or DRAM controllers. Moreover, as in many commercially avail-
able NoC-based architectures, certain peripherals (e.g. memory hardware units)
have a fix position in the system which cannot be changed by mapping (e.g. edge of
the chip due to the physical size of the controller). Therefore, certain critical com-
munication paths are also fixed (i.e., established by the static routing algorithm),
e.g., communication from the Ethernet controller to the DRAM memory.
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Figure 5.3: Exemplary NoC-based MPSoC setup used in the experiments.
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5.2 Worst-Case Guarantees
This chapter presents results from the formal verification of setups with the dif-
ferent versions of the synchronization protocol (cf. Chapter 3). In consecutive runs,
the properties of the baseline NoC enhanced with the control layer are compared to
the state-of-the-art solutions described in Chapter 2. Consequently, Section 5.2.1
considers the time-driven NoC designs whereas Section 5.2.2 considers priority
based schedulers in routers. Finally, Section 5.2.3 evaluates the worst-case com-
munication overhead introduced by the synchronization protocol. The proposed
analysis can be directly extended to account for the overhead resulting from the
SW/HW stack using the CPA principles [61].
5.2.1 Time-Driven Scheduling
In consecutive series of experiments, synchronized senders are activated peri-
odically with a period P = x · C+ and a small jitter J equal to 10% of a period.
This permits varying the system’s load L set out as the total number of transmis-
sions from the synchronized applications per period P i.e. L = ∑
x
(yx · C+)/P.
Moreover, all synchronized transmissions are of equal length, i.e., they have the
same C+ equal to 16kB. Figure 5.4 summarizes the results from the first series of
experiments, where a setup with four (x = 4) applications (A1-A4) is considered.
In each run, the lengths of bursts are adjusted to generate diﬀerent loads L on the
network (L is equal to 15%, 65% and 90% of P). For each application, the worst-case
latencies obtained per burst are calculated.
It is visible that synchronization with the RM always results in better guarantees
than TDM (even when short slots are used) despite the additional communication
protocol. The overhead considers the protocol-based synchronization without the
reaction time of clients and the RM. This overhead increases with the load but
remains low compared to the transmission time (4,1% of C+ for L=90%).
In the next series of experiments the variable load has been tested. Figure 5.5
illustrates results from the previously considered setup, i.e. transmission latency
and protocol overhead in the worst case, while changing the number of synchro-
nized applications (x = [2..16]) and interfering load (yx = [2..16]). The results
concern an application periodically transferring a burst of 16 transmissions. Each
single transmission from all synchronized senders has an equal length, i.e., they
have the same C+ equal to 8kB.
The worst-case latencies, depicted in Figure 5.5(a), for both TDM and the RM,
increase along with the size of the synchronization scenario. However, they remain
constant for TDM and independent of the system’s load. Therefore, the approach
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Figure 5.4: Analytical comparison of worst-case latency guarantees for applications (A1-A4)
generating diﬀerent NoC load. A3 and A4 have the same settings, see [81]. The
overhead considers the communication protocol i.e. latency of synchronized mes-
sages.
based on the control layer significantly outperforms TDM (up to 80%), due to the
applied work-conserving scheduling. Note that TDM with short slots performs
better than TDM with long slots as it is less sensitive to the jitter.
The protocol overhead, depicted in Figure 5.5(b) is presented as a percentage of
the transmission length. It increases proportionally to the number of synchro-
nized senders. This eﬀect can be mitigated by implementing multiple RMs in the
same NoC. Moreover, the protocol overhead depends directly on the frequency
and number of synchronized transmissions, i.e., system load. Finally, this over-
head decreases, as an absolute ratio, with an increasing length of transmissions as
the protocol overhead is constant with respect to the transmission length.
The next series of experiments compares the service guarantees provided by the
RM and TDM for an application performing a burst of 16 consecutive transmis-
sions, see Figure 5.6. Similarly, to the previous experiment, in consecutive runs
the number of synchronized applications x increases (x ∈ [2..16]). Each applica-
tion performs a burst of transmissions per activation. Applications are activated
periodically with a period P = 16 · x · C+. Consequently, the load L defined as
the number of transmissions y = [2..16] from interfering applications varies, per
a single burst activation, i.e., L = ∑ (y · C+)/P. Moreover, transmissions are not
perfectly synchronized with the TDM schedule ( jitter equal to 5% ofC+). Figure 5.6
presents the results. In the system with TDM, the worst-case service depends di-
rectly on the number of synchronized applications and does not vary with the load.
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Figure 5.5: Worst case guarantees for a burst of 16 transmissions with jitter =10%P (a) Trans-
mission latency (b) Protocol overhead resulting from RM. Results are based on
[81] and [82].
This results in a low scalability and poor support for dynamics. For the RM-based
admission control, it is possible to achieve better service guarantees when the sys-
tem is not fully loaded (L < 100% ). This is due to the introduced work-conserving
arbiter which schedules transmissions as soon as they arrive, in contrast to the
static overhead of TDM. Consequently, if the NoC’s load is low, the service guaran-
tees for the sender (RM-Low) remains continuously on the same low-value regard-
less of the number of synchronized senders. Note that the service guarantees for
other load levels span proportionally - green series (RM-High) in the Figure 5.6. For
a fully loaded system, the overhead resulting from the synchronization protocol is
also acceptable ('4% compared to TDM). Such diﬀerentiation is not possible in
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Figure 5.6: Worst-case service for sixteen consecutive transmissions in a system with TDM-
based arbitration and compared to the RM-based architecture, based on [83].
case of TDM, as TDM oﬀers a non work-conserving arbitration scheme according
to which guarantees depend on the number of synchronized applications and not
on the load which is induced by them (cf. [59]).
Memory Eﬀects
The next series of experiments extends the evaluation to account for memory
eﬀects caused by the proposed arbitration. For evaluation purposes, the following
DDR3 memories have been considered: 800E, 1066G,1066E, 1333H, 1333J, 1600K,
1866M and 2133N. Firstly, the eﬀects of spatial locality on the response time of
a memory module have been evaluated, assuming the simple SDRAM controller
presented in Sec. 3.8 of Chapter 3. In the consecutive series of experiments, a bench-
mark application tries to write between 8 to 1024 bytes of data into the memory in
systems with (solid lines) and without (dashed lines) support for locality of trans-
fers, cf. Figure 3.28 from Chapter 3. In the context of this experiment, to support
locality means to ensure that the entire chunk of data arrives in one piece at the
SDRAM controller, which would be the case in a system with large TDM slots or
a RM. To not support locality means that several independent small requests are
performed in order to transfer the entire data chunk of a request, which is the case
in a system with small TDM slots.
Figure 5.7 summarizes the obtained results. For all tested SDRAM devices, when-
ever locality is enforced, the latency of a request can be significantly decreased.
The performance gain is proportional to the length of transmissions and scales
with the frequency of the memory module, see the zoomed section of the figure.
The faster the frequency of the SDRAM device, the larger the latency measured in
clock cycles. This is because SDRAM timing constraints vary little between diﬀer-
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Figure 5.7: Eﬀect of memory locality on the total transmission latencies for MPEG-4 module
using TDM and RMs, based on [82]. The calculations assumed a SDRAM device
with an interface width of 8 bits. Notice that the latency is measured in data bus
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ent speed bins when measured in nanoseconds. Consequently, devices that have
faster clock frequencies need more clock cycles to satisfy the constraints.
The former experiment shows that increasing the transmission granularity re-
sults in decreasing memory overhead in a NoC-based MPSoC. However, for TDM-
based arbitration, this action simultaneously increases the worst-case NoC laten-
cies. Recall that, whenever the senders in a system exhibit dynamics in their be-
havior, even with a small jitter, transmissions are blocked and their execution is
delayed for the duration of a whole TDM cycle.
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Figure 5.8: Eﬀect of memory locality on the latencies of resource accesses with diﬀerent gran-
ularity, based on [82].
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Therefore, longer transmissions increase this penalty. Figure 5.8 presents the
worst-case latencies in a NoC-based MPSoC for an application synchronized with
10 other senders and writing 1024 bytes to the SDRAM memory. The experiment
is conducted under the assumption that each packet is capable of delivering 64
bytes of payload. In the consecutive runs, the granularity of access has been in-
creased conducting the synchronization for appropriately 1, 2, 4, 8 and 16 pack-
ets assuming a small dynamic behavior in the activation of a sender (round 5%).
Consequently, the load from other synchronized senders is equal to 70% of the
network capacity. In case of TDM, the NoC latency increases proportionally to the
length of the slot, i.e., number of packets. Consequently, decreasing the memory
latency increases the NoC response time. In contrast, when the RM is used, the
latency decreases simultaneously with increasing granularity of the transfer, i.e., it
is possible to simultaneously improve network and memory latency. However, for
a short transmission (1 or 2 packets), the RM’s protocol overhead is a major perfor-
mance bottleneck (recall that three ctrl. messages per transmission are required).
In these scenarios, TDM is managing to guarantee lower transmission latencies.
Yet, as soon as the granularity of a single transfer increases, the number of neces-
sary synchronizations depletes. This results in a significant improvement for the
1024 bytes long transmission (almost 70%) and confirms previous findings.
Finally, the last series of experiments demonstrates that preserving the local-
ity of large transfers can have a beneficial impact on the worst-case latency of
SDRAM requests. In the considered setup a SDRAM controller with a single port is
connected to the NoC. For the RM-managed NoC, the simple SDRAM controller
is used and all requests are treated equally (no QoS support, performance opti-
mized cf. Sec. 3.8 of Chapter 3). In case of the TDM-managed NoC, a non-trivial
predictable SDRAM controller is considered to employ static bank interleaving
and closed-page policy. This controller will be referred as Dedicated Close Page-
Controllers (DCPC) in the following. The operation of the considered DCPC is
controlled by two parameters: Bank Interleaving (BI) and Burst Count (BC). BI
determines how many banks a single request accesses while BC determines how
many read or write commands are executed per bank.
The evaluation consists in computing the worst-case latency of a 256-bytes long
data transfer. For the TDM-based NoC, 64-bytes long slots are considered, i.e. the
256-bytes transfer will demand 4 independent SDRAM requests. For the RM-managed
NoC (which enforces the locality of a single large transfer), the 256-bytes long trans-
fer is served in one chunk.
The results are presented in Figure 5.9(a) and Figure 5.9(b). The first figure de-
picts the results for a scenario in which a single SDRAM device with an 8-bit data
bus is considered. Notice that, for SDRAM devices with slow operating frequencies
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Figure 5.9: Worst-case latency for a 256-bytes request on DDR3 devices (a) with 8-bit wide in-
terfaces and (b) with 32-bit wide interfaces connected to a NoC with and without
RM (locality protection), based on [82]. It is visible that RM (green series) consis-
tently reaches shorter formally proven latencies.
(DDR3-800E), the DCPC provides better latency bounds than the combination of
a standard controller and the RM. This is because, for slow devices, the penalty to
close and open SDRAM rows is smaller (in terms of data bus clock cycles). This sit-
uation changes for devices with higher operating frequencies because the overhead
becomes larger.
The second figure depicts the results for a scenario in which a SDRAM module
with a 32-bit data bus is considered. As the data bus is larger, the possibility to
perform interleaving is reduced (because each SDRAM CAS command transfers 4
times more data in comparison with the previous scenario.) Hence, there is no
eﬃcient way to mitigate the overhead to close and open SDRAM rows. Therefore,
exploiting the locality of large transfers has a solid advantage.
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5.2.2 Priority-Based Arbitration
This section presents results comparing the worst-case guarantees provided by
RMs against the system utilizing prioritization of VCs (VC-prio) carried out locally
in routers as proposed in [31], [24], see Figure 5.10. The same experimental set-
tings as before are assumed with a variable number of synchronized applications.
Each application has a unique priority and periodically conducts burst-accesses to
the NoC. All transmissions belonging to the same burst are of equal length (125
packets) and have the same maximum network latency C+. An activation period of
application equal to P = 16 · x ·C+ and a small jitter equal to 5% of C+is assumed.
In the experiments, the number x of synchronized applications (x = [2..16]) is ad-
justed. Each sender has a unique priority and conducts burst-accesses to the NoC
with l transmissions per activation. We assign priorities to applications using the
rate monotonic priority assignment.
The considered mechanism for prioritization of VCs oﬀers preemption at the
flit-level. At any time a packet with a higher priority gets the privilege to proceed
in the router and access the output link. Figure 5.10 presents the results for the
synchronized applications with the lowest priority. Latencies are depicted with
bar-charts and refer to the left Y-axis. Both approaches provide work-conserving
scheduling of the network traﬃc, therefore results are comparable. It is visible
that prioritization of VCs oﬀers better worst-case guarantees as it does not require
a synchronization protocol like the RM. However, the mechanism requires that
the number of VCs is equal to the number of criticality levels in the system. At
the same time, the RM requires only two VCs (including one for control messages)
for all applications. The hardware overhead, defined as the number of VCs, is de-
noted with dashed (VC-prio-Lo) and solid (RMs-Lo) lines and refers to the Y-axis
on the right. At the cost of roughly 13% of additional latency overhead, the RM
significantly reduces the hardware overhead proportional to the number of criti-
cality level in the system. In the example, this overhead is divided by 8 (16 VCs in
VC-prio vs. 2 VC in RM).
In the second series of experiments, the RM-based approach is compared against
the mechanism based on prioritization of VCs (flit preemptive scheduling per-
formed locally in routers) while considering memory latency. Although both so-
lutions oﬀer work-conserving scheduling, the latter one does not preserve the lo-
cality of synchronized transmissions (cf.Sec. 3.8 of Chapter 3). For evaluation, the
DRAM main memory module was considered with worst-case response latencies
modeled after the specifications of DDR3-SDRAM 2133N. In these experiments, the
DRAM synchronization scenario from the MPEG-4 use-case has been considered
with 7 synchronized senders. Similarly to the previous experiments, the priori-
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Figure 5.11: Eﬀect of memory locality on av-
erage latencies for prioritized
VCs and RMs, based on [83].
ties are increasing along with decreasing bandwidth requirements. Therefore, in
scenarios utilizing the prioritization of VCs one has to assign seven VCs, whereas
the RM requires only two VCs (one for control messages and one for data trans-
missions). In the case of the RM preemption at the granularity of 8KB has been
considered (similar to main memory paging), i.e. the preemption may happen only
after the transfer completion of 8KB chunk of lower-priority transmission. This
allows applying the open-bank policy in the selected memory module, as described
in [153]. The solution based on prioritization of VCs does not oﬀer this possibility
as the preemption happens, locally in routers, on the flit level.
Figure 5.11 presents the worst-case latencies obtained with the proposed analy-
sis method. It is visible that although prioritization of VCs results in lower net-
work latency, it increases the latency of memory operations. Consequently, the
RM achieves better overall results, in particular when the most of the streams are
of lower priorities.
5.2.3 Worst-Case Temporal Overhead
In order to assess the scalability of the approach, a series of experiments has
been conducted to measure the worst-case temporal overhead by varying the num-
ber of synchronized applications and the system load. Consequently, the number
of applications (and induced traﬃc) using the same RM has been increased from
2 to 16 in consecutive runs. Figure 5.12 summarizes the results as a percentage of
the transmission latency which is understood as the time necessary to send 8kB
of data using 125 packets in a NoC without interference. The overhead increases
proportionally to the number of synchronized applications and their activity, i.e.,
load L. Note that this is directly related to the frequency of transmissions. If the
system is composed of many applications that are rarely sending data, then the
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Figure 5.12: Temporal overhead resulting from RM, based on [83].
overhead remains on a low level. Moreover, in the considered safety critical sys-
tems, the behavior of safety-critical is well specified and tested, and the frequency
of transmissions with hard real-time requirements is limited (e.g. periodic in ms).
It is also visible that the overhead decreases, as an absolute ratio, with an in-
creasing length of transmissions, i.e., the overhead is constant with respect to the
transmission length. DMA engines imposing large granularity of transfers com-
bined with scratchpad memories are mostly used for safety requirements as they
are predictable when compared to caches.
The temporal overhead can be mitigated by implementing multiple RMs in the
same NoC (for example by providing diﬀerent RMs for diﬀerent memory mod-
ules or regions of the NoC). Consequently, large synchronization scenarios can be
decomposed into smaller ones by mapping transmissions to diﬀerent VCs super-
vised by independent RMs. Additionally, for senders conducting short transmis-
sions (e.g. cached based applications) the synchronization can be performed per
whole on-core task activation rather than for single NoC accesses, cf. Chapter 3.
5.3 Performance Measured by Simulation
In this section, the performance of the proposed mechanism is evaluated us-
ing simulation. The arbitration is implemented using the OMNeT++ framework
for network simulation and the HNOCS library [15]. A detailed description of the
framework is presented in Chapter 4 Section 4.1.2.
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Figure 5.13: Latencies of CHSTONE benchmark with TDM and RMs, based on [81].
5.3.1 Performance of Time Driven Scheduling
Firstly, the evaluation is carried out through average performance measurements
using traces from the CHSTONE benchmark [51]. In consecutive runs, diﬀerent
synchronization scenarios have been simulated by varying the number of senders.
For each synchronization scenario (selected number of applications) all possible
mappings have been simulated assuming a constant placement of the RM and one
sender per node. Figure 5.13 presents the average latencies for diﬀerent sizes of
synchronization scenarios. In this case, it is visible that the RM significantly out-
performed other solutions. However, when compared to TDM for small synchro-
nization scenarios, e.g. 2 senders, the diﬀerence is rather low (around 8%). This
has two reasons: a short duration of TDM-cycles and a relative high RM overhead
(three control messages per transmission). For larger scenarios, the solution based
on RMs is up to 60% better than TDM.
Note that the activation patterns of senders are not necessarily synchronized
with respect to the TDM-cycle. Tailoring the TDM schedule in order to optimize
such systems, which are not fully loaded, requires dedicated solutions and intro-
duces additional hardware overhead, e.g. SurfNoC [150], PhaseNoC [116]. The RM
conducts arbitration eﬃciently without additional eﬀort.
Secondly, the average performance of RM-based arbitration has been evaluated
in the use-case using the MPEG-4 video decoder application [19]. This comparison
is relevant for all cases in which a synchronized application not only requires the
worst-case guarantees but also profits from a faster execution.
In the MPEG-4 usecase, requests to each memory module constitute synchro-
nization scenarios. Consequently, diﬀerent scenarios are mapped to independent
VCs and protected with a dedicated RM running on a diﬀerent node, see Fig-
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Figure 5.15: Eﬀect of memory locality on the
total transmission latencies for
MPEG-4 module using TDM and
RMs, based on [82].
ure 5.14. The following concentrates on the DRAM scenario. Each module of the
MPEG-4 decoder is modeled with a traﬃc generator conducting 8 KB long DMA
transfers. This is because, in commercial SDRAM modules with 64 bit data buses,
the row buﬀer size is 8 KB.
Transmissions are performed periodically and periods are calculated based solely
on the required bandwidth including some release jitter (J=10% of P). Figure 5.15
presents the achieved average latencies of a single transmission in the simulated
system with TDM- and RM-based arbitration. The transmissions are 125 packets
long which corresponds to 8kB of data payload in the considered baseline NoC. The
depicted values include both network and memory latencies to assess the eﬀect of
memory locality on the described mechanisms. Latencies of the SDRAM memory
are modeled after the specifications of DDR3-SDRAM 2133N [68]. As previously ex-
plained, TDM with short slots performs better than TDM with long slots in the
network. However, the memory latency for TDM with long slots is lower than for
TDM with short slots since the long slots allow maintaining the locality of memory
accesses to the SDRAM. Indeed, SDRAMs have an internal level of caching, which
in standard DDR3 modules amounts to 8kB. Consequently, contiguous and aligned
8kB long transfers fully benefit from the caching.
The RM also maintains the locality of memory accesses, since applications are
granted access to the NoC for the entire transmission. Overall, the RM performs
better than TDM for memory traﬃc traversing the NoC and accessing main SDRAM
memory. Similarly, to the worst case, the RM oﬀers the lowest average latencies.
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5.3.2 Work-Conserving Arbitration in NoC
As discussed in Section 5.2.2, the control layer permits priority based arbitra-
tion within the same virtual channel in a NoC. Consequently, when compared to
architectures oﬀering QoS based on prioritization of VCs done locally in router,
it introduces additional overhead resulting from synchronization protocol. How-
ever, at the same time, the control layer decreases the number of required buﬀer
queues (i.e., the number of priorities is independent of the available hardware re-
sources) as well as increases the performance of state based peripherals e.g. locality
of accesses to DDR-SDRAM memories.
Results from the conducted experiments confirm that the proposed resource
management scheme can further improve the performance of running applica-
tions. The first evaluation is performed through a comparison of the RM intro-
ducing a slack-based global and a dynamic prioritization of data streams with SPP-
based solutions. The former schedules BE and soft-real time (SRT) senders when-
ever the hard real-time (HRT) senders can be safely postponed. This is possible
whenever a slack is available, which is the temporal budget between the worst-
case response time of a HRT application and its deadline, cf. Section 3.6.2 from
Chapter 3. For the SPP arbitration carried out locally in routers, SRTs and BE
streams are always statically assigned the lowest priority. The slack budgets for
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Figure 5.16: Experimental setup used for evaluation of the dynamic priority based scheduler
in the RM, based on [75].
HRT senders, used in experimental runs, are computed oﬄine with analysis from
Section 4.1.1 (implemented in the pyCPA framework [42]). Figure 5.16 shows used
manual yet sparse mapping for the DRAM synchronization scenario of MPEG-4
use-case. HRTs as well as SRTs are mapped to the same VC and synchronized with
the same RM.
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Figure 5.18: Trace with completed transmis-
sions from the SRTT dfmul bench-
mark, based on [75].
The evaluation begins with an assessment of the performance gain for SRT
senders achieved through the proposed mechanism. Figure 5.17 presents laten-
cies of CHSTONE benchmarks (SRTs) when synchronized with tasks from MPEG-
4 (HRTs) and belonging to the DRAM’s synchronization scenario. Results concern
both the SPP arbitration and the RM using slack-based scheduling. One may ob-
serve that benchmarks synchronized with the RM finish faster compared to the
SPP despite the additional overhead resulting from the synchronization protocol.
The improvement varies among applications to reach a speedup value of nearly
60% for jpeg application. This depends on the duration and the frequency of
blocking in the NoC resulting from the access patterns of soft and hard real-time
applications. The speedup is also proportional to the number of memory accesses,
e.g. jpeg exposes the highest number of transfers and thereby highly benefits from
the improvement in network latency. Finally, it is visible that the protocol over-
head remains low compared to the transmission time (from 5 to 14 %).
For a detailed explanation, Figure 5.18 presents the evolution over time of the
number of completed transmissions from the dfmul benchmark. It is visible that
the application progresses significantly faster when synchronized with the RM.
The slack-based resource allocation allows SRT to fetch data and start early pro-
cessing, therefore accelerating the benchmark’s execution when compared to SPP.
As previously explained, the slack budget available to SRTs varies at runtime.
Figure 5.19 presents the evolution of the available slack over a time window of 200
ms in the considered DRAM scenario. Rising edges in the figure correspond to
the provisioning of the slack budget (between Smin and Smax) when a new HRTT is
activated, and falling edges to the consumption of the slack budget when a SRT is
granted access to the NoC. It is visible that the value of the available slack varies be-
tween the initial slack budgets (Smin/Smax) and ψ. Consequently, as the slack never
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(Available slack ≥ SRTTs
requirements).
Figure 5.20: Experimental setup with map-
ping of HRT tasks performing
video denoising. Network de-
mands are presented in MB/s for
1080p and 40 fps, based on [77].
reaches ψ, SRTs can be safely accelerated by postponing the execution of HRTs
without causing a deadline miss. Moreover, it is visible that the available slack
stays on a relatively high level (compared to ψ). This means that the provided slack
budget is larger than the SRTs’ requirements. Therefore, the average performance
of HRTs has not decreased significantly.
Adaptive Load Distribution
As discussed in Section 3.6.5, the introduced control layer also oﬀers the possi-
bility to detour traﬃc instead of blocking it by activation of higher priority senders.
Consequently, BE senders may use multiple paths from the source to the destina-
tion, even if they overlap with links used by critical traﬃc. Nonetheless, whenever
safety HRT senders are active, these links are treated as the ones with the highest
contention and BE traﬃc is detoured to an alternative path - instead of blocking
it permanently as a state-of-the-art solution would do. As will be shown, such
arbitration results in the significantly improved average latencies of BE senders.
Therefore, the RM is gradually enhancing BE performance whenever the NoC con-
tention is high.
In this series of experiments, HRT senders are modeled after the real-time mul-
timedia application performing video noise reduction [95], see Figure 5.20. The
HRT traﬃc is distributed between the DRAM ports due to the conflicting tem-
poral (bandwidth) requirements: T2 into the port1, ETH & T3 into the port2. BE
senders are modeled after applications from the CHSTONE benchmark. A com-
parison is performed for three mechanisms: proposed adaptive load distribution
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(ALD) and other common solutions for mixed-critical NoCs: spatial isolation (SIS)
and temporal isolation (TIS) done by static priorities.
SIS enforces all BE senders to use the remaining PORT 0. For ALD and TIS the
load from BE senders is distributed between all the available ports (three BEs per
port using the shortest path and mapping as in [52]). Consequently, for ALD and
TIS, memory ports constitute three hot-modules and interfering senders using
each of them can be synchronized independently. ALD enforces one detoured path
per BE to PORT 0 - assured by XY-routing and non-blocking routers. For all HRTs,
the overhead against the slack budget was confirmed with the formal analysis done
in the PyCPA framework [42] (for ALD overhead around∼ 5% of transmission time
and between ∼ 0.1 to 0.2 % of period).
Figure 5.21 presents the achieved results - these values consider both the core ex-
ecution and the network communication (interference). It is visible that SIS oﬀers
safety at the cost of drastically decreased BE performance i.e. the longest trans-
mission latencies due to the strict separation resulting in the high interference in
PORT 0 and the increased average path’s length. For TIS, the distribution of the
BE traﬃc between the ports decreased the average transfer latencies and improved
the average BE performance. However, due to the temporal synchronization the
improvement is proportional to the HRT load (i.e. the duration of blocking) there-
fore the improvement is better for PORT 1 (one HRT sender) when compared to
PORT 2 (two HRT senders). Finally, ALD allowed further performance improve-
ment for traﬃc directed to PORT 1 and PORT 2 at the cost of a minimal slowdown
of applications accessing PORT 0. If HRTs are active, the traﬃc from BE senders
is redirected (detoured) to the PORT 0 causing an interference with benchmarks
which were running alone in the previous run (TIS). However, as detouring hap-
pens only during conflicts with HRT, on average (all benchmarks) 37% improve-
ment is reported when compared to SIS and 20% of an improvement when com-
pared to TIS. Note, that the diﬀerence between TIS and ALD is higher for PORT 2
(higher HRT load) than for PORT 1 (lower HRT load) as only the blocked traﬃc
can profit from the detouring (ALD), in contrast to TIS.
For a more detailed explanation, Figure 5.22 presents the histogram of laten-
cies from the adpcm benchmark running on the node connected to the R9. If the
NoC is protected by ALD most packets can progress using the optimal path (short
latencies) and only a few are detoured causing the gradual decrease of the perfor-
mance. In case of SIC, all transmissions must take a longer, non-optimal, path and
experience a higher interference from other BE senders - thus with significantly
higher average latencies. Finally, in case of TIS although some transmissions may
progress quickly (similarly to ALD), others are blocked by one or two consecutive
HRT transmissions (adequately around 1.5x and 2.5x depending on activities of
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Figure 5.21: Performance of CHSTONE
benchmarks (BEs) in the
usecase with ALD, based on [77].
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ETH0 and T3) jeopardizing the average performance.
The performance improvement depends heavily on the characteristics of mem-
ory access from the benchmarks. Figure 5.23 presents the improvement (normal-
ized w.r.t to SIS) for diﬀerent benchmarks running on the node connected to the
R9 (average from all possible benchmarks mappings). The improvement is sig-
nificant and varies among benchmarks starting from 25 % for adpcm to reach a
speedup value of nearly 55 % for dfdiv. The speedup is proportional to the fre-
quency and number of memory accesses as well as the activity of other senders, i.e.
a memory intensive application conducting more transfers experiences a higher
improvement in the response time than a computation intensive task.
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Figure 5.26: Trace from dfmul benchmark
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rivals in the DTS use-case, based
on [78].
Dynamic Rate Control
This section presents results proving that the control-layer can eﬃciently con-
trol rates at which running applications access the NoC. At each source node, the
monitor regulates the rate with which the source can inject traﬃc in the NoC. The
major drawback of this solution is that the rates are adjusted statically according to
the worst-case scenario, i.e., assuming that all senders are running simultaneously
with maximum possible transmission arrival rates. Therefore, this approach is not
work conserving and sacrifices the interconnect utilization whenever senders ex-
pose dynamics in the execution time, release jitter or communication volume and
the system is not highly loaded. In contrast, the control layer oﬀers a solution ac-
cording to which the regulation is performed dynamically (at runtime) according
to the system load i.e. the number of simultaneously active applications. Con-
sequently, the introduced approach results in a higher performance and tighter
guarantees while simultaneously decreasing hardware (up to 60 %) and temporal
overhead (up to 80%) when compared to existing solutions.
The evaluation starts with an assessment of the performance gain achieved through
the proposed mechanism. Figure 5.25 presents the average response times of CH-
STONE benchmarks running in the considered scenario, with mapping presented
in Figure 5.24. Results include the distributed traﬃc shaping (DTS) arbitration in
NI (rates adjusted and fixed according to the worst-case requirements in NIs and
not in routers) as well as the RM approach (rates decreasing uniformly with the
increasing number of active senders). One may observe that benchmarks synchro-
nized with the RM finish faster despite the additional overhead resulting from
the synchronization protocol. The improvement is significant and varies among
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Figure 5.27: Average latencies for DTS and RM in the system requiring non-symmetric guar-
antees, based on [78].
benchmarks starting from 50 % for blowfish to reach a speedup value of nearly 85%
for mips. This depends on the frequency and access patterns of initiated transmis-
sions as well as on the activity of other senders. The speedup is also proportional
to the number of memory accesses, i.e. an application conducting more transfers
experiences a higher improvement in the response time due to the dynamic rate
RM arbitration. It is also visible that the protocol overhead remains low compared
to the transmission time (∼ 15%).
For a detailed explanation, Figure 5.26 presents the evolution of the first 1000
accesses of the dfmul benchmark in the system using the RM along with the varia-
tion of the number of active senders (right Y-axis). It is visible that the benchmark’s
speed depends on the present system mode, i.e. packets latency varies according
to the number of senders running in parallel. In the simulation, one may observe
a maximum number of 5 active applications running in parallel with dfmul, for a
total number of 8 synchronized applications. Moreover, during 60% of the time
there is only one application running together with the considered benchmark.
Consequently, the RM may significantly increase the transmission rate and pro-
vide high performance improvement at runtime. This performance gain results
from the moderate load of the system during runtime.
The next comparisons concern the average latencies of transmissions synchro-
nized with the RM against the system utilizing DTS when non-symmetric guar-
antees are required. The same experimental setting as previously is applied this
time in a priority based system, where MPEG-4 tasks communicating with the
DRAM memory are assigned priorities: tasks with higher frequencies are assigned
a higher priority according to a rate monotonic scheme.
Recall, that each task conducts periodically burst-accesses (of equal length) to
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the NoC. DTS used to enforce non-symmetric guarantees applies a static mini-
mum distance function between two transmissions according to the priority, i.e.
a shorter distance (high rate) in case of high priority transmissions. In case of the
RM, the rates of tasks can be increased whenever it is possible, i.e other tasks are
not active. The rate decreases with the increase in the number of active senders,
however it cannot be lower than the rate which allows all active applications to
meet their timing constraints.
Figure 5.27 presents the results for MPEG-4 decoder tasks. It is visible that when
DTS is used, the average latencies increase along with the decreasing priorities of
senders which get a low rate according to their priority level. Whenever the RM
is applied, applications with lower priorities benefit significantly from the unused
bandwidth by increasing their rate whenever it is possible (i.e when higher priority
applications are not active), therefore achieving an increasing speed of up to 30%
for the UPSMAP module. The transmissions with higher priorities achieve similar
average latencies as for DTS.
5.4 Resource Overhead
As discussed, the proposed control layer introduces a resource synchronization
scheme which can be applied to the broad spectrum of the underlying NoC archi-
tectures if they comply with some general requirements established in Chapter 3
e.g., predictable arbitration in routers, adjustable admission control in nodes, a
predictable latency of control messages. In most setups, only small extensions of
the underlying infrastructure are necessary, e.g., additional registers/interfaces in
NIs, client logic. Moreover, the solution also oﬀers fine-granular resource control,
e.g., implantation entirely in hardware or HW-SW co-design for minimizing the
overhead. This section presents the results of the initial evaluation of the resource
overhead introduced by the mechanism. The initial designs followed as an exten-
sion of the baseline architecture are discussed in Section 3.1.
Hardware Implementation
The implementation of the control layer requires the introduction of a new RM
unit and clients. The considered hardware implementation follows the design
guidelines from Section 4.2.3. The RM is implemented in the form of a stand-alone
processing node connected with one of the existing network modules. The clients
are implemented as an extension of the NI in a system with a memory mapped
NoC, where the NI introduces a transparent address translation using LUTs, see
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Section 3.1. Moreover, the NI is already equipped with the mechanism for admis-
sion control, i.e., a rate-limiter which enforces a minimum temporal distance be-
tween the initiated transmissions.
The IDAMC platform [140] is selected as a basis for the implementation as it
complies with all the requirements mentioned above. The IDAMC’s routers’ and
NIs’ architectures follow the generic design from [37] which is frequently applied
by the research community. The deployment of the architecture is carried out on
a Virtex-6-LX760 Xilinx FPGA board using Xilinx ISE 14.6 with default optimiza-
tion setting and no special optimizations for the VHDL implementation. The de-
vice utilization data were collected from the Module Level Utilization Summary Report
produced by ISE.
Firstly, the results for several RM designs of increasing complexity are presented
in Table 5.2. All considered approaches have been introduced in Chapter 3. The re-
sults consider solely the main RM logic, i.e., they do not include the NI function-
ality (e.g., packetization and depacketization). All RMs assume the same size of the
stored tables with synchronization scenarios (64 entries). In the considered hard-
ware implementation, the following RM schedulers have been used: static prior-
ity preemptive (RM-SPP) from Section 3.6.2, temporal isolation with round-robin
(RM-RR) from Section 3.6.1, the adaptive load distribution (RM-ALD) from Sec-
tion 3.6.4 (the RM instead of blocking low-level senders redirects their traﬃc) and
finally, throttling using the dynamic traﬃc shapers (RM-DTS) from Section 3.6.5.
The overhead is compared with the size of an arbiter used to perform prioriti-
zation locally in router (fixed priority RTER-FP), see Section 3.1.1. The RTER-FP
approach uses two diﬀerent priorities in router and hence two virtual channels. In
general, the RTER-FP scheme the number of available priorities to the number of
VCs supported by the NoC.
The synthesis shows that the simple approaches (RM-RR, RM-SPP) introduce
less than 5% overhead to the area of the NI module. The more complex approaches
(RM-ALD, RM-DTS) introduce a slightly higher overhead (5.5%). The increase for
RM-ALD and RM-DTS results from the additional information and control logic
that is needed to estimate the path or rate limiter settings. However, all the ap-
proaches allow accounting for more priority levels that are available by the archi-
tecture. Hence, whenever more than two priorities supported by the scheduler
in the router (RTER-FP) are necessary, the overhead for the RM-based approaches
will not change. In contrast, the NoCs with classic prioritization done in routers
will have to increase the size of routers by adding additional buﬀer space to pre-
vent overflows or backpressure. The supplemental results for schedulers with even
higher complexity are available in [146].
The initial evaluation of a client functionality is realized as an extension of the NI
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Unit RTER-FP RM-RR RM-SPP RM-ALD RM-DTS
#Regs 2581 2674 2702 2707 2715
#LUTs 4925 5093 5160 5160 5162
Table 5.2: Synthesis results of a RM on a Virtex-6 LX760 FPGA.
from the baseline architecture presented in Section 3.1.2. The NI used as the basis
for the experiments is already equipped with rate limiters and translation tables
allowing memory mapped NoC address resolution. The NI extensions required by
clients follow the design from Section 4.2.3. The evaluation has been concluded
by Spieker in [131]. The synthesis results are given in Table 5.3. The table lists
all NI modules which have been extended to add a basis for client functionality.
The changes include the address translation table (for resolution of a local address
into NoC routes) (atransl0), the packetizer (packetizer0), the AHB slave interface of
the NI (slv_if0), and the client itself (resbroker0). For the sake of comparison, the
table also reports results for higher-level modules, e.g., the whole network interface
(netif0) without the client functionality as well as the entire MPSoC system (idamc).
It is easily visible that in comparison to other modules of the NI, clients, exhibit
a low demand for resources of the FPGA (1% of NI). The detailed evaluation is
available in [131].
Modul Slices Slice Reg LUTs LUTRAM BRAM FIFO
idamc 43.180 66.559 82.636 76 313
netif0 2.761 3.328 6.033 0 3
atransl0 73 12 132 0 1
packetizer0 254 17 447 0 0
slv_if0 397 621 1.051 0 0
resbroker0 30 70 79 0 0
Table 5.3: Synthesis results of a client as an extension of the network interface on a Virtex-6
LX760 FPGA, from [131].
Moreover, in many setups, the usage of the RM may save resources which would
have been assigned to assure real-time properties of synchronized senders. For ex-
ample, Figure 5.28 presents the area overhead resulting from the implementation
of RM and SPP arbitration performed locally in routers in NoCs for diﬀerent sizes
and number of employed priorities. Results are based on the implementation and
synthesis of the IDAMC platform with routers oﬀering five flit buﬀer per VC per
ingress port. For small NoCs with only a few HRTTs, the overhead of SPP and
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RM are comparable, e.g., 3600 vs 3200 LUTs for four priorities (VCs). However, in
case of larger designs, the RM reduces the area overhead significantly, e.g., for a
design with eight priorities (VCs) and 32 routers, the area required by the RM is
three times smaller than in case of SPP.
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Figure 5.28: Area overhead resulting from the RM in comparison with SPP done locally in
routers, based on [75].
HW/SW Co-Design
Finally, the RM unit and client can be implemented in software by re-using the
existing platform components. The presented results are based on the specifica-
tion from Section 4.1.3. The clients logic considers the processing of application
requests, synchronization with the RM and programming rate limiters provided by
the NI (i.e., it does not include functions of the NI such as packetization or address-
ing). The initial implementation of the control layer was written in C by consider-
ing the Leon3 processor supported by the IDAMC architecture. The compilation
was done using a standard GCC compiler (v4.7.3), i.e., the compilation process has
not been optimized with respect to any quality of service mechanism. The code size
for the implementation of clients is approx. 12 Kb. The code size for the RM unit is
approx. 20Kb. Additionally, the size of the tables with settings for synchronization
scenarios depends on the complexity of the protocol. In the considered scenario, a
LUT entry was made of ScenarioID (8bit max 256 senders, consequently SenderID
also 8bit) and priority (4 bits) adding up to 20 bits in total. The settings’ entry was
made of ScenarioID, SenderID, rate control settings(24 bits), route(32 bits) and VC
(4 bits) giving the total of 76 bits per entry. This evaluation shows that the proposed
control layer is feasible and can be performed at minimal overhead. The memory
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overhead is resulting from settings required for synchronization scales linearly
with respect to the number of scenarios and number of senders. The runtime of
the RM logic depends directly on the size of the RMs’ buﬀers, which is statically
configured at design time. Thus, RM the arbitration is performed at constant run-
times. Please refer to Section 5.5.1 for results regarding the execution times of the
synchronized software.
5.5 Case Studies with Commercial and Research MPSoCs
In order to present the eﬀectiveness of our approach, two implementations are
discussed using two diﬀerent MPSoCs as a baseline: the commercially available
MPPA [40] and the research oriented IDAMC [140]. Both MPSoCs target real-time
applications with high performance requirements. Consequently, the QoS control
layer is used to synchronize memory transfers as these transmissions allow us to
challenge the performance and the scalability of the system [153].
5.5.1 IDAMC - Research Platform
The Integrated Dependable Architecture for Many Cores (IDAMC) is a many-
core processor platform developed at the Institute of Computer and Network En-
gineering of the TU Braunschweig. Its primary purpose is the evaluation and in-
vestigation of how multi- and many-core architectures can be used in timing- and
safety-critical applications. The IDAMC [140] is a configurable many-processor
platform based on a NoC composed of nodes (N) connected in a 2D mesh topology.
Interconnect connects up to 64 nodes (NO-N63) composed of a router (R) and up
to four tiles (TI-T4) each. The Tiles are based on the open-source IP library from
Gaisler [53]. Each tile contains a bus-based (AMBA bus) sub-system, which may in-
clude one or multiple processors (up to 16 Leon3 SPARC cores), on-chip memory,
a DDR2 memory controller and other peripherals, e.g., interfaces to Ethernet.
The routers are equipped with up to 8 ports (4 neighbors, 4 local ports) and of-
fer support for a variable number of virtual channels (adjustable). The NoC of-
fers a general purpose architecture (i.e., performance optimized) where flexible
source routing and wormhole switching are used. Scheduling in routers is per-
formed using round-robin based arbitration (iSLIP protocol [101]) or static priori-
ties assigned to separate virtual channels. To support Quality-of-Service, nodes are
equipped with fine-grained traﬃc shapers (rate control). For safety-critical com-
munication, IDAMC applies scratchpad memories and DMA engines imposing a
large granularity of transfers. Consequently, the IDAMC NoC architecture is eﬃ-
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ciently analyzable with the CPA framework using the method from [44],[142], and
therefore can be used for implementation of the control layer. The implemen-
tation of the control layer in the IDAMC can follow in hardware, software or as
hardware/software co-design, due to availability of its HDL sources and FPGA de-
ployment.
Multi-threaded application: ADA
The evaluation of the control layer on the IDAMC platform was done with the
Artificial Demonstrator Application (ADA) use-case provided by Airbus within the
scope of the EMC2 project. The results has been reported in [26] and the presented
evaluation is based on this document. It mimics the behavior of a Helicopter
Terrain Awareness and Warning System (HTAWS) application which provides a
comprehensive, map-based overview of the helicopters’ surroundings in order to
prevent avoidable collisions with ground or obstacles. Note, that it’s functionality
is analogous to an automotive driver assistance system. Its main goal is to sup-
port steering of the aircraft in the following conditions: flying at night, changing
weather with poor visibility, rough terrain or at low altitudes.
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Figure 5.29: Main processing pipeline of the Artificial Demo Application (ADA) from Airbus
mimicking the behavior of Helicopter Terrain Awareness and Warning System
for helicopters, based on [26].
The ADA is built from 4 to 36 periodically activated threads. These threads con-
struct a single frame with a period of 67ms, designed for execution in a symmetric
multiprocessing (SMP) system. The single frame is composed of a variable number
of internal minor frames which are not synchronized. The main application (data)
flow comprises 4 major pipeline stages (see Figure 5.29). Two stages (decompress
and draw) can be further parallelized (data parallelism). The depth of these two
parallel stages can range from 1 to 16 threads each as the parallel operations are
independent. For the reference implementation provided by Airbus, all 4 stages
are executed sequentially on the singe core with a total period of 60ms. How-
ever, the execution of the stages can be further pipelined for increasing the overall
throughput.
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However, a careful evaluation of the application shows that only a further par-
allelization of stage (2) can lead to a speed-up of the application. This is because
the processing time of each pipeline stage is highly unbalanced, i.e. stage 2 con-
sumes most of the processing. Due to the imbalance between the processing time
in pipeline stages, the operation of the decompression stage has been spread over
multiple tiles, when porting the ADA to a multi-tile IDAMC setup. All other re-
maining stages have been executed on the same single tile. Figure 5.30 depicts this
scenario for a 4-tile instance of IDAMC. In the figure, T0 (Tile 0) executes the code
for pipeline stages 1, 3 and 4, while T1, T2 and T3 are responsible for processing
pipeline stage 2.
T1T0
T2 T3
1 Load
3 Issue
4 Draw
2 Decomp
2 Decomp 2 Decomp
Figure 5.30: Placement of stages on tiles and data flow through the NoC. In the figure, T0,
T1, T2 and T3 are IDAMC tiles, based on [26].
Notice that, depending on the size of the input being processed by the real
HTAWS application, pipeline stage 2 could be distributed over more than three
processing tiles. Moreover, regardless of the number of tiles over which pipeline
stage 2 is distributed, this implementation strategy requires chunks of data to be
transferred over the network. For instance, in Figure 5.30, the data produced by
the first pipeline stage (Load) must be sent over the NoC from T0 to T1, T2 and T3.
Similarly, the output of the second pipeline stage (Decompression) must be sent
over the NoC from T1, T2 and T3 back to T0.
Finally, in order to synchronize the operation of diﬀerent pipeline stages, a bar-
rier synchronization function is needed. This will be provided by a simple, shared-
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Figure 5.31: IDAMC experimental setup for testing ADA with control layer, based on [26].
memory based implementation built up from two-processor barriers called the
“Butterfly Barrier” [28]. This approach works with minimal resources (only a few
shared memory words are needed) and without adding any data traﬃc to the NoC
when a processor is actively waiting for the barrier to be reached by the other pro-
cessors.
Setup and Metrics.
While the data processing of all pipeline stages happens within a tile and is
therefore independent of applications running elsewhere in the system, data trans-
fers between the main tile and the three processing tiles for the Decompression
stage are dependent on the availability of the NoC. For example, consider the sce-
nario depicted in Figure 5.31, in which an application running on T3 (“streaming
app”) needs to regularly transfer data to T4 (“streaming target”). Notice that the
path that must be traversed for a NoC packet sent from T3 to reach T4 overlaps with
the path that tiles running the Airbus Application use to communicate with each
other. This means that the performance of ADA can be damaged by the streaming
application.
Therefore, to protect the safe and eﬃcient execution of the use-case, the con-
trol layer is used with the setup presented in Figure 5.31. In order to evaluate the
temporal isolation properties of the proposed control layer, a total of four tiles are
used to run ADA. Three tiles generate interference and one tile executes the RM.
Two pairs of scenarios are investigated (a pair refers to a set of two executions: one
in which requestors use the NoC without supervision, and one in which the re-
questors negotiate access to the NoC with the RM). As for performance metrics,
the following is considered:
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No interference With interference
10 Batches Latency Interference Size 10 Batches Latency (without RM) 10 Batches Latency (with RM)
8KB 8,302 ms 9,338 ms14,545 ms 128 KB 14,545 ms 9,182 ms
Table 5.4: Temporal isolation evaluation: latency to process 10-batches of data, based on [26].
The latency observed in order to process 10 batches of data, i.e. the amount
of time required for 10 batches of data to go through each of the 4 pipeline
stages of ADA. Each batch of data is 200 words.
The latency of individual data transfers.
For the evaluation, IDAMC is prototyped on a Virtex-6 FPGA. The chosen IDAMC
topology is the one depicted in Figure 5.31, in which a total of 8 tiles are present,
organized in a 2x4 mesh. The arbitration in routers follows the principles of the
iSLIP protocol [101]. The design works with a clock of 80 MHz. Moreover, the
NoC from IDAMC is configured to have 2 virtual-channels, one for data transfers
and another one for control information (only used if the access control layer is
employed). The buﬀer queues can store up to five flits.
Results
In the first series of experiments, the interfering requestors make transfers that
are 8 KB long. In the second, the transfer size is increased to 128 KB. The latency
to process a total of 10 batches (each with 200 words) of data is measured and pre-
sented in Table 5.4. The table summarizes the results obtained running ADA in
four processing tiles without the presence of interference (and without the use of
the control layer).
If no interference is present (leftmost column), the latency to process 10 batches
of data is of only 5,815 ms, which is significantly smaller than the values observed if
interference is present. In the presence of interference and without a NoC access
control layer (third column), the latency to process 10 batches of data depends dras-
tically on the size of the transfers performed by the interfering requestors. This
is because, as discussed in the previous section, each transfer is sent as a single
data-chunk in the NoC, which blocks other packets trying to use the same virtual
channel. In the presence of interference, but with a NoC access control layer (right-
most column), the latency to process 10 batches is independent of the size of the
transfers from the interfering requestors (although a small diﬀerence is seen, it is
considered negligible). This is because the NoC access control layer preempts the
interfering requestors when ADA wants to use the NoC. Finally, it is worth noticing
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that, even though the RM has preemption capabilities, control messages between
requestors and the RM must be exchanged, which takes extra time.
Consequently, ADA executes slower in a system with the RM than in a system
with no interference (and no RM), i.e. the values in the rightmost column are larger
than the values in the leftmost column. Considering the investigated scenarios, it
(a)
(b)
Figure 5.32: Worst case guarantees for a burst of 16 transmissions with jitter =10%P for the
ADA benchmark running on the IDAMC architecture (a) Transmission latency
(b) Protocol overhead resulting from RM, based on [26].
is also interesting to evaluate the latency of individual data transfers. In order to be
concise, this evaluation focuses on the latency of data transfers performed by Tile1
to Tile2 in Figure 5.31 (Tile2 implements the decompression stage of the processing
pipeline, and receives its input from Tile1). The measured results are depicted in
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Figure 5.32(a) and in Figure 5.32(b). To facilitate a comparison, both figures employ
the same scale. Notice that one transfer is required per each batch of data. Hence,
for each scenario, the latencies of 10 transfers are shown. In a system that relies on
a NoC admission control layer, the latency of the transfers from ADA behave pretty
similarly, regardless of how large the interfering transfers are (notice how the gray
bars from Figure 5.32(a) are similar to the ones from Figure 5.32(b)). In summary, the
use of a RM and the control layer enforces predictable transfer times. In a system
without a NoC admission control layer, the transfer times for ADA (black bars) can
vary drastically, depending on how much competition is observed in the NoC, i.e.
whether an ADA packet is stalled because a packet from the interfering requestors
is being transferred. Moreover, as expected, the latencies are significantly higher
if the interfering requestors make 128 KB transfers.
Furthermore, the results from the software implementation of the control layer
have proven that although the scheme follows the design principles of Software
Defined Networks (SDN) these principles are not naively transferable to the em-
bedded real-time domains. The implementation entirely in software results in ex-
cessively high synchronization latencies and the dynamic control must be applied
to processing nodes rather than routers. For instance, high latencies (milliseconds
in results from Table 5.4 and Figure 5.32) are driven by two main factors: custom
solutions resulting from the research oriented IDAMC design (e.g. stacked con-
trollers (AMBA, NoC), and low frequency of the processors 100MHz) as well as high
processing time of the software stack. The results have confirmed that straightfor-
ward implementation of the SDN paradigm for NoCs violates the properties of
synchronized workloads (e.g., short latencies of memory accesses) and can be ap-
plied only for some selected setups with low synchronization frequency. Recall,
that the introduced protocol overhead remains constant with respect to the trans-
mission latency (i.e. duration of synchronization), therefore can be acceptable if
synchronizations do not happen frequently. Finally, the control layer provides the
solution for formal verification of safety-critical systems which is not a case for
SDNs.
5.5.2 KALRAY MPPA - Commercial Platform
The initial evaluation is done considering the MPPA2-256 (Bostan) architecture
designed and commercialized by Kalray. The Multi-Purpose-Purpose Processing
Array (MPPA) integrates 256 processing engine (PE) cores and 32 resource manage-
ment cores on a single 28nm CMOS chip. These cores are divided into sixteen
computing clusters and four I/O subsystems, see Figure 5.33.
Each of the I/O sub-systems contains a DDR-SDRAM memory (with access to up
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to 64GB external DDR), one Ethernet controller, one PCI Express (PCIe) controller,
64 GPIOs, two quad-cores with shared D-cache, an on-chip memory of 4MB, and
other I/O devices [40].
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Figure 5.33: The block diagram of the MPPA2-256 (Bostan) architecture, based on [71].
The MPPA provides two distinct physical network layers: a control NoC (C-NoC)
and a high-bandwidth data NoC (D-NOC) for DMA transfers. Both NoCs support
full duplex links (4B/cycle), wormhole switching, 5-port NoC routers, and output
buﬀering without virtual channels. The FIFO buﬀer in the router is 401 flits deep
for each queue in the D-NoC and eight flits deep for each queue in the C-NoC.
The 2D torus topology, see Figure 5.34, connects 32 routers. Sixteen routers (ap-
propriately nodes 1-16) are connected to a processing node (cluster) whereas the
remaining ones are connected with I/O peripheral banks on the top (T1-4), bottom
(B1-4), left (L), and right (R) edges of the chip.
The MPPA routers implement a round-robin arbitration and the nodes oﬀer rate
regulators (rate limiters) with fine-grained traﬃc control, cf. Sec. 3.6.5. This flow
regulation is adjusted for the formal verification done with the network calculus
[89] framework. The network calculus establishes a set of linear constraints on
the link bandwidths (“capacity constraints”) and on the router FIFO queues’ sizes
(“backlog constraints”). Consequently, the admission control is done for each net-
work node independently and controlled by a packet shaper and a traﬃc limiter
in tandem. These units allow adjusting the bandwidth quota as well as a maxi-
mal payload for each regulator per temporal window which is global for the whole
D-NoC. The QoS guarantees rely on the absence of buﬀer overflows in the NoC
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routers [41]. Therefore, the guarantees directly depend on the number of the si-
multaneously running senders and the amount of transmitted data.
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Figure 5.34: 2D torus topology of the C-NOC and D-NOC interconnect layers used by the
MPPA architecture, based on [71].
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Figure 5.35: Dataflow of the PARSEC bodytrack benchmark, based on [20] and [149].
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Bodytrack application from PARSEC benchmark.
The evaluation is done using the bodytrack computer vision application from
the PARSEC benchmark [20]. The presented analysis of the benchmark is based on
the results from [149]. Bodytrack provides a workload from the computer vision
application designed by Intel. The benchmark applies an annealed particle filter
for tracking 3D-pose or movement of a markerless human body [13]. Its behavior is
similar to modules foreseen for autonomous driving - Advanced Driver Assistance
System (ADAS) - where a car relies on computer vision for its real-time interactions
with an environment without any available aid, e.g., constrained behavior.
Figure 5.35 presents the data flow for the bodytrack application. The recorded
video frames are stored in the main DDR-SDRAM memory. Consequently, the
”GetObservation” module reads four original camera images and four foreground
maps. The experiments used the Parsec’s native input set of frames: 4 cameras, 261
frames, 4000 particles and five annealing layers. Each frame has a 640x480 pixels
resolution and corresponds to 300kB per frame, which makes a total of 2.4MB of
input for the ”GetObservation” module. Later, the results from the ”GetObserva-
tion” module are provided to the ”CalcWeight” module. They contain four edge
maps and four foreground maps (2.5MB). For each of the five annealing steps, Gen-
erate module transfers 4000 new particles to the ”CalcWeight” module (1.1 MB).
Next, results from ”CalcWeight” are provided back to the ”Generate” module (same
1.1 MB). Once the annealing of the frame finishes, the ”CalcWeight” module pro-
duces data to the ”Output” module with the size of 106kB. Finally, the ”Output”
module fetches the four original frames (1.2MB) and produces an output image of
301kB with a marked position of the body.
The stages of the bodytrack benchmark (GetObservation, CalcWeight, Generate,
Output) operate with the Pthreads library. Consequently, a further parallelization
with stages is possible, e.g., computing gradient magnitude and threshold, apply-
ing Gaussian blur when creating edge map, generating new particle, and calculat-
ing particle weight. The multithreading follows the map-reduce principles: the
main thread distributes the workload among worker threads and resumes when it
receives the results from all independent computations.
Setup and Metrics
This section presents an exemplary deployment of a BODYTRACK functionality
from the PARSEC benchmark in the MPPA using the control layer. The descrip-
tion is based on [149] which contains further details. The limiting factor for the
deployment of the benchmark is the amount of the data and instruction memory
which is available per cluster. Consequently, the presented solution is done under
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the assumption that each cluster has at least 2MB of internal (on-chip) memory.
Figure 5.37 presents the mapping of the Bodytrack modules as well as the RM unit.
Loop: 5x
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Figure 5.36: Workflow of the PARSEC’s bodytrack benchmark adjusted for the 2MB scratch-
pad memories in clusters, based on [20] and [149].
The operations of modules ”GetObservation” and ”CalcWeight” are divided into
two parts for using available scratchpad memories, as presented Figure 5.36. Con-
sequently, during each computational cycle of bodytrack, the ”GetObservation1”
module requires 4 frames and the remaining class ”TrackingModel” (1.3MB). Later,
the ”CalcWeight1” module uses ”TrackingModel” class with four edge maps. The
”GetObservation2” module receives four foreground maps (1.2MB). After finish-
ing its operation, the ”CalcWeight1” module transmits them to the ”CalcWeight2”
module. To execute each of the annealing steps, the ”CalcWeight1” module receives
4000 new particles from the ”Generate” module. Later, the ”CalcWeight1” module
uses them for computation along with the input from the ”GetObservation1”.
The ”CalcWeight2” module receives the interim results (1.1MB). The ”CalcWeight2”
module processes the 4000 particles along with four foreground maps from the
”GetObservation2” module. Its output is provided to the ”Generate” module. Af-
ter annealing is finished, the ”Output” module receives 106kB data from the ”Cal-
cWeight2” module. Finally, the ”Output” module may generate and write to the
DDR SDRAM memory the final image (300kB). This operation requires four orig-
inal frames from the ”GetObservation2” module and the input from the ”Cal-
cWeight2” module.
In order to deploy the bodytrack benchmark the upper half of the MPPA archi-
tecture is used, see Figure 5.37. The main mapping goal was to minimize distances
between the modules. Both ”GetObservation” modules are placed one hop from
the left I/O sub-system. After consideration of the annealing steps which must
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Figure 5.37: Mapping of bodytrack modules to the MPPA nodes, based on [149].
be conducted in a loop, the ”CalcWeight1” and ”CalcWeight2” modules as well as
the ”Generate” module are mapped in the nearest proximity. Moreover, the ”Cal-
cWeight2” module has a direct connection to the left I/O sub-system to provide the
data to the ”Output” module. The results from both of ”GetObservation” modules
are stored intermediately in the DDR SDRAM. Later, the ”CalcWeight1” and ”Cal-
cWeight2” modules can read this data directly (notice one hop distance). This also
helps to keep the executions of the ”GetObservation” and ”CalcWeight” in order.
The Output module is running on a quad-core processor in the left I/O system
connected with the node ”L2”. Due to the full duplex lines on each MPPA link,
the transmission from the I/O sub-system from and to modules do not interfere.
The proposed mapping in Figure 5.37 depicts only one exemplary solution, as 2D
topology oﬀers rotational symmetry.
Clearly, integration of the QoS control plane should, at best, not add to the com-
plexity of the system during operation for both cost and performance reasons. Due
to the ASIC deployment of the MPPA, the software implementation of the client
and the RM has been considered. The resulting design follows the principles of
HW/SW co-design implementation of the control layer which was described in the
previous chapter. For example, the considered centralized setup for the QoS con-
trol plane consists of clients and the RM. Processor clusters in MPPA architecture
are equipped with special supervisor/”high-performance” nodes (used for system’s
boot-up and configuration) which could be used for hosting and accelerating the
main RM’s logic as well as clients. The initial stand-alone software library was
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programmed in C using the GNU-toolchain, supported by MPPA, with standard
libraries (uClibc, Newlib). The RM required between 12kB and 128kB depending
on the number of synchronized applications and the complexity of the use-case.
Clients required between 12kB and 48kB depending on the use-case. As the com-
plexity of the central RM unit is higher than a client, it can be implemented in the
form of a stand-alone processing node, therefore it is mapped to the Cluster 11.
Note that the pure benchmarks’ functionality has been compiled as a barebone C
library with a standard GNU toolchain (gcc ver 4.7.3) . Therefore, its size may change
depending on the form of deployment on the MPPA. The control messages were
transmitted on the independent, physically separated, control NoC (C-NoC).
To evaluate the temporal isolation properties of the proposed control layer a
formal worst-case analysis of the architecture has been conducted. The developed
framework accounts for wormhole switching and considers the eﬀect of pipelin-
ing and parallel transmissions. The details of the implementation for MPPA are
available in [149]. The following setup of the MPPA architecture has been used for
evaluation: flit size: 32 bits; maximum payload in flits per packet: 32; protocol over-
head per packet: 2 flits; link bandwidth: 2.4GB/s; constant router delay: 2ns; buﬀer
size: 12 packets. Two pairs of scenarios are investigated: one in which requestors
use the NoC without supervision, and one in which the requestors negotiate ac-
cess to the NoC with the RM. For evaluation purposes it is assumed that bodytrack
modules are safety-critical (i.e., have hard real-time requirements) and must not
lose any data as it would happen in case of ADAS modules. Consequently, the goal
is to evaluate guarantees for bodytrack functions considering diﬀerent levels of
load from interfering senders. These interfering senders are other applications
(BE and soft-real time) sharing links with the considered critical modules. The
load assignment for BE and SRTs is enforced with rate-regulators. Note, that such
resource sharing can happen in MPPA as bodytrack occupies less than 30% of the
available processing nodes on chip. As metrics, the worst-case backlog (worst-case
number of packets in routers buﬀer queue) and worst-case latency of a transmis-
sion have been selected.
Results Evaluation
The MPPA is eﬃciently analyzable with the network-calculus framework [41]
or with the SLA framework [149], therefore capable of providing inputs for the
admissibility tests. Consequently, for selected, accumulated load values (from all
synchronized senders), it is possible to get the upper-bound on the worst case la-
tencies, if they do not exceed the available link bandwidth.
For instance, Figure 5.38(a) presents the worst-case latency for the ”GetObserva-
tion” module. The results are based on the work of Wang reported in [149]. The
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”GetObservation” module’s bandwidth requirements have been scaled depending
on the frequency and resolution of frames from video cameras constituting the
main input (from 10% to 90% of link bandwith). It is visible, that in most sce-
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Figure 5.38: Worst case guarantees for a burst of 10 transmissions (a) transmission latency (b)
backlog in an MPPA using rate limiters. Results are based on [149].
narios the worst-case latency is below 50ms, which is acceptable when compared
to the assumed deadline of 200ms. Consequently, the 2.4GB/s link oﬀered by the
MPPA is more than enough for the selected setups.
However, these formal Quality-of-Service guarantees rely on the absence of a
FIFO queue overflow in the NoC routers as discussed in [41] and [149]. Therefore,
they directly depend on the number of simultaneously running applications and
the amount of sent data. The static resource allocation enforced by rate regulation
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can control only the latter. Therefore, the guarantees are either overly pessimistic
or cannot be given i.e. there is an upper bound on the number of applications shar-
ing a path. Figure 5.38(b) presents a worst-case backlog analysis conducted for an
exemplary deployment of a BODYTRACK module from the PARSEC benchmark.
In the considered scenario, along with the increasing requirements of a sender
(resolution and frequency of video frames as % of bandwidth) and the load from
interfering senders, the backlog also increases. Consequently, in all scenarios, an
interfering load higher than 30% of the bandwidth capacity leads to a violation of
safety guarantees.
The next series of experiments investigates the eﬀects of backlog in detail. Fig-
ure 5.39(a) presents a comparison of worst-case guarantees for an exemplary de-
ployment of a BODYTRACK module from the PARSEC benchmark sharing a buﬀer
in setups with diﬀerent NoC load induced by a varying number of interfering
senders. For each series of experiments, 1000 diﬀerent scenarios have been gen-
erated with interfering senders placed maximum four hops from the target DDR3
controller. Results depict the percentage of schedulable scenarios, i.e. scenarios in
which all the transmissions finish before their deadline.
Consequently, in MPPA along with the increasing accumulated NoC load from
interfering transmissions the backlog also increases and the guarantees in most
considered scenarios cannot be given, i.e., not schedulable setups. For the further
details of evaluation please refer to [149].
In contrast, deployment of the RM results in an significant increase of the uti-
lization by switching on and oﬀ selected senders, thus the RM keeps the backlog
always on an acceptable level, see Figure 5.39(b). The introduced overhead, in the
considered scenario, was always below 5% of a transfer duration (RM placed three
hops from sender). Moreover, the RM may decrease or increase injection rates for
a particular node dynamically depending on the number of concurrently active ap-
plications. The mechanism is capable of enforcing symmetric and non-symmetric
guarantees. In the former, transmission rates decrease uniformly for all applica-
tions belonging to a synchronization scenario along with the increasing number
of concurrent senders. In the latter, transmission rates also depend on the applica-
tion’s importance and may diﬀer between senders. The non-symmetric mode can
be used in a mixed-criticality system to maintain guarantees of the critical appli-
cations through limiting best-eﬀort traﬃc, see Section 3.6.5. The presented results
are based on [84].
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Figure 5.39: Percentage of schedulable scenarios (out of 1000 runs) for an MPPA running (a)
without RM (b) with control layer, based on [84].
5.6 Evaluation against requirements
Section 1.4 described the set of functional and non-functional requirements
which NoCs should support to host workloads from real-time and/or safety-critical
domains. The next paragraphs provide a detailed discussion of how to achieve
these goals with help of the control layer. The presented conclusions are sup-
ported with the experimental results from the previous chapter. A summary with
detailed evaluation of the mechanism with respect to the initial requirements is
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presented in Tables 5.5 and 5.6 which include a comparison with other real-time
mechanisms for NoCs.
R1 Traﬃc Types
R1 refers to support for multiple classes of real-time traﬃc, e.g., GL, GT, BE. This
goal can be achieved with the control layer because:
the control layer can implement diﬀerent arbitration methods for diﬀerent
synchronized senders, groups of senders, or even selected nodes in the NoC
(parts of the network)
clients are capable of providing fine-granular support for diﬀerent admis-
sion control mechanisms (rate limiters, address translation tables) which al-
lows treating diﬀerently the short (cache-based) and long (DMA-based) trans-
missions
the mechanism permits flexible, eﬃcient and safe incorporation of scenar-
ios where multiple diﬀerent traﬃc types share the interconnect. Diﬀerent
resource allocation schemes can be applied to accommodate these traﬃc
classes without the need for modification of underlying router architectures.
R2 Workload Integration
R2 demands from NoCs to provide eﬃcient support for real-time requirements
without the need to modify legacy code and other IPs. The proposed mechanism
achieves this goal as the synchronization between the RM and clients can be fully
transparent to the legacy code and be implemented as an extension of the underly-
ing NoC infrastructure, e.g., extensions of the NIs. Note, that the accuracy and gran-
ularity of synchronization constitutes the main trade-oﬀ, as discussed in Chapter 3.
Clients must distinguish between diﬀerent transmissions which requires synchro-
nization with the RM. In case of the coarse grained solution, the client’s arbitration
is applied to the accumulated workload (traﬃc from all senders running on this
tile). This keeps client complexity at a relatively low level as there is no need to
recognize and store information about individual transmissions/connections ini-
tiated in the tail. The fine-grained integration of workload requires distinguish-
ing between initiated transmissions from individual senders. This can be achieved
through extensions of the address translation units (similar to MMU/MPU) in the
NI. However, to achieve the highest eﬃciency some adjustments of the code run-
ning on core may be necessary. An example, would be a new system call which
would allow the client to precisely identify a sender (e.g. an OS would write the
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appropriate value to the clients register). Note, that such extensions will usually
require only minor extensions of OS/drivers for tasks running on the tile.
R3 Flexibility
The proposed solution achieves flexibility of the design through support for dif-
ferent resource allocation strategies depending on a particular setup. As discussed,
switching between diﬀerent strategies for resource allocation in NoCs is relatively
simple with the control layer. It requires only reprogramming of the RM module
which for this purpose can be delivered in software or as a microcoded processor.
It is also possible to apply diﬀerent resource allocation policies within regions of
the same NoC. For instance, for selected nodes static priority based scheduling can
be applied whereas for other regions strict temporal isolation of senders with TDM
can be applied. The arbitration can be fine-granular and limited to a specific set
of resources (e.g. path through the NoC, virtual channel) or mode of system’s work
(e.g. performance optimized for regular work and priority based for emergency
situations).
Finally, the application of diﬀerent resource arbitration strategies does not re-
quire modifications of routers. Therefore, it is possible to oﬀer one chip with a
generic router architecture and switch-on the real-time / safety features only in
case of concrete deployments, i.e., oﬀer safety and real-time as a feature for a spe-
cific design.
R4 Dynamics
The mechanism handles eﬃciently and safely dynamics in the system’s behav-
ior. Firstly, it oﬀers support for work-conserving resource arbitration schemes.
Therefore, the workloads are processed as soon as they arrive (or NoC resources
are released) minimizing the penalty for senders with variable transmission times
or changes in the amount of transmitted data. Furthermore, our solution allows
the deployment of a sophisticated contract-based QoS provisioning without intro-
ducing complex and hard to maintain management schemes, known from static
arbiters. Consequently, the QoS control plane dynamically adapts the NoC to the
changing system behavior, mode or environment, which can be influenced by on-
chip as well as oﬀ-chip factors, e.g.:
in-field software integrations, including upgrades, software modifications,
conditional, or mode dependent functions
transient errors resulting from technology downscaling raising the suscep-
tibility of the hardware
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self-optimization with respect to aging (temperature), power consumption,
response time, or resource utilization
predictable fail-operational behavior providing for minimum performance
overhead error recovery procedures without functional hazard
Recall, that adjustments of scheduling policy can also be done in already deployed
chips, as they usually require only a reconfiguration of the RM unit. This per-
mits optimizing, modifying and updating the real-time and safety policy along
with updates of running applications (workloads). Such adjustments can be hard
or even not possible in case of other QoS mechanisms which are usually integral
(hard-coded) part of routers in a NoC. Finally, the control layer may provide self-
aware arbitration where the RM adjusts its policy based not only on the predefined
scheduling algorithm but also considering the monitoring data (e.g. temperature,
access patterns). However, although such approach allows a far-reaching optimiza-
tion to achieve high performance, it may be hard to certify such systems due to its
complexity. Therefore, this challenge is left for future investigation.
R5 Fairness
The control layer allows NoC infrastructure to provide fair allocation of inter-
connect resources whenever RT senders have diﬀerent requirements.
Firstly, the proposed mechanism supports diﬀerent resource allocation schemes,
e.g., round-robin, static and dynamic priorities, which could be applied depend-
ing on the deployed workloads. The RM has knowledge of the global state of the
NoC - which sender is active and which resources are occupied. Using this infor-
mation, the RM may dynamically decrease or increase the allocated NoC resources
(e.g. adjust rate limiters) for a particular node depending on the current system
mode. Each mode is set out by the number of currently active applications, and
determines the minimum time separating every two transmissions issued from
the same application. The mechanism is capable of enforcing symmetric and non-
symmetric guarantees. In the former, the amount of allocated NoC resources de-
creases uniformly for all synchronized senders along with the increasing number
of connections (transmissions) running in parallel. In the latter, the amount of
allocated NoC resources depends not only on the current system mode but also on
the sender’s particular requirements (e.g. deadline, slack, priority) and may diﬀer
between tiles and senders. The non-symmetric mode can be used in a mixed-
criticality system to maintain the critical application guarantees while reducing
BE traﬃc. Consequently, the introduced mechanism enforces behavioral models
which are 0required to meet the critical timing constraints of the system for each
application at runtime.
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R6 Mixed-Criticality
Interfering HRTTs and BEs senders are synchronized using the control layer.
This enables the RM to use a dynamic priority arbitration and thus to give BEs
access to the NoC whenever there is an available slack and resources are available.
R7 Switch-oﬀ QoS
R7 demands from the NoC architecture to provide a mechanism to switch-oﬀ
real-time and/or safety mechanisms whenever there are no deployed senders with
such requirements. Achieving this goal is straightforward with the control layer.
The QoS arbitration introduced by the RM and clients is built on-top of the exist-
ing routers. Therefore, by switching oﬀ clients it is possible to provide the generic
NoC functionality. Note, that the hardware overhead resulting from the unused
mechanism (clients and the RM) is relatively low and most resources may be re-
leased for non real-time setups. Recall that clients are created as extensions of
the existing mechanisms in the NIs, thus only small extensions of interfaces and
logic are necessary. Moreover, the software deployment of the RM and clients is
also possible. In this, case the NI should only provide an interface for controlling
its QoS mechanisms (e.g. programming of rate limiters or adress translation ta-
bles) for a client running as a task on a processing node (e.g. extension of the OS).
Similarly, the processing node used to deploy the RM software can be directly re-
covered and applied for other purposes whenever there is no need for real-time
and/or safety. Note also that the deployment of the control layer may be limited to
selected parts (regions) of the SoC.
R8 Scalability
Requirement R8 demands from the NoC architecture to provide performance
(average and worst-case) proportionally to the load at runtime (i.e. work conserving
arbitration) and not other static factors, such as the number of senders. To do so,
the control layer introduces a work-conserving scheduling of network traﬃc, i.e.,
it always tries to keep the network resources (links and buﬀers) busy whenever
there are pending connections. This feature along with the capability to run on-
top of performance optimized NoC architecture allows overcoming limitations of
the strict temporal or spatial arbitration.
However, there are several design trade-oﬀs which one must consider while im-
plementing the control layer directly influencing the scalability of the approach.
This is due to the additional latency resulting from the synchronization of the
clients and the RM with the selected protocol.
Each control message may interfere with other control messages during trans-
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mission or processing. This overhead depends on the frequency, number and la-
tency of necessary synchronizations and re-configurations. Note that, in the con-
sidered embedded real-time and/or safety-critical domains, the behavior and char-
acteristics of real-time applications are usually well specified and tested, in con-
trast to the oﬀ-chip networks where the behavior of nodes is often unknown at
design time. Therefore, it is possible to derive a load distribution to estimate this
interference (i.e. overhead of the synchronization) and assess if response times stay
within requested bounds. If the overhead is too high, the designer still has several
mechanisms to control it:
Settings for some applications may be kept on a constant level in some or all
modes, i.e., decrease the number of modes of system work. This limits the
number of necessary synchronizations and re-configurations.
In systems where multiple disjoint sets of interfering applications exist, the
designer may use diﬀerent RMs to synchronize each of them independently.
For maximum performance one may connect the clients and the RM with
dedicated lines (star topology). In this case only processing delay must be
considered.
Adjust the granularity of the synchronization. The overhead decreases, as an
absolute ratio, with increasing length of connection as the protocol overhead
is constant with respect to the transmission/connection duration.
Decrease the complexity of the protocol or apply another resource allocation
scheme.
The latency of control messages is crucial for the performance of the proposed
mechanism. In order to minimize the interference with other traﬃc in the base-
line NoC, the control messages are transmitted using VC with the highest priority.
More generally, control messages can be allocated to any available VC capable of
giving latency guarantees, a dedicated independent control NoC, using an addi-
tional bus, e.g. bus-enhanced NoC; or signal lines for maximum performance.
To summarize, the predominant trade-oﬀ resulting from global synchroniza-
tion is between fine granular adjustments (for increasing performance) and both
temporal (interference) and hardware (size of clients and RM) overhead.
R9 Locality
R9 demands that the NoC architecture provides the possibility to prevent inter-
leaving of diﬀerent transmissions. The proposed admission control achieves this
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goal through a considered holistic approach: (i) it preserves the locality of memory
accesses since the access to the NoC is allocated to the entire transmission (ii) it
adjusts the order of granted transmissions (connections) to mitigate the manage-
ment overhead resulting from the arbiter in the peripheral (interference between
the transmissions in the resource scheduler). The RM may introduce a resource
oriented arbitration to decrease the performance overhead between the NoC and
the memory controller. Furthermore, the RM may improve the (formally proven)
worst-case guarantees. A detailed discussion of the interface between the control
layer and DDR SDRAM is provided in Section 3.8.
R10 Verification
R10 states that the NoC architecture should support eﬃcient formal verification
for standardization/certification purposes (whenever relevant). The control layer
achieves these goals, what has been proven in related publications e.g. [81], [78],
[83]. In order to provide the predictability of the system, it is possible to com-
pute a bound on the worst case latency for each sender synchronized with the RM.
The analysis takes into consideration other interfering senders as well as the over-
head of the protocol. The timing relations of the individual transmissions can be
abstracted by event models [61] to capture the worst-case and best-case behavior
of every possible transmission arrival/activation pattern. Therefore, one may use
temporal-analysis frameworks, such as the Compositional Performance Analysis
(CPA) [61, 42] (which is applied in this work), to capture the dynamics of the sys-
tem’s behavior with event models.
Additionally, the proposed centralized architecture with the RM permits real-
izing globally optimal network management based on the current network state.
This allows the designer to avoid complex (and potentially lengthy) distributed
network control protocols and synchronization scenarios which have to account
for the network state before they can take appropriate measures, e.g., propagation
of blocking, cyclic dependence. Therefore, the control layer frequently allows pro-
viding shorter, formally proven guarantees for end-to-end temporal guarantees in
complex SoCs, and or limit the amount of resources (e.g. buﬀers) necessary for
providing such guarantees when compared to other state-of-the-art solutions.
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Relevant
Requirement
Feature \
Mechanism Type
Performance
Optimized NoC
(PS, VC, round-robin)
Static Temporal Isolation
(TDM)
Dynamic Temporal Isolation
(Baseline NoC - PS +
VC + RL, static priorities)
RM + Baseline NoC
(PS + VC + RL, static priorities)
R1
Quality of
Support for
GL
low
(depends on number of senders
and msg. size)
medium
(depends
on the size of the slots,
and synchronization of
senders w.r.t TDM-cycle)
medium
(depends
on senders priority;
num. of VCs,
and number
of priorities)
high
(independent of available
NoC resources
through diﬀerent
allocation schemes
may be directly adjusted
to requirements of senders)
R1
Quality of
Support for
GL
low
(static isolation
depends directly
on the available resources)
high medium
high
(possibility to eﬃciently
schedule whole logical transmissions)
R6
Performance
of BE
senders in
mixed-critical
scenarios
high
(low avg latencies)
low
(high avg latencies,
depends on the slot
size and number of senders)
low
(usually lowest priority
high. avg. latencies)
high
(possibility to apply
slack-based arbitration,
low average latences)
R2, R3
Sender
Penalty
for Var. Trans
Size
low
high
(depends on the slot size
and num. of senders)
low
low
(support for work-conserving
schedulers)
R2, R3
Sender
Penalty for
Var. Jitter
low
(work-conserving
arbitration)
high
(depends on the slot size
and num.of senders)
low
(work-conserving
arbitration)
low
(support for multiple
work-conserving
schedulers)
R5, R3
Arbitration
Fairness
for GL
Senders
low
(depends on the distances
and traﬃc from other
senders)
medium
(depends on the slot
allocation policy)
low
high
(multiple schedulers
including dynamic priorities
and round-robin)
R5,R3
Arbitration
Fairness
for GT
Senders
low
(depends on the distances
and traﬃc from other senders)
medium
(depends on the slot
allocation policy)
medium
(depends on available
resources)
high
(multiple schedulers
including dynamic priorities
and round-robin)
R4, R3
Performance
Penalty for
others senders
in setups
with jitter and
var. trans
no yes(high) no
no
(RM supports several
work-conserving
schedulers)
R7
Possibility to
switch-oﬀ
QoS
yes no
yes
(but BE workloads
may suﬀer from the
high performance penalty)
yes
Table 5.5: Evaluation of the control layer, part 1.
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Relevant
Requirement
Feature \
Mechanism Type
Performance
Optimized NoC
(PS, VC, round-robin)
Static Temporal Isolation
(TDM)
Dynamic Temporal Isolation
(Baseline NoC - PS +
VC + RL, static priorities)
RM + Baseline NoC
(PS + VC + RL, static priorities)
R7
Hardware
overhead
in setups with
disabled
QoS
low
(workloads may suﬀer
from high jitter)
high
(requires BE NoC
or traﬃc suﬀers from
high avg latencies)
medium
(but workloads may
suﬀer from the
high jitter and
out-of-order arrival of packets)
low
(most resources from
the control layer
can be re-assigned
for other purposes,
possibility to introduce
a round-robin
based scheduling on top
of routers with SPP)
R8 Support forScalability good
poor
(depends on the
num. of senders and
not their activities)
poor
(but statically limited to the
available HW resources)
good
(largely independent of the
underlying HW resources
e.g. priority-based sharing
of the same VC)
R8
Scalability
Temporal
Penalty
low
(but depends on
the available HW
resources)
high
(depends on the
num. of senders and
not their activities)
low
(if there
are enough HW resources)
medium
(depends on the protocol overhead
number and frequency of synchronized
reconfigurations)
R8
Scalability
Resources
Penalty
low
(but depends on
the available HW resources)
high
(requires optimization
of the slot allocation
e.g. PhaseNoC)
high
(a VC per priority level)
low
(proportional only to the load
and independent of resources)
R9 Support forLocality
no
(each individual packet is
treated equally thus
no protection for longer
transmissions)
yes
(but requires long TDM
slots, which decreases
performance in setups
with dynamics)
no
(yes only
for highest
prio)
yes
(The RM decides the order
of the transmissions therefore
non-preemptive priority
based schedules are also possible)
R10
Pessimism of
Formal
Verification
Static Setups
high
(large worst-case scenarios
with high interference)
low
medium
( depends on the
HW resources in NoC,
num. of VCs and size of buﬀers,
low if there are enough
resources otherwise high)
low
(application of the global scheduling
allows removing cyclic dependencies,
eﬃciently capture dynamics)
R10
Complexity
Formal
Verification
Static Setups
low low
low
( complexity depends
on the amount of
available NoC resources
low if there are enough
resources
high otherwise)
medium
(complexity depends
directly on the complexity
of the introduced
synchronization protocol)
Table 5.6: Evaluation of the control layer, part 2.
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5.7 Summary
This chapter provided the experimental evaluation of the proposed mechanism.
The conducted experiments concentrated on the worst-case guarantees and the
average performance achieved by senders synchronized with the proposed control
layer. As discussed in Chapter 1, these criteria are of critical importance for the
future generations of NoCs in real-time and/or safety-critical domains. For eval-
uation purposes, diverse benchmarks have been used. The experiments include
synthetic NoC workloads (for covering corner cases) as well as profiles of real ap-
plications (for testing an average behavior). The latter group of the traﬃc profiles
encompass memory traces from the CHSTONE benchmark[51] as well as multiple
use-cases: MPEG-4 [19], the real-time video denoising application [95], the auto-
mated flight manager from Airbus, and finally, the object detection in the bodytrack
application from the Parsec benchmark suite. One of the most significant features
of the control layer is its flexibility, allowing the straightforward integration in
diﬀerent NoCs. Therefore, tests considered not only the generic NoC with virtual
channels [37] (commonly applied in the related research) but also case studies with
the commercial (MPPA [40]) and research (IDAMC [140]) oriented MPSoCs.
Experimental results have confirmed the design assumptions from Chapter 3.
In the most of the considered scenarios, the control layer was capable of provid-
ing a high average performance along with tight real-time guarantees. Therefore,
results have proven that the proposed mechanism is capable of reducing perfor-
mance penalties resulting from other QoS schemes in real-time NoCs. Firstly, the
comparison with the TDM-based NoCs resulted in up to 80% of improvement in
the considered scenarios using DMA transfers. Similarly, adjusting dynamically
the rate control in Nis for handling cache-based traﬃc resulted in up to 75% im-
provement when compared to the scenarios with the static arbitration. The mecha-
nism allows supporting multiple scheduling schemes (e.g. time-driven schedulers,
static and dynamic priority based arbitration) in the same baseline architecture.
There is no need for arbitration specific modifications. Moreover, the RM-based
arbitration allows optimization of the NoC schedule for improving the synchro-
nization of the processing nodes with the peripherals connected to the MPSoC.
For instance, in case of the DDR3-SDRAM the implementation of the control layer
significantly decreased the latency of memory accesses (up to 70% improvement)
while providing the real-time guarantees.
The conducted evaluation has also shown that the proposed synchronization
can be eﬃciently applied for transmissions with diﬀerent granularity levels (e.g.
flit, packet, DMA transfers or activations of whole tasks). This introduces a fine-
granular control of the overhead (resulting from the synchronization protocol) and
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Figure 5.40: Comparison of diﬀerent QoS mechanisms for NoCs with the control layer. Spe-
cial focus is placed on safety and performance at the presence of dynamics.
permits keeping it at an acceptable level (e.g. below 5% of the duration of consid-
ered NoC access).
Next, the resource overhead resulting from clients and the RM modules has
been evaluated. The synthesis reports were conducted based on the implementa-
tion in the IDAMC platform [140], using a Virtex-6-LX760 Xilinx FPGA and Xilinx
ISE 14.6 with s default optimization settings and no special optimizations for the
VHDL implementation. The synthesis results show, that the simple approaches
(e.g. round-robin, adaptive load distribution) introduce less than 5% overhead to
the area of the NI module. The more complex approaches (e.g. adaptive load distri-
bution) introduce slightly more overhead (5.5%). This slight increase comes from
the higher complexity of the control logic which is necessary for an online adop-
tion. However, the control layer simultaneously decreases the hardware require-
ments of the MPSoC due to the global synchronization and therefore reduce router
costs e.g. shorter buﬀer queues, simpler arbiters. The RM safely limits the size of
buﬀers and head of line blocking without the need for back pressure. Moreover, in
the highly dynamic priority-based setups, the control layer can be used to decouple
a number of priorities from the available HW-resources, i.e. priority based shar-
ing of the same buﬀer queue. Sections 5.4 and 5.5 proved that in many systems, the
resource overhead from the control layer can be minimized through re-using the
existing components of the MPSoC architecture (i.e. diﬀerent NoC layers for con-
trol messages, existing resource management cores). Consequently, the hardware
overhead is low and feasible for deployment in many contemporary and future
setups. The introduced analysis framework allows not only to provide temporal
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guarantees but also, even more importantly, to reach improved service guarantees
in many setups when compared to the static resource allocation schemes. The de-
tailed results from the experimental verification are available in the Section 5.2.
The improved service guarantees are possible due to the global point of synchro-
nization simplifying the formal verification and capturing the system wide dynam-
ics. Note, that guarantees can be given for the architecture without hard trade-oﬀs
between predictability and performance or required HW resources (e.g. buﬀer size)
which are known from other solutions.
Consequently, the control layer is fulfilling all the evaluation criteria, see Ta-
ble 5.40. The proposed mechanism constitutes a feasible and appealing alternative
for the future designs requiring simultaneously high performance and real-time
guarantees.
Chapter 6: Conclusions
NoCs designed to host advanced embedded applications require, simultaneously,
performance and eﬃcient real-time guarantees in the presence of dynamics. Fur-
thermore, new complex functions, e.g., autonomous driving, combine high load
requirements with a need for safety guarantees and therefore must provide a veri-
fication methodology to comply with the safety standards.
Existing architectures apply Quality-of-Service mechanisms locally in routers
and NIs to address these problems. Their primary goal is to minimize the non-
functional dependencies between senders and to put a predictable upper bound
on the interference in the interconnect. However, as shown in Chapter 2, this is
frequently done at the cost of significantly reduced performance or high hardware
overhead. The static platform management, as used in current safety-critical sys-
tems, is not suﬃcient anymore to provide the needed level of service. Dynamic
platform management could meet the challenge, but it usually suﬀers from a lack
of predictability and the simplicity necessary for certification of safety and real-
time properties.
Solving this major challenge was the main goal of the presented work. In Chap-
ter 3 the novel, global and dynamic control for NoCs with real-time requirements has
been proposed. The arbitration between concurrent senders is done through the
protocol based synchronization between a central scheduling unit - Resource Man-
ager - and local arbiters in nodes - clients. The behavioral models for senders are
enforced with traﬃc regulators (shapers) in the NIs connecting the node with the
NoC. Consequently, the admission control in the NoC is decoupled from the flow
control decisions. This allows a path-oriented approach in which both the per-hop
behavior of routers and the end-to-end properties of the communication can be
unified.
To translate these assumptions into real designs, Chapter 4 provides simulation
tools and a verification methodology for setups with diﬀerent QoS requirements
and traﬃc classes. From a conceptual point of view, the introduced NoC control
employs a formal, model-based verification to prove the adherence to constraints
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whenever a safe adaptation is necessary.
The results of the evaluation have been presented in Chapter 5. Firstly, the con-
ducted experiments have confirmed that the underlying principles of the proposed
scheme allow flexible implementations. Therefore, the solution can be applied
to diﬀerent NoC architectures and MPSoCs, if they comply with some general re-
quirements defined in Chapter 3, e.g., predictable arbitration in routers, adjustable
admission control in nodes, a predictable latency of control messages. In most of
setups (e.g., research-oriented IDAMC, commercial MPPA platform), only small
extensions of the underlying infrastructure were necessary for the incorporation
of the control layer, e.g., additional registers in NIs, small client logic. The flexibil-
ity of the solution also allows a fine-granular resource control, e.g., implantation
entirely in hardware or HW-SW co-design to minimize the overhead.
Simultaneously, the introduced resource management scheme decreases hard-
ware overhead whenever the hard real-time guarantees are necessary. This is pos-
sible due to the proposed arbitration based on the global state of the system. For
instance, a RM allows to safely limit the load to avoid buﬀer overflows which could
endanger safety (i.e., permits smaller buﬀers) or to decouple the number of prior-
ities in the NoC from available VCs. Furthermore, the global and centralized arbi-
tration allows handling dynamics in systems’ behavior eﬃciently. As opposed to
the frequently applied static arbiters, the sophisticated contract-based QoS provi-
sioning can be implemented with the RM without introducing complicated and
hard to maintain schemes or costly hardware extensions. The control layer sup-
ports the full range of the available schedulers, e.g., TDM, round-robin, as well as
static and dynamic priorities. This allows to flexibly and dynamically adjust the
arbitration depending on the system work conditions.
Consequently, the guarantees for the senders with hard real-time requirements
can be achieved while simultaneously oﬀering high average performance to BE ap-
plications. Indeed, an experimental comparison with TDM resulted in up to 80%
improvement in considered scenarios with DMA transfers [81]. Similarly, the RM
which is adjusting rate limiters in nodes (for handling cache-based traﬃc) resulted
in up to 75% improvement [78]. The mechanisms oﬀer high flexibility, supporting
multiple scheduling schemes (time-driven schedulers, static and dynamic prior-
ity based arbitration). The majority of experiments reported improvements in a
range from 30% to 70% [81],[83], [75], [78], [77]. The introduced interface to periph-
eral schedulers’ control layer allows decreasing the latency of the memory accesses
while providing real-time guarantees e.g., up to 70% improvement in case of DDR3
SDRAM [82].
Although the scheme follows the design principles of Software Defined Net-
works (SDN), it adjusts them for the requirements of real-time embedded systems,
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e.g., automotive and avionics domains. The results from Chapter 5 have confirmed
that a naive implementation of the SDN paradigm for NoCs is not possible due
to the properties of synchronized workloads (e.g., single memory accesses) and
specifics of embedded architectures. The implementation entirely in software re-
sults in excessively high synchronization latencies and the dynamic control must
be applied to processing nodes rather than routers. Finally, the control layer pro-
vides a solution for formal verification in case of safety-critical systems, which is
not the case for SDNs.
Summarizing, this work has proposed a mechanism which is capable of achiev-
ing temporal predictability without compromising other benefits resulting from
the application of NoCs in a SoC, e.g., scalability, modularity, flexibility and ex-
cellent performance. Moreover, principles of the control layer are universal and
flexible, thus oﬀering a broad scale of possible industrial deployments. It is cer-
tain that such synchronization mechanism is an essential step towards an eﬃcient
application of NoCs in critical applications with high performance requirements
and dynamics such as in automated driving.
However, there are still multiple open questions which provide a direction for
future research. Firstly, further synchronization of on- and oﬀ-chip traﬃc could
be investigated. This includes communication between multiple RMs in the same
system as well as shared resource reservations to provide end-to-end latency guar-
antees. Moreover, control layer could simplify integration of heterogeneous net-
works, e.g., running with diﬀerent frequencies and providing a diﬀerent protocol
granularity. An integration of the SDN-controlled Ethernet within on-chip MPSoC
traﬃc, as foreseen for future automotive setups, seems to be especially interesting.
Additionally, the suggested next step is to research on global power management
strategies as well as resilience and error control. The changes mentioned above
could lead to significant improvements in guaranteed performance and safety for
future MPSoC generations allowing a higher density and complexity of integrated
functions. Finally, future research could also investigate the possible adjustments
of NoC architectures in order to maximize the benefit from the control layer while
minimizing the overhead from the synchronization protocol.
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FAA Federal Aviation Administration. 15
GALS globally asynchronous locally synchronous. 7
GS Guaranteed Service. 36
HRT hard real-time. 12, 13, 15
HRTT hard real-time transmission. 13–15
HW hardware. 85, 87
IEC International Electrotechnical Commision. 16
IP intellectual property. 7
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LUT Look-UP Table. 124
MMU Memory Management Unit. 49
MPSoC Multiprocessor System-on-Chip. 8, 11, 85
MPU Memory Protection Unit. 49
MSoC Manycore System-on-Chip. 11
NI Network Interface. 8, 85–87, 104, 106, 113, 117, 118, 123–125, 127
NIU Network Interface Unit. 8
NoC Network-on-Chip. 5, 8, 10, 12, 14, 16, 24, 25, 27, 46, 85–94, 96–102, 104–112, 114,
115, 117–120, 122–124, 126, 127
OS operating system. 87
QoS quality-of-service. 14, 85
RL Rate Limiter. 39
RM Ressource Manager. 63
RT Real-Time. 35, 36
RTE Run-Time Environment. 87
RTL register-transfer level. 103
SDN Software-defined Networking. 53, 87
SoC System-on-Chip. 7, 11, 12, 14, 15, 20
SRT soft real-time. 12, 13, 15
SRTT soft real-time transimssion. 13–15
SW software. 87
TDM Time-Divsion Multiplexing. 33
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TLM transaction-level modeling. 103, 104
VC Virtual Channel. 36
VLSI very-large-scale integration. 7
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Glossary
admission control A validation process performed at runtime before a communi-
cation is established to see if the currently available NoC resources are suf-
ficient for the particular transmission.. 56
backpressure "Information about the utilization of downstream resources. Back-
pressure information is used by flow control to prevent overflow of buﬀers
and can be used by an adaptive routing algorithm to avoid congested re-
sources, for example." from [37].. 18
connection The contract-based end-to-end resource reservations for a given sender-
receiver pair on the selected path with a selected QoS provisioning.. 57
criticality Criticality is a designation of the level of assurance against failure needed
for a system component from [30].. 16
data flow "The directed transmission of data between multiple entities", from [36]..
65
deadline "The point in time when an execution of an entity must be finished",
from [36].. 12
event "State change of a hardware and/or software entity", from [36].. 18
fail-operational Feature of a system or a unit. Describes the ability of a system or
functional unit to continue normal operation despite the presence of hard-
ware or software faults, based on [36].. 21
fail-safe Feature of a system or a unit. In case of a fault the system or the functional
unit transits to a safe state, based on [36].. 21
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failure Termination of the ability of a system of functional unit to perform a re-
quired function, from [36].. 18
fault abnormal condition that can cause an element or an item to fail. 18
flow control "Flow control is the scheduling and allocation of a network’s resources,
such as channel bandwidth, buﬀer space, and control state." from [37].. 18
global state of the system The number of currently running applications and their
current requirements with respect to the shared system resources e.g. NoC’s
links and buﬀers.. 57
hot-module A hot-spot module is a module whose demand is significantly greater
than other, similar resources. For example, a particular destination terminal
becomes a hot-spot in a shared memory multicomputer when many process-
ing nodes are simultaneously reading from the node, based on [37].. 144
interfering transmissions Transmissions which overlap in at least one router on
their path from source to destination and therefore are sharing NoC re-
sources, i.e., link bandwidth and/or buﬀers in routers.. 56
jitter "The maximum diﬀerence in the latency between two packets within a flow.
Low jitter is often a requirement for video streams or other real time data for
which the regularity of data arrival is important. The jitter times the band-
width of a flow gives a lower bound on the size of buﬀer required." from [37]..
23
latency time required to deliver a unit of data (usually a packet or mes- sage) through
the network, measured from the the injec- tion of the first bit at the source
to the ejection of the last bit at the destination [37]. 12
mixed-criticality system A system where applications of diﬀerent levels of critical-
ity are executed on a shared computing platform from [30].. 16
non-blocking "A network is non-blocking if it can simultaneously handle all cir-
cuit requests that are a permutation of the inputs and outputs. A non-blocking
network can always handle a request for a circuit from any idle input to any
idle output.", from [37].. 72
Glossary 243
predictability accuracy of the formal evaluation (i.e. calculation or ”prediction”)
of the observed run-time behavior for the system or system’s element (e.g.
latency of transmissions for interconnect ) without (full) knowledge of run-
time workloads (e.g. deployed traﬃc, senders behavior), cf.[45].. 85
QoS provisioning The Quality-of-Service (QoS) provisioning defines the minimal
set of resources requested for connections (reservations) including at least
the type and desired upper time response of the NoC depending on the par-
ticular synchronization scenario.. 57
quality of service The bandwidth, latency, and/or jitter received by a particular con-
nection or class of traﬃc. A QoS policy diﬀerentiates between connections
and provides services to those connections based on a contract that guar-
antees the QoS provided to each connection, provided that the connection
complies with restrictions on volume and burstiness of traﬃc, based on [37]..
29
real-time systems The system in which the correctness of the system design and
working depends equally on temporal and functional aspects.. 12
response time "The length of time from the release time of the job to the instant
when it completes.", from [92].. 57
risk Combination of the probability of occurrence of harm and the severity, from [36]..
16
safety "Freedom from unacceptable risk to persons and goods", from [36].. 15
scalability "The degree to which assets (e.g. NoC) can be adapted to specific target
environments for various defined measures.", from [36].. 20
synchronization scenarios Sets of applications which may mutually influence their
execution times, e.g., through concurrent accesses to shared interconnect
resources.. 56
throughput "The amount of traﬃc (in bits/s) delivered to the destination terminals
of the network", from [37].. 12
timeout Notification with respect to deadline violation of an event or task (e.g.
while working on/with information: receiving, sending, processing), from [36]..
65
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topology The static arrangement of routers, links, and processing nodes in a net-
work, based on [37].. 3
traﬃc locality Feature of the NoC assuring that packets belonging to the same log-
ical connection arrive in the same specific order in which they were in-
jected to the NoC (in-order delivery) and / or that streams from two diﬀerent
senders targeting the same node do not mix in the NoC.. 23
use-case "A model of the usage by the user of a system in order to realize a certain
functional feature of the system.", from [36].. 117
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